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Introduction 

In an era when sporting organizations are on clear notice that children and young adults 

are at risk of sex abuse and assault in sport, and that they need to institute effective programs to 

prevent athlete sex abuse and assault, no National Governing Body (NGB) should be permitted 

to ignore their duty to protect athletes from sexual abuse.  United States Tennis Association 

(“USTA”), the NGB for the sport of tennis, remains stuck in the past, which makes it dangerous 

to athletes, as it prioritizes profits over athletes.  USTA’s signature event, the United States Open, 

alone generated over $500 million in 2023 and yet seemingly little, if any, of that money is being 

devoted to implementing procedures and programs designed to better prevent predators from 

getting access to and sexually assaulting athletes.  Compounding matters, USTA is well aware 

that tennis attracts abusers, when the sport affords extended one-on-one access to, primarily, 

young women.    

Since 2002, 52 abusive tennis coaches or officials have gained access to and sexually 

abused tennis athletes.  Experts know well that many victims of abuse never come forward, and 

the number of reported perpetrators within USTA is likely just a fraction of the actual abuse. 

Abusers must find the sport an attractive venue. 

Despite this knowledge, USTA has scaled back athlete protection policies based on fears 

of liability.  USTA general counsel Staciellen Mischel initiated the retreat from improving 

measures to protect tennis players.  USTA and Ms. Mischel went so far as to actively oppose 

efforts made by the United States Olympic Committee (“USOC”) to protect athletes from sex 

abuse during the #MeToo movement and in the midst of sex abuse within other NGBs including 

gymnastics, swimming, and taekwondo, among others.  USTA and Ms. Mischel’s actions are 

reminiscent of the many instances of covering up child sex abuse across the culture.  As in 

the other contexts, silencing victims and deflecting the truth paved the way for abusers to 

abuse and assault others.  In this case, at least three (3) athletes were abused by their 

respective coaches after 2014.  Considering that there are currently over 680,000 USTA 

individual members and over 7,000 tennis organizational members, and thousands of active 

athletes, it is incumbent upon Congress to launch an investigation into USTA’s failure to protect 
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athletes, just as it did with gymnastics.  The U.S. Olympic and Paralympic Committee will not 

hold USTA or Ms. Mischel accountable. USTA’s and Ms. Mischel’s persistent failure to protect 

athletes requires legal action to ensure it is held accountable for the preventable harm to these 

athletes and to change its policies so that future athletes are safe.    

 
I. THE USTA RESISTED THE USOC’S EFFORTS AT THE TIME TO 

PROTECT ATHLETES FROM SEXUAL PREDATORS 
 

Coaches sexually abusing athletes have been given wide latitude for decades within the 

Olympic movement.   Exhibit 1 is a summary of USTA members (mostly coaches) who have 

sexually abused athletes.  In 2010, the USOC1 notified all 48 NGBs, including USTA, of the need 

to immediately strengthen child protection measures after a series of sex abuse allegations 

arose.  After consulting with various experts in the field, the USOC presented its 

recommendations to the NGBs to make them safer.  USTA refused to follow these 

recommendations.  
In late 2012, the USOC again reiterated the need to strengthen athlete protection measures 

in light of the “crisis” of coaches molesting minor athletes.  USTA once again did not listen.  As 

a result, the USOC was forced to mandate that USTA implement minimum standards.  USTA 

protested vociferously, telling USOC’s then-CEO and lawyer Scott Blackmun that the proposed 

changes were problematic, because they would increase liability exposure for the NGBs:  

  
Scott, you are undoubtedly aware that by creating these minimum standards for all 
NGBs the USOC is not only creating new exposure for itself, but also for NGB’s 
who would be required to revamp their existing programs to comply with the vague 
and controversial minimum standards proposed to the USOC Board. (Exhibit 2).  

  

USTA did not stop there.  As reported by the New York Times (see A Tennis Coach Was 

Abusing Minors. Should the Sport’s Federation Have Known? - The New York Times 

                                                            
1 The USOC is a federally charted nonprofit corporation whose central function is to coordinate amateur sports 
throughout the county for athletes hoping to one day compete in the Olympics.  In this role, USOC certifies and 
oversees each sport’s national governing body, the entity responsible for conducting and administering the sport in 
the United States.    
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(nytimes.com), USTA attended a USOC Board meeting in Chicago to personally oppose its 

athlete safety measures.  USTA is one of two, out of 48 total NGBs (USA Softball was the other), 

to protest the proposed changes, with the remaining 46 supporting the movement.  USOC meeting 

minutes reveal:  

  
USTA does not believe a single mandatory national entity is the best way to 
approach the issue.  [USTA] shared [its] reasoning and concerns with the Board 
and recommended that the initiative move forward in a manner that enables a 
National Governing Body to opt out of the centralized structure if that entity meets 
specified Safe Sport related standards on its own. (Exhibit 3 at p.3)  
  

The USOC persisted and used its authority to force USTA to implement minimal 

protection systems.  USTA, however, has continued to be a critic of those who suggest higher 

standards for abuse prevention and victim support while it regularly generates annual revenue of 

over $330 million.  

 
II. THE USTA REFUSED TO PUBLISH A LIST OF KNOWN PREDATORS, 

LEADING TO THE SAVAGE MOLESTATION OF AT LEAST TWO BOYS 
 

USTA hired Normandie Burgos as a tennis instructor for its National Junior Tennis 

League in San Francisco, CA in 2004.  In 2006, USTA quietly fired Burgos upon learning of 

accusations involving the sexual abuse of minor tennis players.  It was also widely reported at the 

time that Burgos was fired from his position as a coach and teacher at a local high school for the 

same reasons.  USTA did not, however, warn any parents of the youth members it knew were 

under the care of Burgos at the time.  Nor did USTA suspend Burgos’s membership status or 

restrict his access to children despite knowing that Burgos operated a member organization called 

the “Burgos Foundation” through which Burgos was afforded unlimited access to adolescent 

boys.  Rather, USTA ignored the patterns of sex abuse it could plainly see, endangering one 

athlete after another.   

One of the USOC recommendations included automatically disqualifying from 

membership anyone who had been terminated from employment due to allegations of childhood 

sexual abuse.  (Exhibit 4 at 000275.)  The USOC also urged each NGB to publish a list of persons 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/04/sports/tennis/tennis-sex-abuse-safesport.html
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suspended from the sport and/or provide notification to the parents of the same.  (Exhibit 5 at 

000372.) 

USTA did not make those reports but rather scoffed at the notion it should publish anything 

or notify anyone about known predators.  Why?  In 2015, USTA and Ms. Mischel revealed their 

self-interest behind the refusal to publish – an unfounded fear that, by banning accused coaches, 

USTA would be sued for defamation and libel.  The following is part of a series of exchanges 

between the USOC and the USTA as to specific proposed changes by the USOC on the left with 

Ms. Mischel’s “comments” in the margin to the right.  (Exhibit 6 at USTA0000389).  

  

In March 2014, Burgos was arrested for the second time for childhood sexual abuse. A 

“maltreatment” report was formally submitted to USTA by the victim’s mother shortly 

thereafter.  In response, the USTA finally banned Burgos, but did not, per USOC’s mandate, place 

his name on a public list or notify any of the dozens of parents it knew had children who had been 

under the care of Burgos.  Rather, Ms. Mischel orchestrated a cover-up by issuing an internal 

memorandum amongst USTA officers and lawyers that reasoned that USTA’s interests were 

protected by prohibiting Burgos from attending USTA events, but as far as his engagement with 

USTA youth members, “though this is a sensitive matter, all information regarding this matter 

should be handled with care and treated as confidential” in the following document: (Exhibit 7).   
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Ms. Mischel’s logic echoes the stance taken when USTA quietly fired Burgos years earlier: 

“Let’s get him out of our hair so that we will not incur any liability.  I only care about the interests 

of the USTA.  Let’s not warn anybody else because he may come back and sue us.  We place more 

priority on protecting ourselves from libel suits than protecting children from a likely 

predator.  So, keep quiet and do only what you need to do internally to ensure that he does not 

cause problems for us.”  This is precisely the attitude that has subjected children to repeat 

offenders across the culture.  When the institution takes the position that it’s all about them, more 

children get abused. 
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USTA knowingly released a wolf amongst unprotected sheep.  It enabled a serial sexual 

predator to groom naïve children/USTA members who wanted nothing more than to please a 

coach who could get them to college and beyond.  Parents trusted Burgos because he seemed to 

be sanctioned by the USTA and they were not apprised of his danger to their children.  They 

assumed that, if there was an issue, USTA would have told them as they were all established 

USTA members who dutifully paid their dues each year and trusted the organization. 

As a direct result of Ms. Mischel’s decision to keep the parents in the dark regarding 

Burgos, he molested at least one other boy over three hundred (300) times over a four-year 

period.  See A Tennis Coach Was Abusing Minors. Should the Sport’s Federation Have Known? 

- The New York Times (nytimes.com).  A jury found Burgos guilty of 60 counts of child 

molestation, and he was sentenced to 250 years in prison.    

 
III. THE USTA FAILED TO BAN COACH/ATHLETE RELATIONSHIPS, 

WHICH ENABLED A TOXIC CULTURE AND THE SEXUAL ASSAULT OF 
KYLIE MCKENZIE 

The USTA has steadfastly refused to prohibit romantic relationships between coaches and 

athletes.  USTA does not want there to be any impediment to this kind of relationship as they 

believe that coaches dating players is part of the fabric of tennis.  When the USOC pressed USTA 

to issue a simple ban on romantic relationships between coaches and athletes, USTA resisted such 

a change, because so many athletes were dating coaches, without regard to the safety of its 

athletes, as the notation of the proposed policy shows:  
  

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/04/sports/tennis/tennis-sex-abuse-safesport.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/04/sports/tennis/tennis-sex-abuse-safesport.html
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(Exhibit 8 at p. USOPC-USTA-00000901, 00000908.) 

  

When asked under oath to identify the alleged “many” players who desired to date their 

coaches, USTA identified only one--Serena Williams, arguably the best player in the history of 

U.S. women’s tennis, if not the world.   

Thus, while other sports organizations in this country were responding to the sex abuse 

epidemic by developing restrictions and boundaries on a coach’s interactions with athletes, USTA 

insisted on employing antiquated measures, which gave coaches like Anibal Aranda a green light 

to make sexual advances towards their athletes.  Consequently, Mr. Aranda, like dozens of other 

tennis coaches before him, felt empowered enough to brazenly sexually harass and assault Kylie 

McKenzie at USTA’s national campus in Orlando, Florida.  See Kylie McKenzie Speaks Out 

Against a Former U.S.T.A. Coach - The New York Times (nytimes.com).   Coach Aranda’s 

behavior is the byproduct of a perverted culture maintained by USTA.   

It is therefore no wonder why USTA royalty such as Judy Murray, mother and coach of 

Andy, has complained that young women who start off on tour are particularly vulnerable to sex 

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/03/23/sports/tennis/usta-coach-sexual-assault.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/03/23/sports/tennis/usta-coach-sexual-assault.html
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abuse by their coaches (See Tennis is due its own #MeToo moment, Judy Murray says | Judy 

Murray | The Guardian).  Ms. Murray states:  

  
I think anybody would tell you that there are examples [of female players being 
sexually abused by their coaches].  I think that everybody who’s on the circuit 
would be able to name something that is not quite right.  It’s very easy for a young 
inexperienced woman to be taken advantage of. . . I would certainly advocate 
for anybody who has been a victim of abuse in that coaching relationship to speak 
about it.  

     

The highest authority in this area, however, comes from a woman who arguably has done 

more for the sport of tennis over the past several decades than anyone – 21-time major champion, 

tennis’s most trusted commentator and revered Hall of Famer, Pam Shriver.   Recently, Ms. 

Shriver shared that she was involved in a lengthy “romantic” relationship with her much older 

and married coach starting when she was a minor.  Now, she wants to be the voice of change and 

in furtherance thereof has made the following public comments:  

  
• I believe abusive relationships are alarmingly common in sport as a whole.  My 
experience, though, is in tennis where I have witnessed dozens of instances in my four 
and a bit decades as a player and announcer. (see Abusive coaching relationships 
alarmingly common – Pam Shriver | Sports | Jamaica Gleaner (jamaica-gleaner.com), 
emphasis added)  
  
• At that point (when the relationship was ongoing), safeguarding for young female 
players, was like, non-existent.  I really didn’t know where to turn to.  (see Hall of Fame 
tennis player Pam Shriver says she was in 'inappropriate, damaging' relationship with 
her coach when she was 17 - ABC News (go.com)    
  
• The point has to be made very clearly- these kinds of relationships are not 
appropriate, and there will be consequences for those who cross the line.  This is a 
widespread problem and we need a broad-spectrum alliance if we are going to address 
it.  (see Tennis: Pam Shriver on inappropriate relationship with older coach 
(tennismajors.com), emphasis added)  
  
• I spoke up because I hoped to make a difference. Part of my intention was to warn 
players directly about the dangers of mixing personal and professional lives. Above all, 
I wanted the tennis authorities to step up and protect them - because when you’re a 
young athlete, often separated from friends and family from an early age, you’re so 
vulnerable to exploitation. (see Pam Shriver: Revealing my abuse story was a light bulb 
moment – now more players must speak out (telegraph.co.uk)  

https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2018/jul/02/tennis-is-due-its-own-metoo-moment-judy-murray-says
https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2018/jul/02/tennis-is-due-its-own-metoo-moment-judy-murray-says
https://jamaica-gleaner.com/article/sports/20220424/abusive-coaching-relationships-alarmingly-common-pam-shriver
https://jamaica-gleaner.com/article/sports/20220424/abusive-coaching-relationships-alarmingly-common-pam-shriver
https://abcnews.go.com/Sports/hall-fame-tennis-player-pam-shriver-inappropriate-damaging/story?id=84195660
https://abcnews.go.com/Sports/hall-fame-tennis-player-pam-shriver-inappropriate-damaging/story?id=84195660
https://abcnews.go.com/Sports/hall-fame-tennis-player-pam-shriver-inappropriate-damaging/story?id=84195660
https://www.tennismajors.com/wta-tour-news/i-believe-abusive-coaching-relationships-are-alarmingly-common-in-sport-as-a-whole-pam-shriver-opens-up-about-inappropriate-relationship-with-much-older-coach-596645.html
https://www.tennismajors.com/wta-tour-news/i-believe-abusive-coaching-relationships-are-alarmingly-common-in-sport-as-a-whole-pam-shriver-opens-up-about-inappropriate-relationship-with-much-older-coach-596645.html
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/tennis/2022/06/27/pam-shriver-revealing-abuse-story-light-bulb-moment-now-players/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/tennis/2022/06/27/pam-shriver-revealing-abuse-story-light-bulb-moment-now-players/
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• For me, this appointment is a sign that the Tour realizes it has looked the other way 
for too long. Imagine if, one day, every female player raised their hand and told their 
part of tennis’ “MeToo” story. There’s probably a few of us, used to the sketchy realities 
of life on tour, who would be saddened rather than shocked by the numbers involved. 
But most outsiders would be thinking, “Really? It’s that prevalent? I had no idea we 
were talking about so many. (Id, emphasis added)  

 
IV. USTA AND MS. MISCHEL HAVE ATTEMPTED TO SILENCE PAM 

SHRIVER 

Pam Shriver publicly revealed her story on April 20, 2022. Shortly thereafter, on June 6, 

2022, Ms. Shriver attended a USTA Foundation fundraiser in Los Angeles in her personal capacity. 

Ms. Mischel surreptitiously made it a point to also be in attendance.  As Ms. Shriver left the event 

to pick up her kids, Ms. Mischel quietly followed from behind.  Ms. Mischel then proceeded to 

provide Ms. Shriver with unsolicited advice to “be careful” as it relates to her participation in Kylie 

McKenzie’s litigation.   

To be sure, Ms. Shriver’s testimony would be damaging to the interests of USTA, but a 

boon to the bigger issue of safety of athletes.  Ms. Mischel was trying to prevent a jury from 

hearing from the highly respected tennis champion that USTA all too often “looked the other way” 

when it came to rampant abusive coach/athlete relationships. Again, it was USTA liability that 

motivated Ms. Mischel, just like her actions with serial abuser Burgos; Ms. Mischel sought Ms. 

Shriver’s assistance in the USTA cover-up.  

 
V. SIMILAR TO ITS INVESTIGATIONS INTO USA SWIMMING AND 

GYMNASTICS, CONGRESS NEEDS TO INVESTIGATE HOW USTA 
CONTINUES TO ENDANGER ATHLETES 

In 2018, the House of Representatives through the House Committee on Energy and 

Commerce launched an investigation into USA Swimming’s handling of sex abuse matters.  The 

Committee also sent letters of inquiry to USA Gymnastics.  As a result of Congress’s intervention, 

a wide range of measures were adopted by these NGBs, particularly USA Swimming, including a 

new standard pertaining to the hiring and supervision of coaches, and the implementation of 

training to educate members on how to detect and deter coaches from grooming and sexually 

abusing minor athletes.  Further, members of USA Swimming’s “old guard” who, like tennis, did 
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not hesitate to protect and cover up for popular abusive coaches such as notorious predators Andy 

King, Mitch Ivey, Everett Uchiyama and Rick Curl, were removed from sport.  These USA 

Swimming executives included Director Pat Hogan, General Counsel Richard Young, and Safe 

Sport Coordinator Susan Woessner.      

The authors of this piece were intimately involved in the USA Swimming sex abuse 

scandal.  Ms. Hamilton and Ms. Hogshead, a swimmer and gold medalist winner in the 1984 

Olympic games, spearheaded legislative efforts to make children safer in sport through, for 

example, the creation of the Protecting Young Victims from Sexual Abuse Act, which classified 

every person in the Olympic movement as mandated reporters who are legally obligated to make 

a report to the United States Center for Safe Sport when reasonable suspicion of childhood sexual 

abuse is formed.  Further, Mr. Allard represented the swim sex abuse victims, who were subjected 

to Swimming’s scorched-earth litigation tactics from 2009-2018 during which hundreds of 

depositions were taken that proved the existence of a system of abuse that was being routinely 

exploited by sexual predators to victimize swimmers.  

All three authors agree that the USTA has handled sex abuse claims far below industry 

standards, resulting in dangerous conditions for athletes.  The cover up of athlete sex abuse and 

assault is endemic in sports, but USTA is particularly problematic because of its brazen refusals to 

reform in the interest of the athletes, all to protect itself from well-deserved liability.  USTA is 

following in the footsteps of many institutions before it that have resisted transparency and youth 

safety so as to preserve their image and finances.  While USTA plays off of its Billy Jean King-

like image it is invested in burying sex abuse complaints and cowardly looking the other way even 

though coaches are sexually abusing athletes.  It is yet another example illustrating the wisdom of 

Martin Luther King’s statement:  

  
He who passively accepts evil is as much involved in it as he who helps to perpetrate 
it.  He who accepts evil without protesting it is really cooperating with it. 

  

USTA’s organized efforts not only resulted in a cover up, but also served to dissuade 

survivors from speaking out and obtaining justice.  This has created a dangerous and unhealthy 
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culture within the sport of tennis that needs changing now. Rather than support victims, USTA has 

chosen to silence them through threats and intimidation to serve its end of avoiding liability at all 

costs.  This attitude was documented in a recent New York Times report by Matthew Futterman 

(see Amid U.S. Open Fanfare, U.S.T.A. Fights Questions of Its Handling of Sexual Abuse - The 

New York Times (nytimes.com). As a result, USTA has been harshly criticized for the manner in 

which it retaliates against victims such as Ms. McKenzie--as well as their family members--who 

sue them for the harm USTA has inflicted.   

The following is a sampling of how USTA uses litigation to abuse and harass victims and 

even their family members by asking the following questions:  
 

• (To Kylie McKenzie) It says, Patient was taking birth control, but her body did not 
handle them well. Did you – did you stop taking your pills, and that’s what caused 
this situation? (Exhibit 9 at 97:11-14)  

• And then had you recently taken the morning-after pill? (Id. at 97:24-25)  
• You knew he (the coach who sexually assaulted her) was coming onto you right? 
So you’re naïve? Did you have a boyfriend before then? Did you ever have a guy 
come onto you before then? You didn’t have any experience with boys or men at that 
point? When you say a few, how many does that mean? How many is that? (Id. at 
142: 9-22)  
• And when you say you’re innocent, does that mean you wouldn’t know it’s 
inappropriate for a man to touch your – or run his hand across your breast, as you 
described? (Id. at 149:13-15)  
 
• (To her mother Kathleen) Did she admit that she was kissing boys or interacting 
with boys when she should have been practicing? (Exhibit 10 at 62:6-8)  
• Has she ever been pregnant? Were there any pregnancy scares? Did she ever talk 
to you about possibly being pregnant? Are you aware that she took the Plan B pill? 
(Id. at 164: 9-12, 19-20).  
 
• (To her aunt and uncle) Were you aware that Kylie McKenzie took a Plan B pill 
prior to her relationship with (unnamed boy)? (Exhibit 11 at 60:12-14)  
• Were you aware of her having any pregnancy scares while she lived in Florida? 
(Exhibit 12 at 134:7-8)  
 

Conclusion 

Olympic sport should be a vehicle for athletes to grow, thrive, and achieve as they amaze 

and impress their fellow Americans.  They rightfully depend on the USOC and the NGBs to do 

everything feasible to provide an environment that allows them to achieve those goals.  NGB 

https://www.nytimes.com/2023/09/10/sports/tennis/tennis-usta-kylie-mckenzie-court.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/09/10/sports/tennis/tennis-usta-kylie-mckenzie-court.html
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leaders should never lose sight that the safety and welfare of athletes is of the utmost importance 

without exception.   It is axiomatic that athletes need to be made safe for them to attain their goals, 

especially from known predators.  If leaders in sport cannot or will not adhere to these 

fundamentals, they must be held to account.   

The situation with USTA can be classified as nothing less than dire.  Athletes, particularly 

females, are at great risk of being subjected to sexual abuse due to a culture embedded in the USTA 

that fosters such behavior.  The USTA is the latest entity to put image and money above the 

protection of children and young adults from sexual abuse.  What makes USTA’s situation worse 

than many others is that it has had over 20 years to learn about systematic sexual abuse in our 

culture, but the lessons to be learned from so many other organizations have been assiduously 

resisted.  True, USTA makes hundreds of millions of dollars each year and its annual US Open is 

a treasured tennis competition, but its recalcitrance to better and effect sex abuse prevention 

procedures is indefensible and in need of a thorough airing in Congress.   

The longer this issue remains unaddressed, the more likely other young athletes will be 

irreparably harmed by preventable sexual abuse.  We respectfully request Congress immediately 

investigate USTA and force the necessary changes, including the removal of USTA personnel, to 

protect athletes across the country.   
 
 
 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
 
  
Dated: October 5, 2023     _____________________   

Marci Hamilton, Esq  
CHILD USA, Inc.  
Philadelphia, PA  
 

  
Dated: October 5, 2023     ______________________  
        Nancy Hogshead, Esq  

Champion Women, Inc.  
Jacksonville, FL  
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Dated: October 5, 2023     ______________________   

Robert Allard, Esq.  
Corsiglia, McMahon and Allard, 
LLP  
San Jose, CA  
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EXHIBIT 2



 

 
 
 

 
 
December 13, 2012  
 
 
Mr. Scott Blackmun 
USOC 
1 Olympic Plaza 
Colorado Springs, CO  80909-5760 
 
Re: “Minimum” Standards for SafeSport Initiative 
 
Dear Scott, 
 
Thank you for your letter of December 11th.   
 
There is no stronger supporter of the SafeSport Initiative and the implementation of 
measures to ensure safe training environments, not only for athletes but for all NGB 
participants, than the United States Tennis Association.  For many years, long before 
the USOC contemplated the SafeSport Initiative or the hiring of a Director of SafeSport 
& Ethics, the USTA has been a leader in implementing robust policies and procedures 
to ensure that our mission “To promote and develop the growth of tennis” could be 
achieved while mitigating any risk of misconduct.  In fact, it was the USOC that asked 
the USTA to provide a representative to serve as a panelist nearly two years ago at its 
“Best Practices Seminar” to share the numerous measures implemented by the USTA 
to ensure this end.  
 
The USTA strongly supports the implementation of a sport safety program by every 
National Governing Body, but it believes that the NGBs should determine how best to 
structure and implement such a program with the USOC’s assistance in providing tools 
and resources.  It was that exact sentiment that was expressed to the USOC by an 
overwhelming majority of the NGB’s at the Best Practices Seminar nearly two years 
ago.  During those meetings, all parties left with the understanding that the USOC would 
take the lead in creating a set of best practices that NGBs could pick and choose from 
based on a variety of factors unique to each NGB.  With that, the USOC did a stellar job 
in assembling the SafeSport Handbook which memorialized best practices for creating 
safe training environments while providing clear disclaimers such as the following, 
which recognized the individuality of every organization: 
 

“This document imposes no obligation on any National Governing Body or 
any of its members or affiliated organizations. Rather, the document is a 
guide which may be useful to national and local clubs in developing their own 
policies and the handbook should not be viewed as creating a legal standard 
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of care or as a model of best practice…Each organization should use its own 
judgment in evaluating which policies it should implement and the manner in 
which to implement them.” 

 
In speaking with numerous NGBs following the release of the SafeSport Handbook and 
based on surveys conducted, there was a significant movement by NGBs on their own 
to implement new measures and enhance existing programs they deemed were 
practical and best suited for their respective sport.  Significant recognition was given to 
the USOC for their efforts in providing resources that NGBs could draw from and the 
USOC did an excellent job in communicating to the NGBs that there were resources 
available to them at little to no charge. 
 
At the June 28, 2012 meeting of the USOC Board of Directors, the Board explored 
“whether to put in place mandatory minimum requirements for NGB’s relating to 
SafeSport…and a motion was made directing the USOC to develop proposed specific 
minimum requirements….”  This was a complete reversal by the USOC but was 
repeatedly reinforced that “the standard would be set so low that nearly every NGB with 
a current reasonable policy would be in compliance”.  Unfortunately, the end result of 
the proposal that was presented to you and the Board is not the product of the 
SafeSport working group or representative of the sentiments (which vary greatly) of the 
working group, far exceeds the “minimum requirements” as initially contemplated and 
expressed to the NGBs, and is a stark departure from the USOC’s previous policy of 
creating resources and tools to the NGBs in achieving their own sport safety program 
without mandating minimum requirements.   
 
Based on a survey that was conducted by the USOC/NGB SafeSport working group, a 
large number of NGB’s (even those with robust sport safety programs at the present 
time) do not currently, and do not have plans within the next year, to fulfill several of the 
controversial minimum standards as proposed. Additionally, several of the proposed 
minimum standards were measures of great dispute among the NGB’s within the 
working group but were nonetheless added to the list at the USOC’s discretion.  In fact, 
it is our understanding that these proposed measures were presented in a manner that 
implied that they were the results of the working group when, in fact, there was sharp 
disagreement from within the working group about many of the items included and the 
direction of the proposed unfunded mandates.   
 
Scott, you are undoubtedly aware that by creating these minimum standards for all 
NGBs the USOC is not only creating new exposure for itself, but also for NGB’s who 
would be required to revamp their existing programs to comply with the vague and 
controversial minimum standards proposed to the USOC Board.  As you acknowledge 
in your letter, “reasonable people can disagree” but to take the independent judgment 
away from the NGB’s who have spent thousands of hours and dollars in developing 
their own programs based on best practices for their organization seems to indicate that 
we cannot agree to disagree as these proposed minimum standards would become 
mandates of the United States Olympic Committee. 
 
Let’s be clear that the USTA is fully supportive of the SafeSport Initiative and the tireless 
work that you and your team have achieved to date.  The USTA has been a leader in 
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this area as recognized by the National Center For Safety Initiatives, National Council of 
Youth Sports and others, and with over 750,000 members and thousands of volunteers, 
officials, ballpersons, etc., we are keenly aware of the need to always look towards 
enhancing our sport safety program. 
 
We appreciate your efforts and we again ask that you table the recommendation for 
further analysis and discussion. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
F. Skip Gilbert 
Managing Director, Professional Tennis Operations 
US Open Tournament Manager 
 
cc: Larry Probst, USOC 
 Gordon Smith, USTA 
 David Brewer, USTA 
 Dan Malasky, Esq., USTA 
 Rich Bender, NGBC 
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Minutes 

Board of Directors Meeting 
Chicago, IL 

September 25-26, 2014 

A meeting of the Board of Directors (the "Board") of the United States Olympic 
Committee ("USOC") occurred on September 25 and 26, 2014 over two sessions, 
following notice duly given pursuant to the USOC Bylaws. The first session commenced 
at 2:45 p.m. local time on September 25. The following members of the Board were 
present in person for the first session: Larry Probst (Chair), Robbie Bach, Jim Benson, 
Scott Blackmun (CEO), Bob Bowlsby, Ursula Bums, Anita DeFrantz, John Hendricks, 
Susanne Lyons, Bill Marolt, Mary McCagg, Dave Ogrean, Whitney Ping and Angela 
Ruggiero. Jim Easton participated in the meeting by telephone. The above present 
members constitute a quorum of the Board under the USOC Bylaws Section 3.16. Nina 
Kemppel was unable to attend. 

Present from the USOC were Jon Denny, Malia Arrington, Rick Adams, Lisa 
Baird, Patrick Sandusky, Benita Fitzgerald-Mosley, Walt Glover, Alan Ashley, Larry 
Buendorf, Michelle Stuart and Rana Dershowitz. Gordon Smith, Skip Gilbert and 
Maureen Shaffer were also present for the meeting. The minutes were recorded by Ms. 
Dershowitz. 

Session I 

1. Call to Order and Welcome 

The Chair called the meeting to order at 2:45 and welcomed the Board. 

2. US Olympic Endowment 

Mr. Bill Hybl, Chair of the US Olympic Endowment and Mr. Bill Mccarron, 
President of Prime Buchholz, updated the Board regarding the assets and management of 
the US Olympic Endowment. Mr. Hybl explained that Prime Buchholz is the independent 
advisory firm that the USOE utilizes to strategize regarding its investments. Mr. 
McCarron then shared with the Board information regarding the long and short term 
performance history of the USOE. He provided the Board with insight into the strategies 
used, shared the liquidity profile and geographic exposure of the USOE and identified the 
various managers involved. A Board member inquired as to the diversity reflected among 
the USOE investment managers. The Board discussed the fees associated with Prime 
Buchholz work and then thanked Prime Buchholz and the USOE for the great work done 
protecting the endowment of the US Olympic movement. 

Mr. Hybl and Mr. Mccarron departed the meeting. 
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3. USOC Financial Results 

Mr. Walt Glover, Chief Financial Officer, reported to the Board on the USOC's 
year to date financial results. He reported that the USOC is projecting that it wiU end the 
year ahead of target with regard to revenue and below target with regard to expenses. He 
provided the Board with insight into the USOC's operating cash position versus budget 
as well. 

4. Development Update 

Mr. Jon Denney reported to the Board on the US Olympic and Paralympic 
Foundation's results for the year to date. He presented the Board with information 
regarding historic Games-year fundraising trends and explained his intent to achieve 
greater success than historic trends would predict. Mr. Denney provided the Board with 
his revised forecast for the year as well as prospects and strategies for the final quarter of 
the year. 

Mr. Denney next updated the Board on staffing changes and hires within the 
division. 

Mr. Denney then shared with the Board plans for the USOPF's new annual fund, 
the Team USA Fund. He explained how the annual fund differed from the USOC's 
direct mail efforts and gave the Board insight into the USOPF's plans for testing and 
implementation of the new initiative. 

Next, Mr. Denney spoke to the Board regarding some of the challenges that could 
arise with an increase in principal gift level gifts, particularly in connection with 
restricted gifts, associated expenses and the USOC's budgeting process. The discussion 
turned to the necessity of ensuring balance between restricted and unrestricted gifts. 

The Board asked about interest levels for Rio hospitality, which Mr. Denney 
explained is very high. A discussion then occurred regarding capacity for such hospitality 
in Rio. 

5. Safe Sport 

Mr. Blackmun reminded the Board of the prior discussions regarding Safe Sport 
as well as the Board's prior direction to staff. He explained what has been done to date 
and noted that while at one time support for the initiative was unanimous, one NGB had 
now indicated it had concerns. Mr. Blackmun invited representatives from the NGB 
Council and the U.S. Tennis Association to share their points of view. 

Ms. Malia Arrington, Director of Ethics and Safe Sport, then reported to the 
Board on current structural development and fundraising efforts in support of the Safe 
Sport initiative. Ms. Arrington advised the Board that a draft of the proposed bylaws for 
the new entity are largely complete and will be circulated to the NGBC and AAC shortly, 
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with a goal of having them presented to the USOC Board in December. She further 
advised that staff has been working with an outside insurance consultant to best ensure 
that the new entity will be able to attain appropriate coverage. Finally, Ms. Arrington 
introduced Ms. Maureen Schafer to the Board, explaining that Ms. Schafer has been 
spearheading the fundraising efforts on a volunteer basis. 

Ms. Schafer spoke to the Board about her involvement with the effort. She shared 
her perspective on the importance of the initiative and explained her fundraising 
approach. Ms. Arrington and Ms. Schafer then walked the Board through proposed 
fundraising collateral. The Board provided feedback on the collateral and engaged in a 
discussion around the focus of the entity. Ms. Ruggiero commented that the IOC and the 
broader global movement could benefit from all the work being done. 

Mr. Gordon Smith, USTA Executive Director and Chief Operating Officer, spoke 
to the Board regarding USTA's perspective on the USOC's Safe Sport initiative. He 
expressed USTA's support for Safe Sport efforts generally, but explained that USTA 
does not believe that a single mandatory national entity is the best way to approach the 
issue. He shared his reasoning and concerns with the Board and recommended that the 
initiative move forward in a manner that enables a National Governing Body to opt out of 
the centralized structure if that entity independently meets specified stringent Safe Sport 
related standards on its own. 

Mr. Rich Bender then shared with the Board the perspective of the NGBC, joined 
by Mr. Steve Penny and Mr. Doug Beal. They expressed the Council's appreciation for 
how much engagement there has been with the NGBs and how actively collaborative the 
development of the construct has been. Mr. Bender, Mr. Penny and Mr. Beal confirmed 
that the NGBC is strongly in support of the creation of a centralized independent entity to 
address safe sport issues, and believe it is critical that there be 100% NGB participation. 

The Board engaged in a discussion regarding the currently proposed structure. 
The Board explored the benefits and challenges of mandating participation. The 
discussion turned to the scope of the Safe Sport effort with dialog about the education 
elements as compared to the investigative elements. 

Following the discussion, Mr. Smith, Mr. Gilbert, Mr. Bender, Mr. Penny and Mr. 
Beal then left the meeting. The Board continued its discussion, exploring various 
potential alternative structures. The Board then determined to table the discussion until 
the following day's executive Board session to enable all Board members to give it 
further thought. 

6. NCAA 

Mr. Blackmun reported to the Board regarding meetings that have occurred 
among USOC personnel, between USOC personnel and representatives of the NCAA and 
NCAA member institutions and between USOC and NGB personnel regarding the 
direction of collegiate sports. He explained the concerns raised by the issues surrounding 
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the NCAA and commented upon how structural changes within the NCAA could 
negatively affect Olympic programs and the Olympic pipeline globally. Mr. Bob 
Bowlsby shared his perspective on the challenges facing the NCAA and how the 
outcomes might affect the Olympic pipeline. Mr. Bowlsby indicated that no one has a 
clear view into where things will go at this point, noting that the outcomes will take 
several years to play out and may be very different at different member institutions. 

Mr. Blackmun advised the Board that there will be a discussion about collegiate 
sport at the NGBC meeting tomorrow and offered the Board the opportunity to join. 

7. Pat Ryan Presentation 

Mr. Pat Ryan, former chairman of the Chicago 2016 bid effort, joined the Board 
to provide his perspective of and observations about whether the USOC should or should 
not bid for the 2024 Olympic and Paralympic Games. Mr. Ryan spoke about the lessons 
learned from the Chicago bid, while noting that he is hopeful that conditions will exist or 
can be created to enable a winning bid from the United States. Mr. Ryan shared some of 
the legacy successes of the Chicago bid, despite not winning the Games. The Board 
discussed with Mr. Ryan some of the international dynamics around the Chicago bid and 
some changes that may occur in the bidding process. 

At this time the Board adjourned for the day. 

Session II 

Chairman Larry Probst was unable to participate in Session II of the Board 
meeting and, pursuant to USOC bylaws Section 3.20, designated Scott Blackmun to run 
the meeting. Other than Mr. Probst, all members of the Board present for the first session 
were present for the second session, though Mr. Hendricks and Mr. Bowlsby joined the 
meeting at 12:50 and Mr. Easton joined telephonically at 1 :30. Mr. Doug Arnot was also 
present for the meeting. 

8. Call to Order 

Mr. Blackmun called the meeting to order at 12:35. He began the meeting by 
requesting that Board members share their views of the various council meetings that had 
occurred that morning. Bill Marolt and Ursula Bums reported on the NGBC meeting. 
Robbie Bach reported on the USOPA meeting. Dave Ogrean reported on the MSOC 
meeting. Susanne Lyons reported on the AAC meeting. A discussion then ensued 
regarding dynamics occurring within the AAC and how the USOC Board might be able 
to help. 
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9. Rio Preparations 

Mr. Alan Ashley. Chief of Sport Performance. reported to the Board on 
preparations for Rio. He focused particularly on the plan to support Team USA in Rio, 
explaining to the Board the USOC venues that will be used. He shared some of the 
challenges encountered as well as the elements implemented to date. 

10. 2015 Summer High Performance Allocations 

Mr. Ashley next spoke to the Board regarding 2015 summer high performance 
allocations, as well as initial plans for winter allocations leading into 2018. Mr. Ashley 
shared Sport Performance's 2015 budget targets. A discussion then ensued regarding 
athlete support through VIK and tuition grants and how such support affects high 
performance allocation budgets, if at all. The discussion then turned to the philosophy 
underlying the proposed allocation plan and the ongoing NGB evaluation process 
undertaken by the USOC. Mr. Ashley then provided the Board with insight into the 
Paralympic allocation process. 

Mr. Ashley shared with the Board his perspective on medal opportunities in Rio 
by sport. As part of this discussion, Mr. Ashley explained certain new strategies being 
undertaken with a few sports. 

11. Marketing update 

Mrs. Lisa Baird, Chief Marketing Officer, updated the Board on sponsor 
renewals. She then shared with the Board the USOC's media programming strategy, 
including both traditional and digital media. Mrs. Baird spoke to the Board briefly 
regarding the USOC's current understanding of the IOC's Global Olympic Channel 
development. 

Next Mrs. Baird spoke to the Board about discussions that had recently occurred 
among the USOC, NBC and the NGBs about the long term development of media 
properties in the US. She shared some of the themes discussed as well as the history of 
collaborative rights development across the US Olympic Movement. She then discussed 
the USOC's planned use of its NBC bonus payment as well as strategies being explored 
to enable portions of the funding to further enhance existing initiatives. 

12. Athlete Career and Education Update 

Mrs. Benita Fitzgerald-Mosley reported to the Board on the USOC's athlete 
career and education programming. She shared with the Board some of the history of the 
USOC's efforts in this area, and spoke about where the USOC is hoping to take the 
program. Mrs. Fitzgerald-Mosley explained some of the learnings the USOC had gleaned 
from similar and parallel efforts ongoing in other contexts, both national and globally. 
Next Mrs. Fitzgerald-Mosley reported to the Board on the strategies and tactics being 
implemented over the next several years to support athlete career and education efforts. 
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Finally Mrs. Fitzgerald-Mosley shared with the Board key successes that have been 
achieved with the program in 2014. 

At this point the Board took a five minute break. 

13. Bid Discussion 

Mr. Blackmun next reminded the Board of the work done to date in the bid 
evaluation process, as well as the guiding principles adopted by the USOC at the front of 
that evaluation effort. He introduced Mr. Doug Arnot to the Board to help inform the 
discussion. Mr. Blackmun shared with the Board thinking developed to date regarding the 
pros and cons of bidding for and/or hosting the Games. He then explained to the Board 
the selection criteria that have been identified and utilized to date. 

The Board discussed the process it would be using to make its decisions regarding 
the question of whether to bid for the 2024 Olympic and Paralympic Games, and with 
whom. The Board then discussed the takeaways from all of the engagement to date with 
each of the four cities being considered. The discussion turned to international dynamics 
around the bidding process. The Board engaged in a thorough discussion regarding all 
four cities and their relative strengths and weaknesses. 

14. Strategic Plan 

Mr. Blackmun presented the Board with a new proposed long term strategic plan, 
asking several members of management to highlight for the Board the tactics under each 
of the strategies proposed as part of the plan. The Board determined that additional work 
should be done through the Paralympic Advisory Committee to further develop and 
refine the proposed strategic plan. 

At this time, 4 :30 p.m., all members of staff other than Rana Dershowitz, Malia 
Arrington and Rick Adams departed the meeting. 

15. Safe Sport 

The Board engaged in a continuation of the discussion regarding Safe Sport, 
specifically examining whether to continue down the path of mandating participation in 
the new national center being developed. The Board particularly explored whether it 
would be appropriate to enable an NGB to opt out of the entity if it met certain standards 
independently as recommended by UST A. 

Following the discussion, the Board confirmed its continued support for 
participation in the entity being a requirement of an NGB maintaining good standing with 
the USOC. The Board also expressed its direction that the USOC must be careful to 
ensure that the details of the entity continue to be developed collaboratively to ensure that 
NGB concerns are addressed to the greatest extent possible. 
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The Board then turned its discussion to the proposed scope of the entity. Ms. 
Arrington explained to the Board that the proposed scope will be different with regard to 
education efforts versus investigation efforts, with the entity providing education relating 
to all forms of physical, sexual and emotional abuse, but only investigating allegations of 
sexual misconduct (and claims of physical or emotional misconduct associated with a 
sexual misconduct claim). She explained that any matter that does not involve sexual 
misconduct will not be handled by the entity, unless the NGB involved specifically 
requests the entity's participation and the entity agrees. The Board requested certain 
revisions to the fundraising collateral that had previously been presented to ensure that 
the scope is clear. 

At this time Ms. Arrington and Mr. Rick Adams left the meeting. 

16. Nominating and Governance Committee Report 

Mr. John Hendricks, chair of the Nominating and Governance Committee, 
reported to the Board on the Committee's activities. He advised that the Committee had 
already interviewed each of the NGBC nominees, noting that both are incredibly strong. 
Mr. Hendricks advised the Board of the Committees planned next steps with regard to 
interviews for both the independent seats as well as the AAC seat being vacated. Mr. 
Hendricks also advised that the Committee is looking to place one additional independent 
individual on the USOC Ethics Committee. Several Board members made 
recommendations regarding potential candidates. 

17. Audit Committee Report 

Ms. Ursula Burns, Chair of the Audit Committee, updated the Board regarding the 
activities of the Committee. She noted that the full Committee had been in attendance at 
the meeting held on September 25. She reported that the Committee had approved 
minutes from several Audit Committee calls, and reviewed issued audit reports on several 
sports. Ms. Bums noted that the Committee reviewed the audit schedule and learned 
about the NOB financial best practices seminar, which appeared to be a success. Ms. 
Bums noted that Ms. Morane Kerek, Managing Director of Internal Audit, had reported 
on the USOC's audit of the OTC construction, which showed extremely good 
management. Ms. Bums advised that the Committee had further discussed the USA TF 
audit and USATF governance concerns and had spoken about Grant Thornton's audit 
report plan. The Committee had received reports on the USOC's financial results and 
spent time hearing from Trevor Miller, Managing Director of IT. 

18. Compensation Committee 

Susanne Lyons, Chair of the Compensation Committee, reported to the Board 
regarding the activities of the Committee at its September 25, 2014 meeting. She noted 
that the Committee reviewed the USOC compensation plan benchmarked against 
industry. She reported that the Committee had noted with concern the level of vacation 
accrual at the USOC. The Committee had reviewed the senior employee evaluation 
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process. At the request of management, the Committee had approved the USOC again 
having a winter break closure. Finally, the Committee had further discussed Sport 
Performance goals for the organization, with particular attention to how aggressively the 
USOC should set its goals and what effects the goal setting philosophy will have on staff. 

19. Paralympic Advisory Committee Report 

Mr. Jim Benson, Chair of the Paralympic Advisory Committee reported to the 
Board on the activities of the PAC. He advised that the PAC had held a meeting on 
Wednesday, September 24. Mr. Benson shared that the PAC had discussed the new 
Paralympic structure implemented at the USOC, year to date Paralympic achievements, 
and the philosophy underlying Paralympic resource development and allocation. 

20. Administrative Items 

Noting that Ms. Rana Dershowitz would be leaving the USOC, a motion was 
made to adopt the following resolution: 

Resolved, that the Board of Directors of the United States Olympic 
Committee hereby expresses its deepest appreciation to Rana Dershowitz 
for her tireless and dedicated work as General Counsel and specifically for 
her extraordinary legal skills, exceptional judgment, collaborative and 
collegial spirit and passion for advancing the Olympic Movement 

The motion passed unanimously. 

Ms. Dershowitz then expressed her gratitude to the Board as well. 

Ms. Dershowitz next directed the Board to the proposed USOC National Anti
Doping Policy contained in the Board materials. She explained that the new policy was 
required to conform to the 2015 World Anti-Doping Code being implemented and 
additionally contained certain policy changes voluntarily proposed to enhance the 
USOC' s efforts in the fight against doping. Ms. Dershowitz requested that one 
clarification be made from the version provided to the Board, explaining the rationale 
behind the proposed change. A motion was made to adopt the proposed USOC National 
Anti-Doping Policy with the one further revision, effective January 1, 2015. The motion 
passed unanimously. 

Ms. Dershowitz next advised the Board that final dates and locations for 2015 
USOC Board meetings were contained in the Board materials provided. 

21. Adjournment 

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at approximately 5: 15 
p.m. 
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INTRODUCTION 

There are a lot of reasons to play sport - at any level. A life long act ivity, people often play sport to have fun 

and spend t ime with friends. Sport also encourages a healthy li festy le, bu ilds self confidence; athletes also 

do bet t er off t he field. They learn goal sett ing, teamwork and time management skills .. Athletes are less 

likely to use cigarettes, drugs and alcohol; t hey have highe r graduat ion ra tes and are more like ly to attend 

college. 

Unfortunat ely, sport can also be a high r isk environment for misconduct,. including child physica l and sexual 

abuse. Here, we identify si x primary types of misconduct: 

• Bullying 

• Harassment 

• Hazing 

• Emotional M isconduct. 
• Physical M isconduct 

• Sexual Misconduct, including Child Sexual Abuse 

All forms of misconduct are intolerable and in direct conflict w ith the Olympic Ideals. 

Misconduct may damage an athlete's psychologica l well being; ath let es who have been mist reated 

experience social embarrassment, emotional t urmoi l, psychological scars, loss of self est eem and negative 

impacts on fami ly, friends and t he sport. M isconduct often hurts an athlete's compet it ive performance and 

may cause him or her t o drop out of sport ent irely. 

The U.S. Olympic Committee is committed to improving the development , safety of at hletes and participants 

involved in sport . The U.S. Olympic Committee publishes this handbook as a resource to guide the 

development, implementat ion and int ernal review of effect ive athlete safety and misconduct prevent ion 

st rat egies for local, regional and national sport organizations. 
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Part 1: Strategy 1: Training and Education 

TRAINING AND EDUCATION 

What 
Relevant individuals (e.g., those individuals who (1) have routine contact with or supervision over athletes 

and participants, (2) are responsible for enforcing child abuse and misconduct policies, (3) are in managerial 

or supervisory roles, and (4) are new and current staff members and/or volunteers), complete appropriate 

training about child sexual abuse and other types of misconduct before having contact with athletes. 

Depending on the organization, the content and delivery of the training for staff members and/or volunteers 

may be different. 

Why 
Education is a key component of any prevention strategy. Awareness training provides relevant participants 

with information necessary to more effectively monitor their sport, minimize the opportunities for child 

physical or sexual abuse and other types of misconduct and respond to concerns. It is also a strong public 

statement that the organization places a priority on athlete safety. 

Elements 

□ States organizational commitment to ongoing training and awareness 
D Requires education and training for any relevant individual with routine athlete contact 

D Encourages education and training for athletes and parents 

D Complies with the relevant standard of care and legislation 
□ To prevent child physical and sexual abuse, training: 

• Provides definitions for, and effects of, child physical and sexual abuse 

• Identifies risk opportunities for child physical and sexual abuse 
• Addresses common myths about offenders 

• Outlines patterns, behaviors and methods of operation of sexual predators 
• Requires testing consistent with existing standards of care and legislation, where applicable 

□ To prevent other types of misconduct, training: 
• Provides definitions for, and effects of, all forms of misconduct (emotional, physical sexual; 

bullying, harassment and hazing) 
• Identifies risk opportunities for misconduct in sport 

• Identifies policies, practices and procedures to recognize, reduce and report misconduct 
• Requires testing consistent with existing standards of care and legislation, where applicable 

3 
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Part 1: Strategy 1: Training and Education 

TRAINING AND EDUCATION 

Our policies and procedures require staff members and/or volunteers to report abuse, misconduct and 

violations of its Participant Safety Handbook. To do so, staff members and/or volunteers should have a basic 

understanding of sexual abusers, as well as "grooming," the most common strategy offenders use to seduce 

their victims. Using a combination of attention, affection and gifts, offenders select a child , win the child's 

trust (and the trust of the child's parent or guardian), manipulate the child into sexual activity, and keep the 

child from disclosing abuse. 

Accordingly, staff members and/or volunteers complete an awareness training concerning misconduct in 

sport before performing services for ORGANIZATION. Misconduct in sport includes: 

• Bullying 

• Harassment 

• Hazing 
• Emotional misconduct 

• Physical misconduct, and 

• Sexual misconduct, including child sexual abuse 

Staff members and/or volunteers must successfully complete the training and the quiz after the test. 

Those staff members and/or volunteers who are required to take awareness training wi ll take athlete 

awareness training every two (2) years, or XX day(s) before they have contact with athletes. 
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Part 1: Strategy 2: Screening and Selecting Staff Members and/or Volunteers 

APPLICANT SCREENING 

What 
Applicant screening processes identify applicants with characteristics that would increase the risk of ha rm if 

they were placed in a particular position. The screening process is based on the requirements of the 

position, the nature of the contact with athletes and participants and the legal limits placed on the use of 

screening tools. 

Why 
Sound, practical and responsible screening practices reduce the chances that an athlete will come in contact 

with potentially dangerous adults. 

Elements 

□ States that applicants who will have routine contact with athletes must consent to, and pass, an 
applicant screening process before working with athletes or other participants 

□ States that, as appropriate to the position, function and access to athletes and participants, an 
applicant screening may include: 

• an employment, contractor and/or volunteer application designed to reveal high risk 
responses or behaviors, including information concerning past employment, contractor, or 
volunteer experience 

• reference checks, with questions designed to reveal high risk behaviors or life patte rns 
• a face to face, telephone or video conference interview, with questions designed to reveal 

high risk behaviors or life patterns 

□ Requires signed release from applicant which gives permission to others to provide relevant 
information freely 

□ Requires signed consent and waiver form, providing permission for a criminal background check to 
be conducted for applicant 
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Part 1: Strategy 2: Screening and Selecting Staff Members and/or Volunteers 

APPLICANT SCREENING 

Staff members, contractors and/or volunteers must consent to, and pass, a formal applicant screening 
process before performing services for CLUB. 

Elements of our screening process include, as applicable, successful completion of an application, interview, 
reference check and cri mina I background check. 

EDUCATION ABOUT CLUB'S PROTECTION POLICIES 
To deter applicants who may be at risk of abusing athletes or participants from applying for positions, CLUB 
educates its applicants about its protection policies and offers applicants an early opt out by: 

• Requiring awareness training before placement and/or before working with athletes and participants 
• Informing applicants about our policies and procedures relevant to prevention 
• Asking applicants to review and agree to our policies and procedures before proceeding with the 

process 
• Requiring applicants to sign a document acknowledging review of our policies and procedures 

WRITTEN APPLICATIONS 
Each applicant for a position will complete an application form consisting of personal, identifying 
information and a general release with applicant's signature. 

The written application will: 

• Ask about previous work and volunteer experiences 
• Ask questions intended to illicit information concerning high risk behaviors 

• Provide a written release for contacting personal references and performing a criminal background 
check, including an indemnification clause 

• Ask open ended questions that encourage broad answers 
• Use disclosure statements to ask applicants about previous criminal arrests or convictions for sexual 

offenses, violence against youth and other violent cri mina I offenses or felonies 

PERSONAL INTERVIEW 
Appropriate staff will interview applicants whose experience and credentia ls are considered a fit for 
available positions. During this interview, CLUB will ask questions to encourage discussion, clarify responses 
and expand on the applicant's answers to questions from the written application. 

REFERENCES 
References of applicants will be contacted (either by phone or in writing) and asked specific questions 
regarding the applicant's professional experiences, demeanor and appropriateness for involvement with 
minor athletes and participants. 
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Part 1: Strategy 2: Screening and Selecting Staff Members and/or Volunteers 

RELEASE 
Each applicant will also provide a signed release, consistent with federal, state and local laws regulating 
employment practices, that allows references to speak freely about the applicant's qualifications without 
fear of reprisal and authorizing CLUB to obtain information concerning an applicant' s past employment, 
volunteer experience and information provided by the applicant during the screening process (i .e., written 
application and personal interview). 

See Part 2, Sample Forms and Documents, and the Appendix for additional Applicant Screening Resources. 
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Part 1: Strategy 2: Screening and Selecting Staff Members and/or Volunteers 

CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECKS 

What 

As one part of an overall strategy for screening staff members and/or volunteers, organizations conduct a 

criminal background check. An organization may also deem it appropriate to conduct a criminal background 

check on certain contractors. 

Why 

Making a reasonable effort to obtain past criminal behaviors reduces the chance that athletes and other 

participants will come in contact with potentially dangerous individuals. 

Elements 

□ Requires applicants to consent to, and pass, a criminal background check before performing services 
for the organization 

□ States that all applicants must successfully complete a criminal background check before performing 
services for the organization 

□ Generally describes criminal background checks practice, including: 

• The general process 

• Description of the disqualifying or potentially disqualifying criteria 
• How findings are handled 

• The applicant's rights to challenge findings 

• Statement of privacy protection and appropriate record keeping practices 
• Statement concerning the frequency with which an organization will conduct and refresh 

criminal background checks 
• Compliance with national, state and local laws 
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Part 1: Strategy 2: Screening and Selecting Staff Members and/or Volunteers 

CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECK POLICY 

All applicants will be asked to undergo a criminal background check that complies with the Fair Credit 
Reporting Act before providing services for CLUB. Through this criminal background check, CLUB will utilize 
reasonable efforts to ascertain past criminal history of an applicant. 

PROCESS 
The Criminal Background Check Consent and Waiver Release form must be submitted and the applicant 

cleared before he or she may perform services for CLUB. 

On receipt of the Criminal Background Check Consent and Waiver Release form, the CLUB will request that 

its vendor perform the criminal background check. As part of its criminal background check, CLUB will, at a 

minimum and without limitation, 

(1) perform a national search of state criminal repositories; 
(2) perform a search of state sexual offender registries; and 
(3) verify a person's identification against his or her social security number or other personal identifier. 

POTENTIALLY DISQUALIFYING FACTORS 
Criminal History 
CLUB will use a criminal background check to gather information about an applicant's prior criminal history. 
The information revealed by the criminal background check may disqualify an applicant from serving as a 
staff member, contractor and/or volunteer. 

Information that could disqualify an applicant includes, but is not limited to, arrests, pleas of no contest and 
criminal convictions-especially if the underlying criminal behavior involved sex or violence. 

Pending Court Cases 
No decision will be made on an individual's eligibility for work as a new staff member, contractor and/or 
volunteer if they have a pending court case for any of the potentially disqualifying offenses until the pending 
case concludes. If, however, during the case's pendency, the organization undertakes an independent 
investigation and conducts a hearing, any determination may be used to disqualify the individual. 

Full Disclosure 
Each applicant has the affirmative duty to disclose his or her criminal history. Failing to disclose or 
intentionally misrepresenting an arrest plea or conviction history in an application or any other information 
provided by an applicant during the screening process is grounds for employment, volunteer and/or 
membership revocation or restriction, regardless of when the offense is discovered. 

• If an applicant (1) is arrested, (2) pleas or (3) is convicted of a crime other than a traffic 
offense during the screening process, the applicant is required to disclose such information 
immediately. 

• In the event a person is serving as a staff member, contractor or volunteer and (1) is arrested, 
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FINDINGS 

Part 1: Strategy 2: Screening and Selecting Staff Members and/or Volunteers 

(2} pleas or (3} is convicted after the completion of the screening process, he or she has an 
affirmative duty to disclose such information immediately to his or her supervisor or CLUB 
administrator. 

• Any applicant who has been banned by another sport organization, as temporarily or 
permanently ineligible, must self-disclose this information. A failure to disclose is a basis for 

disqualification for potential applicants. 

Notice of findings will be provided to: 

(1} The designated contact of [TITLE/CLUB] that submitted the application; 
(2} [OTHER DESIGNATED AUTHORITY/CLUB, WHERE RELEVANT]; 
(3} [OTHER DESIGNATED INDIVIDUALS, WHERE NECESSARY TO PROTECT THE SAFETY OF MINORS] 

ORGANIZATION'S criminal background check report will return a "red light" or "green light" score. A green light score 

means that the background check vendor located no records that would disqualify the applicant. A green light score, 

however, is not a certification of safety or permission to bypass/ignore other screening efforts. Other disqualifying 

factors may exist, and can be revealed through an interview, reference checks and a completed application. 

Note: A "green light" finding does not mean that an individual is safe to work with children. 

Instead a "green light" indicates that no criminal history was found that would disqualify the 

individual from working with children. 

A red light finding means the criminal background check revealed criminal records which suggest the 

applicant "does not meet the criteria" and is not suitable for organization employment or volunteer 

assignment. 

Individuals who are subject to disqualification under a "red light" finding may challenge the accuracy of the 

reported information reported by the criminal background check vendor. 

OPTION ONE: Appeal to Organization 

APPEAL TO ORGANIZATION 
If an individual receives a red light finding and wants to contest the CLUB's decision not to accept his or her 

application based on the red light finding, the individual may request a hearing before CLUB'S Review Panel. 

The Review Panel will consist of: TITLE OF EACH OFFICIAL. 
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Part 1: Strategy 2: Screening and Selecting Staff Members and/or Volunteers 

The Review Panel will communicate its finding to the individual and TITLES. If the individual disagrees with 

the finding of the Review Panel, he or she may request an appeal with APPEAL BODY. A decision rendered by 

the APPEAL BODY shall be final and binding on all parties. 

DISCRETION 
If any discretion is exercised in the application of this policy, it shall be exercised in a uniform manner so that 
substantially similar convictions and circumstances result in substantially similar treatment of applicants. 

--END OPTION ONE--

OPTION TWO: Appeal to Criminal Background Check Vendor 

APPEAL TO CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECK VENDOR 
Any disqualified individual has the right to dispute the findings of the criminal background check directly 

with the CLUB's approved Criminal Background Check Vendor. A disqualified individual may not appeal the 

automatic disqualification or the results of the findings of the criminal background check vendor to the 

LOCAL/REGIONAL/NATIONAL CLUB. Each LOCAL/REGIONAL CLUB is required by the policy to accept the 

findings of the approved criminal background check vendor. 

Individuals automatically disqualified are excluded from participation in any CLUB sanctioned events and/or 
activities. 

--END OPTION TWO--

FREQUENCY OF CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECKS 
Criminal background checks will be refreshed every X years or as otherwise required by law, for staff 
members and/or volunteers who are 18 years of age or older and perform services for CLUB. 

AFFIRMATIVE DUTY TO DISCLOSE 
If, during the course of employment or participation in CLUB's program, a staff member or volunteer is 
accused, arrested, indicted or convicted of a criminal offense against a child, it is the duty and responsibility 
of the staff member or volunteer to notify an immediate supervisor, a CLUB administrator or a member of 
the CLUB's Participant Safety Committee. 

OTHER POTENTIALLY DISQUALIFYING FACTORS 
Even if an applicant passes a criminal background check, other factors may disqualify an applicant. An 
individual may be disqualified and prohibited from providing services for CLUB if the individual has: 

• Been held liable for civil penalties or damages involving sexual or physical abuse of a minor 
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Part 1: Strategy 2: Screening and Selecting Staff Members and/or Volunteers 

• Been subject to any court order involving any sexual or physical abuse of a minor, including 
but not limited to domestic order or protection 

• A history with another organization (employment, volunteer, etc.) of complaints of sexual or 
physical abuse of minors 

• Resigned, been terminated or been asked to resign from a position paid or unpaid due to 
complaint(s) of sexual or physical abuse of minors 

• A history of other behavior that indicates they may be a danger to participants in CLUB; or 

• Not met the job requirements 

REVIEW OF DISQUALIFIERS 
CLUB will review its disqualifiers every two years or as otherwise required or modified by law. 

RECORDS 
Records are secured onsite for a period indicated by applicable law or until the applicant is no longer 
affiliated with CLUB, whichever date is later. 

-

Work with legal counsel to determine the impact of applicable statutes of limitation on record

keeping. 
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Part 1: Strategy 3: Establishing Boundaries: Athlete Protection Policy 

ATHLETE PROTECTION POLICY 

What 

An athlete protection policy describes the organization's commitment to promoting athlete safety by 

describing prohibited conduct. 

Why 

The absence of clear behavioral boundaries is a significant risk factor for misconduct. If inappropriate 

conduct is not clear to sport stakeholders, unacceptable situations may otherwise be tolerated and no 

disciplinary action taken. Unclear boundaries can also lead to inadvertent misconduct (e.g., where a coach 

models behavior that he or she experienced as an athlete without realizing its negative effects). 

An athlete protection policy clarifies to all stakeholders that the organization is committed to creating a safe 

and positive environment for athletes. It also emphasizes and sets forth standards of behavior that clearly 

outline unacceptable behaviors, minimize opportunities for misconduct, and help to prevent unfounded 

allegations. 

Elements 

□ States commitment to athlete safety 
□ Describes to whom the policy applies (e.g., those individuals within the organization's control) 
□ Defines child sexual abuse and all other forms of misconduct in sport: 

• Emotional, physical and sexual misconduct in sport 
• Bullying, harassment and hazing in sport 

□ Prohibits all forms of misconduct in sport 
□ Meets or exceeds requirements of relevant standard of care or legislation 
□ States who shall/may report suspected misconduct 
□ States to whom a report should be made within the organization 
□ Describes how the organization will address violations of the athlete protection policy 
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Part 1: Strategy 3: Establishing Boundaries: Athlete Protection Policy 

ATHLETE PROTECTION POLICY 

COMMITMENT TO SAFETY 

Overview 
In the event that any staff member or volunteer observes inappropriate behaviors (i.e., policy violations), 

suspected physical or sexual abuse, or misconduct, it is the personal responsibility of each staff member and 

volunteer to immediately report his or her observations to an immediate supervisor, an ORGANIZATION 

administrator or a member of ORGANIZATION'S Participant Safety Committee. 

CLUB is committed to creating a safe and positive environment for athletes' physical, emotional and social 
development and to ensuring that it promotes an environment free of misconduct. 

Staff members and volunteers should not attempt to evaluate the credibility or validity of child physical or 

sexual abuse allegations as a condition for reporting to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Instead, 

it is the responsibility of each staff member and volunteer to immediately report suspicions or allegations of 

child physical or sexual abuse to an immediate supervisor, ORGANIZATION administrator or a member of 

CLUB'S Participant Safety Committee. Complaints and allegations will be addressed under ORGANIZATION'S 

Disciplinary Rules and Procedure. 

CLUB recognizes that the process for training and motivating athletes will vary with each coach and athlete, 

but it is nevertheless important for everyone involved in sport to support the use of motivational and 

training methods that avoid misconduct. 

Application 
This Policy applies to 

• Staff members and volunteers 

• CLUB'S athletes and participants 

Staff members, volunteers, athletes and participants shall refrain from all forms of misconduct, which 
include: 

• Bullying 

• Harassment 

• Hazing 
• Emotional misconduct 
• Physical misconduct 

• Sexual misconduct, including child sexual abuse. 
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Part 1: Strategy 3: Establishing Boundaries: Athlete Protection Policy 

PROHIBITED CONDUCT 

Child Sexual Abuse 
(1) Any sexual activity with a child where consent is not or cannot be given. This includes sexual contact 

with a child that is accomplished by deception, manipulation, force or threat of force, regardless of 
the age of the participants, and all sexual interactions between an adult and a child, regardless of 
whether there is deception or the child understands the sexual nature of the activity. 

Note concerning peer-to-peer child sexual abuse: Sexual contact between minors also can be 

abusive. Whether or not a sexual interaction between children constitutes child sexual abuse turns 
on the existence of an aggressor, the age difference between the children, and/or whether there is 
an imbalance of power and/or intellectual capabilities. 

(2) Any act or conduct described as child sexual abuse under federal or state law. 

Exception 

None 

Examples 

Sexually abusive acts may include sexual penetration, sexual touching or non contact sexual acts such as 
verbal acts, sexually suggestive electronic or written communications, exposure or voyeurism. 

Emotional Misconduct 

(1) A pattern of deliberate, non contact behavior that has the potential to cause emotional or 
psychological harm to an athlete. Non contact behaviors include: 

a. verbal acts 
b. physical acts 
c. acts that deny attention or support 

(2) Any act or conduct described as emotional abuse or misconduct under federal or state law (e.g. child 

abuse, child neglect). 

Exception 

Emotional misconduct does not include professionally accepted coaching methods of skill enhancement, 

physical conditioning, team building, discipline or improving athletic performance. 
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Part 1: Strategy 3: Establishing Boundaries: Athlete Protection Policy 

Examples 

Examples of emotional misconduct prohibited by this policy include, w ithout limitation: 

(1) Verbal Acts. A pattern of verbal behaviors that (a) attack an athlete personally (e.g., calling them 

worthless, fat or disgusting) or (b) repeatedly and excessively yelling at a particular pa rticipant or 

participants in a manner that serves no productive training or motivational purpose . 

(2) Physical Acts. A pattern of physically aggressive behaviors, such as (a) throwing sport equipment, 

water bottles or chairs at, or in the presence of, participants; or (b) punching walls, windows or other 

objects. 

(3) Acts that Deny Attention and Support. A pattern of (a) ignoring an athlete for extended periods of 

time or (b) routinely or arbitrarily excluding participants from practice. 

Note: Bullying, harassment, and hazing, defined below, often involve some form of emotional misconduct. 

Physical Misconduct 
(1) Contact or non contact conduct that results in, or reasonably threaten to, cause physical harm to an 

athlete or other sport participants; or 

(2) Any act or conduct described as physical abuse or misconduct under federal or state law (e.g. child 

abuse, child neglect, assault). 

Exceptions 

Physical misconduct does not include professionally accepted coaching methods of skill enhancement, 

physical conditioning, team building, appropriate discipline or improving athlete performa nce. For exam pie, 

hitting, punching, and kicking are well regulated forms of contact in combat sports, but have no place in 

swimming. 

Examples 

Examples of physical misconduct prohibited by this Policy include, without limitation: 

(1) Contact offenses. Behaviors that include: 

(a) punching, beating, biting, striking, choking or slapping an athlete; 

(b) intentionally hitting an athlete with objects or sporting equipment; 

(c) providing alcohol to an athlete under the legal drinking age (under U.S. law); 

(d) providing illegal drugs or non prescribed medications to any athlete; 

(e) encouraging or permitting an athlete to return to play pre maturely following a serious injury 
(e.g., a concussion) and without the clearance of a medical professional; 
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Part 1: Strategy 3: Establishing Boundaries: Athlete Protection Policy 

(f) prescribing dieting or other weight control methods (e.g., weigh ins, caliper tests) without regard 
for the nutritional well being and health of athlete. 

(2) Non-contact offenses. Behaviors that include: 

(a) isolating an athlete in a confined space (e.g., locking an athlete in a small space); 

(b) forcing an athlete to assume a painful stance or position for no athletic purpose (e.g. requiring an 

athlete to kneel on a harmful surface); 

(c) withholding, recommending against or denying adequate hydration, nutrition, medical attention or 

sleep. 

Note: Bullying, harassment and hazing, defined below, often involve some form of physical misconduct. 

Sexual Misconduct 

(1) Any touching or non touching sexual interaction that is (a) nonconsensual or forced, (b) coerced or 

manipulated, or (c) perpetrated in an aggressive, harassing, exploitative or threatening manner; 

(2) Any sexual interaction between an athlete and an individual with eva luative, direct or indirect 

authority. Such relationships involve an imbalance of power and are likely to impair judgment or be 

exploitative; or 

(3) Any act or conduct described as sexual abuse or misconduct under federal or state law (e.g. sexua l 

abuse, sexual exploitation, rape) 

Note: An imbalance of power is always assumed between a coach and an athlete. 

Types of Sexual Misconduct 

Types of sexual misconduct include: 

(1) sexual assault, 
(2) sexual harassment, 
(3) sexual abuse, or 
( 4) any other sexual intimacies that exploit an athlete. Minors cannot consent to sexual activity with an 

adult, and all sexual interaction between an adult and a minor is strictly prohibited. 

Exceptions 

None 
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Part 1: Strategy 3: Establishing Boundaries: Athlete Protection Policy 

Examples 

Examples of sexual misconduct prohibited under this Policy include, without limitation: 

(1) Touching offenses. Behaviors that include: 

(a) fondling an athlete's breasts or buttocks 

(b) exchange of reward in sport (e.g., team placement, scores, feedback) for sexual favors 

(c) genital contact 

(d) sexual relations or intimacies between persons in a position of trust, authority and/or evaluative 

and supervisory control over athletes or other sport participants. 

/ 

Comment 

(1) Authority and Trust. Once the unique coach athlete relationship is established, the 
authority and trust on the part of the coach over the athlete sha ll be assumed, regardless 
of age. Accordingly, sexual interaction or intimacies between a coach and an athlete or 
other participant are prohibited, regardless of age, both during coaching and during that 
period following coaching if an imbalance in power could jeopardize effective decision 
making. 

Imbalance of Power. Factors relevant to determining whether there is an imbalance of 
power include, but are not limited to: (a) the nature and extent of the coach's 
supervisory, evaluative or other authority over the athlete being coached; (b) the actual 
relationship between the parties; (c) the parties' respective roles; (d) the nature and 
duration of the sexual relations or intimacies; (e) the age of the coach; (f) the age of the 
athlete or participant; (g) and whether the coach has engaged in a pattern of sexual 
interaction with other athletes or participants. 

(2) Exception. This section does not apply to a pre existing relationship between two spouses 
or life partners. 

(2) Non-touching offenses. Behaviors that include: 
(a) a coach discussing his or her sex life with an athlete 

(b) a coach asking an athlete about his or her sex life 

(c) coach requesting or sending a nude or partial dress photo to athlete 

(d) exposing athletes to pornographic material 

l 

(e) sending athletes sexually explicit or suggestive electronic or written messages or photos (e.g. 

"sexting") 

(f) deliberately exposing an athlete to sexual acts 

(g) deliberately exposing an athlete to nudity (except in situations where locke r rooms and changing 
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areas are shared) 

(h) sexual harassment; specifically, the sexual solicitation, physical advances, or verbal or nonverbal 

conduct that is sexual in nature, and 

Bullying 

a. is unwelcome, offensive or creates a hostile environment, and the offending individual 

knows or is told this 

b. is sufficiently severe or intense to be harassing to a reasonable person in the context. 

(1) An intentional, persistent and repeated pattern of committing or willfully tolerating physical and non 
physical behaviors that are intended, or have the reasonable potential, to cause fear, humiliation or 
physical harm in an attempt to socially exclude, diminish or isolate the targeted athlete(s), as a 
condition of membership 

(2) Any act or conduct described as bullying under federal or state law 

Exceptions 

Bullying does not include group or team behaviors that (a) are meant to establish normative team behaviors, 

or (b) promote team cohesion. 

For example, bullying does not include verbal admonitions to encourage team members to train harder and 

to push through a difficult training regimen. 

Examples 

Examples of bullying prohibited by this Policy include, without limitation: 

(1) Physical behaviors. Behaviors that include (a) hitting, pushing, punching, beating, biting, striking, 

kicking, choking, or slapping an athlete; (b) throwing at, or hitting an ath lete with, objects such as 

sporting equipment. 

(2) Verbal and emotional behaviors. Behaviors that include (a) teasing, ridiculing, intimidating; (b) 

spreading rumors or making false statements; or (c) using electronic communications, social media, or 

other technology to harass, frighten, intimidate or humiliate ("cyber bulling"). 
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Harassment 

(1) A repeated pattern of physical and/or non physical behaviors that (a) are intended to cause fear, 

humiliation or annoyance, (b) offend or degrade, (c) create a hostile environment or (d) reflect 

discriminatory bias in an attempt to establish dominance, superiority or power over an individua l 

athlete or group based on gender, race, ethnicity, culture, rel igion, sexual orientation, gender 

expression or mental or physical disability; or 

(2) Any act or conduct described as harassment underfederal or state law 

Exceptions 

None 

Examples 

Examples of harassment prohibited by this Policy include, without limitation: 

(1) Physical offenses. Behaviors that include (a) hitting, pushing, punching, beating, biting, striking, 

kicking, choking or slapping an athlete or participant; (b) throwing at or hitting an athlete with objects 

including sporting equipment. 

(2) Non-physical offenses. Behaviors that include (a) making negative or disparaging com ments about an 

athlete's sexual orientation, gender expression, disability, religion, skin color, or ethnic traits; (b) 

displaying offensive materials, gestures, or symbols; (c) withholding or reducing playing time to an 

athlete based on his or her sexual orientation. 
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Hazing 

(1) Coercing, requiring, forcing or willfully tolerating any humiliating, unwelcome or dangerous activity 

that serves as a condition for (a) joining a group or (b) being socially accepted by a group's members; 

or 

(2) Any act or conduct described as hazing under federal or state law 

Exception 

Hazing does not include group or team activities that (a) are meant to establish normative team behaviors or 

(b) promote team cohesion. 

Examples 

Examples of hazing prohibited by this Policy include, without limitation: 

(1) requiring, forcing or otherwise requiring the consumption of alcohol or illegal drugs 

(2) tying, taping or otherwise physically restraining an athlete 

(3) sexual simulations or sexual acts of any nature 

(4) sleep deprivation, otherwise unnecessary schedule disruption or the withholding of water and/or 

food 

(S) social actions (e.g. grossly inappropriate or provocative clothing) or public displays (e.g. public nudity) 

that are illegal or meant to draw ridicule 

(6) beating, paddling or other forms of physical assault 

(7) excessive training requirements focused on individuals on a team 

Comment: Activities that fit the definition of hazing are considered to be hazing 

regardless of an athlete's willingness to cooperate or participate. 
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WILLFULLY TOLERATING MISCONDUCT 

It is a violation of this Athlete Protection Policy if a staff member and/or volunteer knows of misconduct, but 

takes no action to intervene on behalf of the athlete(s), participant(s), staff member, and/or volunteer. 

REPORTING 

Although these policies are designed to reduce child sexual abuse and other misconduct, it can still occur. 

Staff members, volunteers and participants of CLUB shall follow the reporting procedures set forth in CLUB'S 

Reporting Policy. CLUB does not investigate suspicions or allegations of child physical or sexual abuse, or 

attempt to evaluate the credibility or validity of such allegations, as a condition of reporting suspicions or 

allegations to the appropriate law enforcement authorities. 

VIOLATIONS 

Violations of the Athlete Protection Policy shall be reported pursuant to our Reporting Policy and will be 

addressed under our Disciplinary Rules and Procedure. 
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Part 1: Strategy S: Resl)onding to Abuse, Misconduct and Policy Violations 

RESPONDING TO ABUSE, MISCONDUCT AND POLICY VIOLATIONS 

What 

A response plan and reporting policy addresses allegations of misconduct falling within an organization's 

athlete protection or other relevant policy. It states the organization's commitment t o provid ing safe 

t raining environments, reporting potential misconduct to t he appropriate organizational channels and 

relevant agencies, as applicable, and resolving allegations in a prompt and fair manner. 

Why 

The lack of or absence of guidance on when and how to report suspected misconduct is a signif icant barrier 

to disclosing misconduct , including child physica l and sexual abuse. Wit hout training in this area, sport 

stakeholders may fee I ill-prepared, powerless and lost when it comes to responding to and reporting 

misconduct. Other stakeholders must also be able to recognize misconduct and to know how to respond. 

It is also critical that staff members and/or volunteers understand that they should not attempt to 

evaluate the credibility or validity of child physical or sexual abuse allegations as a condition for reporting 

to the sport organization or to appropriate law enforcement authorities. 

A reporting policy clarif ies to all pa rticipants, staff, volunteers, responsible parties and members of t he 

public that the organization understands its duty and responsibility to create a safe and positive 

environment for athletes. This statement also further reinforces t he organizat ion's commitment to athlete 

safety. 

Elements 

□ Describes reporting procedures 
□ Identifies to whom stakeholders should report 
□ Establishes a direct-line and back-up reporting system 
□ Provides complainant protection, where reasonable or legally possible and prohibits retaliation 
□ Prohibits malicious, frivolous or bad-faith allegations 
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REPORTING POLICY 

Consult with legal counsel when developing a reporting policy to determine what 

law(s) govern your reporting responsibilities and to ensure that your report ing policy 

complies with state and federal law. 

REPORTING POLICY 

Every CLUB staff member and/or volunteer must report: 

(1) violat ions of t he Participant Safety Handbook, 

(2) misconduct as defined in CLUB's Athlete Protect ion Policy, and 

(3) suspicions or allegations of chi ld physical or sexual abuse. 

As a matter of policy, CLUB does not investigate suspicions or allegations of child physical or sexual abuse 
or attempt to evaluate the credibility or validity of such allegations as a condition for reporting to the 
appropriate law enforcement authorities. 

Reporting Child Physical or Sexual Abuse 

Child Physical or Sexual Abuse 
Staff members and/ or volunteers at CLUB are required to report suspicions or allegations of child sexual 
abuse by a colleague or co-worker, to: 

(1) their immediate supervisor, 
(2) a CLUB administrator, 
(3) a member of CLUB's Participant Safety Commit tee and, 
(4) where applicable, appropriate law enforcement authorities. 

Grooming 

Because sexual abusers "groom" children for abuse - the process used by offenders to select a child, to win 
t he child's trust (and t he trust of t he child's parent or guardian), to manipulate the child into se><ual activity 
and to keep the child from disclosing abuse - it is possible that a staff member and/or volunteer may witness 
behavior intended to groom a chi ld for sexual abuse. All questions or concerns related to inappropriate, 
suspicious or suspected grooming behavior should be direct ed to an immediate supervisor, a CLUB 
administrator or a member of the CLUB Participant Safety Committee. 
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Part 1: Strategy S: Resl)onding to Abuse, Misconduct and Policy Violations 

Peer-to-Peer Sexual Abuse 
Approximately 1/3 of all child sexual abuse occu rs at t he hands of other children and the obligation to report 
extends to peer-to-peer child sexual abuse. Whether or not a sexual interaction between children 
constitutes chi ld sexual abuse turns on the existence of an aggressor, t he age difference bet ween t he 
children, and/or whether there is an imbalance of power or intellectual capabilit ies. If you have any 

concerns that an interaction between children may constitute sexual abuse, report it to the .appropriate 
law enforcement authorities and a CLUB supervisor, a CLUB administrator or a member of CLUB's 
Participant Safety Committee immediately. 

Reporting Misconduct and Policy Violations 
If any staff member and/or volunteer receives an allegation or observes misconduct or other inappropriat e 
behavior, such as grooming, t hat is not reportable to t he appropriate law enforcement authorities, it is t he 
responsibil ity of each staff member and/or volunteer to report t heir observations to: 

(1) their immediate supervisor, 
(2) a CLUB administ rator or 
(3) a member of CLUB's Participant Safety Comm ittee. 

CLUB also encourages member parents, athletes and other sport participant s to communicate violatio ns of 
CLUB's Participant Safety Handbook and/or allegations and suspicions of child physica l and sexual abuse t o a 
CLUB administrator or member of CLUB's Participant Safety Committee. Where applicable, parents may also 
report to the appropriate law enforcement authorities. 

REPORTING PROCEDURE 

To Whom to Report 

Staff members and volunteers may report to any supervisor or CLUB administrator with whom they are 

comfortable sharing their concerns. You may also report to any member of its Participant Safety Committee, 

which includes the following three designated Incident Review Officials (IROs): 

• NAME/TITLE/CONTACT INFORMATION 

• NAME/TITLE/CONTACT INFORMATION 
• NAME/TITLE/CONTACT INFORMATION 

A staff member and/or volunteer may,. and in many cases must, report any allegation of child physical or 

sexual abuse to relevant law enforcement authorities. 

How to Report 

CLUB will take a report in the way that is most comfortable for the person initiating a report including an 

anonymous, in-person, verbal or written report. Regard less of how you choose to report, it is helpful to 

CLUB for individuals to provide, at a minimum, (1) the name of t he complainant(s); (2) the type of 

misconduct alleged and the name(s) of the individual(s) alleged t o have committed the misconduct. 
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Part 1: Strategy S: Resl)onding to Abuse, Misconduct and Policy Violations 

Reporting Form 

Individuals reporting child physical or sexual abuse or other misconduct may complete an Incident Report 

Fo rm. Information on t his form will include: 

1) the name(s) of the complainant(s) 
2) the type of misconduct alleged 
3) the name(s) of the individual(s) alleged to have committed the misconduct 
4) the approximate dates the misconduct was committed 
5) the names of ot her individuals who might have info rmat ion regarding the alleged misconduct 
6) a summary statement of the reasons to believe t hat misconduct has occurred 

CLUB will withhold the complainant's name on request, t o the extent permitted by law. 

A copy of CLUB'S Reporting Form can be found at: [LOCATION(S)]. 

See Part 2, Sample Forms and Documents for a Sample Reporting Form 

CONFIDENTIALITY, ANONYMOUS REPORTING AND BAD-FAITH ALLEGATIONS 

Confidentiality 

To the extent permitted by law, and as appropriate, CLUB will keep confident ial t he complainant's name on 

request , not make public the names of potential vict ims, t he accused perpetrator or the people who made a 

report of child physica l and sexual abuse to the authorities. 

---------------------

Work with legal counsel to ensure that your organization's confidentiality policy is consistent 

with relevant state and federal statutes. 

Anonymous Reporting 

CLUB recognizes it can be difficult for an athlete, teammate, friend or fami ly member to report an allegation 
of misconduct and strives to remove as many barriers to reporting as possible. Anonymous reports may be 
made without the formality of completing an Incident Report Form: 

• by completing the Reporting Form without including their name 

• by expressing concerns verbally to a CLUB administrator or a member of CLUB's Participant 
Safety Committee 

• through email, texts or notes left for a CLUB administrator or a member of CLUB's 
Participant Safety Committee. 

However, anonymous reporting may make it difficult for CLUB to investigate or properly address 
al I egations. 
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Part 1: Strategy S: Resl)onding to Abuse, Misconduct and Policy Violations 

All suspicions of child physical or sexual abuse will be reported to the appropriate law enforceme nt 
authorities. 

"Whistleblower" Prot,ection 

Regardless of outcome, CLUB will support the complainant(s) and his o r her right to express concerns in 

good faith. CLUB will not encourage, allow or tolerate attempts from any individua l to retaliat e, punish, 

al low or in any way harm any individual(sl who reports a concern in good faith. Such actions against a 

complainant will be considered a violat ion of our Part icipant Safety Handbook and grounds for disciplinary 

action. 

Bad-Faith Allegations 
A report of abuse, misconduct o r policy violat ions that is malicious, frivolous or made in bad fait h is 

prohibited. Such reports wil I be considered a violat ion of our Participant Safety Handbook and grounds for 
disciplinary act ion. Depending on t he nature of the allegation, a person making a malicious, frivolous or bad
faith report may also be subject to civi l or criminal proceedings. 

HOW REPORTS .ARE HANDLED 

Suspicions or Allegations of Child Physical or Sexual Abuse 

Reporting to Law Enforcement and/or Child Protective Services 
An independent investigation can harm youth and/ or interfe re with the legal invest igat ive process. CLUB, its 
staff members and/or volunteers do not attempt to evaluate the credibility or validity of child physical or 
sexual abuse as a condition for reporting to appropriate law enforcement authorities. As necessary, 
however, CLUB may ask a few clarifying questions of the minor or person making t he report to adequately 
report the suspicion or allegation to law enforcement authorities. 

For mandatory reporting laws, visit www.chi ldwelfare.gov. 

Immediate Suspension or Termination 
When an allegation of child physical or sexual abuse is made against a staff member, youth and/or 
volunteer,. CLUB may immediately remove that individual from contact with any children in the program 
until the allegation has been investigated by an official agency. As necessary, CLUB may suspend or change 
t he assignment of a staff member and/ or volunteer. 

In those cases where the Ted Stevens Act may apply, the accused individual will be offered a hearing. A 

hearing under the Ted Stevens Act will not necessari ly affect CLUB's ability to immediately suspend or 

terminate the accused individual from employment or performing services for organization. 

A staff member or volunteer's fa ilure to report to a supervisor, a CLUB administrator or member of the 

Participant Safety Commit tee is a violation of this policy and grounds for t erminat ion of a staff member 

and/or dismissal of a volunteer. 
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Consult an attorney to be certain that your employment actions are consistent with 

relevant law. 

Misconduct and Policy Violations 
CLUB addresses internally alleged policy violat ions and misconduct - bullying, harassment, hazing, 
emotional, physical and sexual - that are not reportable under relevant state or federal law. Staff members 
and/or volunteer must report pol icy violations and misconduct to an immediate supervisor, CLUB 
administrator or member of CLUB's Part icipant Safety Committee. 

CLUB may also investigate allegat ions of child physical or sexual abuse t hat are reportable, if such 
investigation does not interfere with any ongoing criminal investigation or prosecut ion for abuse. Such 
al legations may include: 

• Emotional abuse 

• Abuse reported outside the relevant statutes of limit at ion 
• Allegations of abuse that were reported to authorities, but: {a) legal authorit ies did not press 

criminal cha rges; {b) crim inal charges were fi led, but not pursued to trial; or (c) the alleged 
offender was acquitted at trial 

NOTIFICATION 

Following CLUB's notice of a credible allegation that results in t he removal of an employee, coach o r other 
volunteer, CLUB may consider the circumstances in which it will notify other parents of at hletes with whom 
t he accused individual may have had contact. In CLUB's discret ion, as appropriate, and after consultation 
with counsel, CLUB may notify its staff members, contractors, volunteers, parents, and/ or athletes of any 
al legation of child physical or sexual abuse or other criminal behavior that (1) law enforcement authorit ies 
are act ively invest igat ing; or (2} that CLUB is investigating internally. Advising ot hers of an allegation may 
lead to additional reports of child physical or sexual abuse and other misconduct . 
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Part 1: Strategy S: Resl)onding to Abuse, Misconduct and Policy Violations 

DISCIPLINARY RULES AND PROCEDURE 

What 
Establishes an organii ation's plan for responding to alleged violations of child physical or sexual abuse and 
other misconduct and sets forth the organization's commitment to a fair and transparent process. 

Why 
Prepares an organization and its participants t o know, in advance of a report, how it w ill handle alleged 
violations of its Participant Safety Handbook. 

Elements 
□ Describes procedure for investigating allegations, where appropriate 
□ Sets forth procedures for resolving allegations 
□ Identifies procedural safeguards 
□ Ident ifies possible sanctions for violations of the at hlete protection policy 
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Exhibit 37
Tracy, L.
11/13/20Message 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Malia Arrington l/D=USOC/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIB0HF23SPDL T)/CN=REC!PIENTS/CN=ARRINGTONM] 

10/26/20116:22:19 PM 
Anthony Bartl<0wski [/o=USDC/ou=First Administrative Group/cn=Recipients/cn=Anthony8artkowski]; Bill Marolt 

[bmarolt@ussa.org1; Bob Crowley l/o,,Exchangelabs/ou,,,Exchange Administrative Group 
(FYDJBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=e769a24la72a4edd8117S8b7ba800001-Bob Crowley]; Chris Ramsey 

[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group 
[FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/cn=Recipients/cn,,df31fdfb3d274c4295fbe3553Bf347d-Chris Ramse]; Chuck Wielgus 

[/o.,,ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group 
[FYDIBDHF23SPDL T)/cn=Recipients/cn=25521e33dfb 1469b87f06808Sf4c6409-Chuck Wielg]; Dan Clopp as 
[dcloppas@aol.com]; Dan Flynn [dFlynn@usasoccer.org]; Darrin Steele [/o,,,Exchangelabs/ou,,,Exchange 

Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLTl/cn"'Recipients/cn=lf371419ddbf47348e3b471b5388363c-D.irrin Steel; 
Dave Ogrean ldaveo@usahockey.org1; David Raith l/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/cn=Redpient~/cn=fc3c3aab19114~bLBbl7ffbc8cccbOB8-David Raith]; Denise Parker 
[dparker@usaarchery.org]; Doug Beal [/o=[xchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group 

[FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Redpients/cn=385df956e3d74da2blf837c364e0be26-Doug Beal]; Glenr1 Merry 
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/cn=Recipients/cn=a75b32 7Sbf344f5aa095a9830432d06c-Glenn Merry); Gordon Smith 
[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrati\1e Group 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDL T}/cn,,,Recipients/cn=44b60dbd1905416eb4566b64bf20217b-Gordon Smit]; Greg Dilworth 

[g.dilworth@usafencing.org]; Jack Gierhart [jackgierhart@usasailing.org!; Jim Hiser [/o=USOC/0L1=First 

Adminis.tratfve Group/cn=:Recipients/cn=JimHi5erL Jim Tooley [jtooley@usabasketball.comj; Joe Jacobi 
uoe@usack.org]; John Duff [/o=USOC/ou=Exchange Admirlistrative Group 
[FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/cn=Recipients/cn=duffjj; John long [/o=Exchangelabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group 
[FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/cn=Recipients/cn"2f8c74b3d3764250acb47SOaS.a53f508-John Long!; Jose Rodriguez 

[/o=usoc/ou=first administrative group/cn:::redpients(cn=rodriguezj61293275]; Kevin Klipstein 
l/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrati\1e Group 

[FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/cn=Redpients/cn=2cZ91d29b6504b6b99095c8139b57ebc-Kevin Klips]; Linda Paul 

[/o"'ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrati\le Group 
[FYDIBOHFBSPDL T)/cri=R.edp~ents/cn;;;9bcccbf7db0e4f97b3cff3e550ee24 7d-Linda Paul]; Luke St Onge 
[lstonge@usankf.org]; Mark Greenwald fmari<:greenwald@usspeedskating.com1; Max Cobb 
[/o=ExcnangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrati\le Group 

[FYDIBDHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=be9ea7f3d23046878f6c342fbf337c0f-Max Cobb_a4]; Mike Ca1,1anaugh 

[/o=usoc/ou=first administrative group/cn"'recipients/cn=cavanaughmJ; Nigel Melville 
[/o""'ExchangeLabs/ou;;;Exchange Administrative Group 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/cn=Recipients/cn=72bSf8319cl24dcbaaf60f875cd67a43-Nigel Melvi); Paul Seiler 
[/o=Exchangelabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group 
[FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/cn=Recipients/cn=bS486b22d32c488ea6ce68S85604e5a 1-Paul Seiler]; Rich Bender 

[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrati\/e Group 
[FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=6d85cd0783014b6fb3a78142af8e770f-R1ch Bender]; Richard Hawkins 

[/o=USOC/ou=First Administrative Group/cn=Recipients/cn=RichardHawkins]; Rick Patzke 
Vo-=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group 
[FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/cn=Redpients/cn=4b6c99fa8c6f4337b980669f0a6695cc-Rick Patzke]; Rob Stun 

[robstul l@aol.com]; Rob Urbach [/o=ExchangeLabs/au=E)(change Administrative Group 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn'"'Recipients/cn,,57ecd3b1539b40f2b4d01fle25d483b9-Rob Urbach_]; Robert Mitcnell 
[/o=usoc/ou:::first aclministrat1ve group/cn=recipients/cn-=mitchellr]; Ron Radigonda [/o,,Exchangelabs/ou=Exchange 
Administrative Group ~FY DI BOHF2 3 SPDLT)/ cn;Re cipients/ cn=a 517fbb0lcfe4h8 bbd lb28 cca 7Sb8459-Ron Rad igon ]; 

Ron Rossi lf o=hchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Ad rniriistrative Group 
(FYDl BO H F23SPDL T)/cn=Reci pie nts/cn =9 2822 7S9a0564d79b800a9086f6a963 b-Ron Rossi]; Stephanie Hightower 

[/o=Exchangelabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group 

(FYDJBOHF23SPOLT)/cn=Recipients/cn"075Sd98eb74a40e480c7bd4a6451c726-Stephanie HJ; Steve Johnson 
[/o::::USOC/ou:;First Administrative G roup/cn=Redpietlts/cn=SteveJohnson]; Steve Locke 
[/o=Exchangelabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group 
[FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/cn=Recipients/cn=b442ac2d0e 764200bcf95f9616f80add-Steve Locke]; Ste11e Pastorino (Team 

HandbalO [/o=USOC/ou=First Administrative Group/cn=Recipient~/cn=StevePa~torino1; Steve Penny 

Vo=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrati\le Group 
[FYD1BOHF23SPDLT)/cn"'Recipients/cn"f03761fdb3814c92b752ac39S2cll21b7-StevePenny_]; Stu Upson 
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[/o=Exchangelabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/cn=Recipients/cn=efd906dd26ba406fb62c318e94888902-Stu Upson_ 4]; Terry Harper 
[/o=Exchangelabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=Saa3a5ellc6147d5ba3061cl84d72071-Terry Harpe]; Mike McNees 
1/o=Exchangelabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/cn=Recipients/cn=9007cc7f9de84af09256820b18426491-Mike McNee]; Eric Parthen 
[/o=USOC/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDlBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=parthene] 

CC: Rick Adams [/o=ExchangeLabs/ouaaExchange Administrative Group 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/cn=Recipients/cn=67c24ela8de34410888a16fbla078769-Rick Adams_] 

Subject: Comment Period for Draft SafeSport Handbook 
Attachments: FINAL DRAFT SSH Administrators 10.26.11.pdf 

As discussed at Olympic Assembly, I have attached the Draft SafeSport Handbook for your review and 

comment. The Handbook is intended to guide the development, implementation, and internal review of 

effective athlete welfare and maltreatment prevention policies and addresses six types of athlete 

maltreatment:. emotional, physical, sexual, bullying, harassment, and haz.ing. 

Once finalized, we anticipate that NGBs will customize the policies in a way that meets the needs of the 

individua I N GB. However, NGBs will not be required to adopt the policies contained in the final 

Handbook. Furthermore, we urge NGBs that do choose to use a policy to modify and adopt it in consultation 

with counsel. 

Comment period 
The comment period will be four weeks: October 26, 2011 to November 30, 2011. 

The primary purpose of the comment period is to obtain substantive feedback on the Draft Handbook and 

create a consensus approach for addressing maltreatment. After the comment period closes, we will review 

everyone's feedback and incorporate as many comments as practical. 

What's in the draft? 
The Draft Handbook contains: 1) Policy Guidelines, and 2) Policy Templates. 

Part 1 - Policy Guidelines 

The Policy Guidelines provide a framework for adopting policies to address athlete welfare and the high-risk 

opportunities for maltreatment. Included within each policy outline is a brief description and purpose for the 

policy, as well as (1) Essential Elements for a particular policy, (2) Implementation Criteria that can be used as 

an implementation checklist, and (3) Implementation Records, which provides examples of evidence that clubs 

and organizations can use to conduct internal checks that their policies are being followed. 

Part 2 - Policy Templates 

Examples and templates of sample policies can be found in Policy Templates, which, once finalized can be 

downloaded and customized to meet your needs. 

What's not in the draft? 

Part 3 - Sample Forms and Documents 

The Sample Forms and Documents, which are intended to assist in the implementation and administration of 

athlete maltreatment policies, will be built off of the finalized policies. Consequently, they are not a part of 

this draft document. However, a proposed list of forms and documents are in the Table of Contents. If you 

have additional thoughts about forms. and documents to include, please provide your suggestions. 
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How to provide feedback 

The Handbook is attached as a .pdf. You can: 

{1} Make comments in the .pdf and send it back to me;

(2) Provide written comments in a separate document or email; and/or

{3) Give me a call to discuss your comments or concerns.

If you are unable to make comments in the .pdf, please let me know and I will resend the handbook as a Word 

document. 

A few pieces of miscellany: (1) This document is confidential and intended for internal distribution only; and 

(2} This document does not constitute USOC policy and is under internal review. Once finalized, the document 

will be publicly available through the SafeSport Website. 

Please let me know if you can't open the document or have questions about this process. Thank you, in 

advance, for your feedback- I know how busy everyone is! 

Best, Malia 

Malia S. Arrington 
Director, Ethics and Safe Sport 

Unrted S1ates Olympic Committee 
I Olympic Plaza 
Colorado Springs, co 80909 

719-B66-5093 office
719-866-4839 fax

malia.arrington@usoc.org 
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Introduction 

United States Olympic Committee 

SafeSport Handbook 

There are a lot of reasons to play sport - at any level. Athletes enjoy a wide range of physical, 

emotional and social benefits. Sport develops general physical fitness, and physical exertion 

has a documented positive mental effect. Participation in organized sport also improves motor 

skills, promotes strategic thinking, and enhances math skills. Athletes have higher graduation 

rates and are more likely to attend college. They also have a greater sense of self-worth, 

demonstrate better collaboration skills, and maintain healthier peer relationsh1ps. They're less 

likely to use cigarettes, drugs and alcohol. 

But unfortunately, sport can also be a high-risk environment for maltreatment - conduct and 

behaviors that are considered harmful to the psychological and physical health of athletes, 

regardless of age. 

Maltreatment can damage an athlete's psychological well-being; athletes who have been 

maltreated experience social embarrassment, emotional turmoil, psychological scars, loss of 

self-esteem and negative impacts on family, friends, and the sport. Maltreatment often hurts 

an athlete's competitive performance or causes them to drop out of sport entirely. 

In this handbook, the U.S. Olympic Committee (USOC) identifies and describes six types of 

maltreatment: emotional, physical, sexual, bullying, harassment and hazing. All forms of 

athlete maltreatment are intolerable and in direct conflict with the Olympic Ideals. 

The USOC is committed to improving the development, safety, and welfare of athletes and 

participants involved in sport and publishes this SafeSport Handbook to guide the development, 

implementation,. and internal review of effective athlete welfare and maltreatment prevention 

policies for sports organizations. 

DRAFT - usoc SofeSport Handbook - confidential/For fnternal Distribution Only

The draft material contained herein does not constitute the policy of the U.S. Olympic Committee, which is under internal 
review. 

1 
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Why "Maltreatment"? 
Reflecting the USOC's broad approach to athlete welfare, the material here applies to all six 
forms of athlete maltreatment ratherthan to a narrow definition of "abuse,, or "assault.1

' 

"Ma !treatment" is a more accurate term for the full range of potential harm to athletes by 
individuals in positions of authority and by fellow athletes. 

In the strict legal sense, the terms abuse or assault can be unduly limiting. Organizations may 
be held legally l iable for maltreatment that doesn1t fit the legal definition of abuse. For 
example, verbally harassing an individual athlete on the basisJit,sexuality might result in a 
lawsuit. The organization might be held liable even thou ••11 ll! *'11'�r behavior by the athlete's
parents might not be grounds for legal action. 

ll- ··-•i\;11:,::,. 
Athlete maltreatment can also include behavior tJil?!i:i;ray not r�sijtt,1tn any sort of legal liability, {1,,- i;:j:;�;i· ii: P::;, 
but is nonetheless damaging to the athlete. For,1tr1$'t>ance, certain caS,�tof hazing or overly-

. iwid ni:,fn · • ·, ::::: i�:�l-a ggreS Si Ve coaching leading to emotional traurn;�'may be maltreatmenV:!F•· 
·i:i:::]Ill i :. ,,::i:)!j(l:)�(. 

UL;(!!:., 1�;. \tdlr;;\. 
An individual or organization may allso be held resp�Q�ible .f,9tfiiiling to res'pqpq, to 
maltreatment other than abuse or as�ault. Underst�•naioo!!tt11e' types of maltre�filfnent and their 

·1::l::i/:n; :_:::,::... ,�:i�ii_:lp�:=i:ii' 
corresponding indicators provides a'1�:��t$,:if:A Fii.determinilig;'.jp,loper courses of action, which may 
include the need to file a report with s��Jfc'fi),!�Hmiii�tective'l��:CTflt

es.
; :;c:c)l tk,hJ< li, {;l,d ,l,:. 
·m?t; -��u rtu·�.-, -:�iit�ji �1 

As the USOC's goal is t�)�;����;/he devel��
1
r7ent,.,1��!f.t�t:�1�d we'!!*re of athletes and other

sport participants, b .. • ,i:tef1rii�iO:ms of maltreatn:ien;tt2re·u�ed:ithroughout this handbook. 

, , \;:,,iii'l:i ·ni: !!1illill[!,f· .,,/!:wii 
What's in the Handb.qq,k? '.:ill )L11, 
This handb?1g1\11j�J:p�prii�

1

ij::�fil 
Ain::�ij��1;}) P�n!�¥:tir

uidelines, 2) Policy Templates, and 3)
Sample F,grms·and!D'ocumentS' • '" > 'Jh;)!j1 

.•1l'illi!l!i!!Jl)fl: 
•• ,,1,::l1i1i::li'!L. • ""i\, 

·•,;;' 

P l·•clql�' 1· G "d 1· "I "'\I"· ,IH,1.,,·1, art ""',�o •� u1 '.e me!h/ifil,,, '''iiili:!ilh 
T�e P�licy"�µij��lines �rovid�l:�::frame'w�'.��r

for adoptin� p�licies to a�dress a
_
thl�te we

_
lfare and

h1gh-nsks of oppqJturnty for rna:ltceatmerm Included within each policy outline 1s a bnef 
\,_;:::+::;._ i/H;;;:; description and P!J[:PQSe for the},p;glicy, as well as (ll Essential Elements for a particular policy, 

(2) lmplementation•,t:;r)t�ria thc.l�g?n be used as an implementation checklist, and (3)
..... ., ... ;. ..b/,,,lc 

Implementation Record#jl;w,p1jg,ijJ'frovide examples of evidence that clubs and organizations can 
use to conduct internal ct\'��l<�!that their policies are being followed. 

·c;f.i; 

Part Z - Policy Templates 

Examples and templates of sample policies can be found in Policy Templates, which may be 
downloaded and customized to meet your organization's unique needs. 

Part 3 - Sample Forms and Documents 

The Sample Forms and Documents are intended to assist in the implementation and 
administration of athlete maltreatment prevention policies. 
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How to Use the Handbook 

There is no way to avoid all risk of athlete ma !treatment in sport. 

This handbook contains overarching standards, which are intended to be relevant to all sports 
at all levels. The process of implementing athlete maltreatment strategies takes time and will 
evolve differently in each organization, and not all policies or documents in this handbook will 
apply to all sports or their organizing bodies. 

Instead, strategies will depend on several factors, such as theJlti:ivity, the ages of the athletes 
involved, where the activity takes place, whether there ar,.�;�ITT!� ii1'pecial needs within the group, 
where there are mixed-sex groupings, the experience c1�gjq�:!tUfications of the organizers, the 
physical facilities, and state and federal laws. . ://!11:l;WY- ·,<1;il'l1b 

Altl:i:l1l!ll!ti' l. 'tj k 
The USOC thus publishes these practices as guid¢Uries to consider, w·i�e,advocating that any

llH!::;' I l' -�;; ,� 

policy, form, or document should be adapted''tc;f{fwet your organizatiort�i�R�cific needs. 
Organizations should consult with legal representa.Hpn and ��view state arli;ffederal laws

,, H""i•- ,!!,,;;;d+, . ·,,fi,""'· before adopting and implementing,�@Y,of the polidei�;;���!i1:g�uments contain�;9:.)n the 
handbook, as well as any maltreatm!�r,t::Br,evention str�t;e,gy: 

·:111�;1::,i;: ([l!Lmti\:;;/.;:� ·::i:�miiib�� 
Not�ing contained in this handbook is f��!F,ricHiijimffi:,f�Perse·a��;;ITTw,E'ace, or otherwise abrogate
section 9 of the USOC bylaws or the Ted·S-tevens Am-a: eur Act.""W',111 

�
1�iww!i ,,!mt -·· ·=:i:i:::u�t
'"illiif ·,nw 
-n,::::::H. 
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2.0 - Codes of Conduct 

What 

Organizations that provide athlete training or sports competition services to athletes have on 
record codes of conduct which describe acceptable standards of behavior for all persons who 
can be expected to come in contact with athletes. These codes promote good practices and 
outline behavioral norms. 

�mi. 
Why .,JJi 
Codes of conduct clarify expectations and behavioral bo�,g:P:��jif for every member of the sport
community. An athlete protection policy describes begaYil¢r�1;1poundaries and prohibited 
conduct; violations of such a policy may justify strong:'.a�I 1pe?rn1Jnent sanctions administered 
through due process. ..ni[il\l!ti' ' 

.i/ : li�k 
-! ,, _____ , 'I l' ',�);: ,� 

While codes of conduct set forth prohibited cori�Hct, they also describe''.j�,�t should be done. 
In this sense, they are aspirational. Deviations frorrr.codes ofieonduct can w:�p-:ant sanctions if 
significant, but also leave room for si,mple correcti��:;�st/?@;�;tH 1�t can take pT�•��,jn real time. 
For example, someone who observ�s,i�!Je.,atively mi�t�il¢p'�{violation can rightfully and quickly 

II'' "Pil > '· . '"i '"if correct the violation. 1i' \;:ni!1:,, .. ,,b_._ • 'Hi,:.·11(:;1 •. ( �11. -J)ii::i- ' ,J ·itiiHllUffW�H� i,. •:=i
1�m!11�lL

Essential Elements ,Alillifrl!i':· r:;;1;,:ilk '"I i:;i!ll!:lii11w1r , '-'lit;:u:,,,i,1, 
1. State ment;o�.q:fgan,i3tion' s corrftfHtmeo,�Fp::Fpfah;),pting·safe training environments 

f?tmmLrw· - 'ff:l)::it;, : ::wi!: ). _.)lH=:1;:::w l�i:ii);;::Pf(· . 

and ad he Wig to estabH$ihed profes;$f'QJja,l1coaching,st0ndards 
2. 

,t:\.'.:: i!Hn ·ll:=;)'.>£ 

Proscriptiori-Q.�ijiscrimi'91�tion on the,;ba,:5is of gender, disability, place of origin, color, 
·::::::�_p:h. :li:,:l!:_;i;,,,: ![i�H :::. 

3. 

4 .• 

S. 

�.e�uasl:prientaticiri(+relrgiprjr/p,oJitical bel1;eJ, or economic status 
, ' :ii\(tmhi)'t!Hli}g;�!::.. ' -:;;)�;m:::;1�ii1jV - :i:t?ilLmw�.l %i1fail! 
,.tatem·en1

1�r:8,�ibit1q�1i1i_1forms·ofi;�Jt!J�.;eJnaltreatment
ist of potenti�,I;�,� nctio�.�J�r code of'cdnduct violations

• ·•cc, ; nique codes �'i:�dnduct"f6f'athletes, administrators, coaches, staff, officials,
'l)::(;�;iij:. !\):ilifi;

I 
·=:::iiihl\, 

vohirJ,!�ers, and par:e:nt,s/guard1a;ns 

·,:;::;;;1:;::1,,, �1::!::l!i, 
Implementation Crlt�r,l� :: Ji; 

•::::;,;;; ·. ,;;;;q:;,t 
1. Organi�ation,,���l��,i,qu� codes of conduct for each group of sport stakeholders
2. Codes mclude 'alJ;e�ent,al elements 
3. Codes meet or e'xceed requirements of relevant legislation
4. Policy is publicized, promoted, and distributed to relevant audiences, including

parents or guardians of athletes under the age of 18, upon joining and on an annual
basis

5. Codes are reviewed annually, or whenever there is a major change in the
organization or relevant legislation

6. Guidance for acceptable/unacceptable behavior is appropriate, actionable, and
consistent with accepted coaching standards
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Records of Implementation 

1. An electronic or physica I copy of codes of conduct
2. Evidence of code distribution and circulation (e.g., mailing records, group email lists,

meeting announcements)
3. Displayed publicly (e.g., bulletin boards, websites, registration materials)
4. Signed statements of understanding from each member of relevant audience
5. Dated records of management/executive body apRmval, endorsement, and review
6. Dated records describing alleged code of conductl��i:�tions and the actions taken to

, i;1iii>' 
enforce the codes "''''. 

Policy Templates Jlt;:l;l!l!!I!} 
1. Code of Conduct for Coaches hyper,,lrffi,�/'

i\ !;r�ir 
2. Code of Conduct for Staff hyperlink ..
3. Code of Conduct for Officials hyperlink:-,::11!\ ..

11•1' • 
4. Code of Conduct for Vol�;ffl�,�

1�s hyperlink,-,1.Wii;ii'il/ 
5. Code of Conduct for Parefits,:_

l .
. ·.,
_
G4��t

_
9J.a

_
ns hyperlln,�_

-
1/
,. 

• :t":l �ttp{ "'i)i•, '11 t!" 

6. Code of Conduct for Athlete'�:�yperlfi:�!,t· ,., \::;iili!hi, 'Imtt: -��n rtu·� .. , ·:�1it�ji �1 

<USOC Code of Cond 
·iqFi!h\ 1!mH ,.. :;i;;;;:;:;�t 

''illiif ·,nw

-n,::::::H. 
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3.0 -Applicant Screening and Criminal Background Checking 

What 
Organizations that provide athlete training or sports competition services utilize systematic 
applicant screening and criminal background check processes that disqualify prospective 
administrators, coaches, staff, officials, and volunteers from contact with athletes if they have 
histories of athlete maltreatment and/or unacceptable criminal convictions. 

Why 
Sound, practical, and responsible hiring and criminal bac�g. checking practices decrease ·"'"cl 
liability exposure and reduce the chances that an athlete!: ·;►i:IFtRme in contact with potentially
dangerous adults. • 

·
·c::1;!i'l1b 

Essential Elements " ", Iii,. 
1. Individuals who will have direct c<l1: with athletes must'����nt to, and pass, a

2. 

3. 

4. 

formal screening process . !'ill! '(!!!;l!!i:\,.. 
Screening process includes successful cori'lp]et1 1'of an application/1flterviews, 
references check, and a �'ri��:l�ail

i
:backgroun'aif�ij;f k 

'F 

1!· wJt· ·- ·i'.1.;l�tt;;/;s:> • �i�tq(�� 
Statement that all applicant�i:fi,

t.i'sq;��ffij�,
sfully cq��,!!�

te a criminal background
check before .. �1@1rtng or havi h�l:�!recrto:qi�:��i 

,with ''a�:�!:m,�es 
General desmrf't1oritof.backgrotir1lt checkiipractitss inchraing:

fr - qfi :nti?:h 1:iHtil!: ,. _.; :;m�j:::f:;::• I di!;/i1t> . 
• the da . .ases thattwiJI be checke \f· ··•1(i1ii' CS,<' cee . !ilill i' 

• the gen�r�lliP.roces�:i!l ,,, I 

• : :=:=:�:==�h. .=�!!:, d::i; .,.. ·=

1mM\= 
�1•MP'10W.. in mgs:!are,,,t1f1e_ �um,,.. . •· . 

L.. f' d. <I 'i'· h' 1.l!.'.Wj:t!tJ'� 

'\,.';,-�.•.i.,,i'i_·.:,l;l·:,l::1··:,·,•· •,1 . , • ';l\i;itmhi)}iH!ii!i;�!=.:·· :m1rni::::i�ui�- .1 :1:t.; 
. 1, tn'eapp!i��lnt's rititil�. and rig pjjeal if the background check vendor returns 

. 
·,
, .. 

an adv�'�l�;�\Pi�ing'mi!iil:iiilliih 
·;: 

·•,c:t:!i,;,,;;.tatement of:�t/��cy prq��ifii;ion and appropriate records keeping practices
• ,d�t�Jement that'ija�kgroun·d':!checks will be conducted every two years, or more

'•.,:···1:·l., . }f!H.: oft-e;tivas requ1 red;!liy law
11I)!�ihi. 

• ":it''C:•,.. ' ,. 
Implementation Criteria%!ll 

1. Organization h
0

�l�,,f�reening and background check policy
2. Policy includes al l essential elements
3. Policy meets or exceeds requirements of relevant legislation
4. Policy is publicized, promoted, and distributed to relevant audiences, including 

parents or guardians of athletes under the age of 18, upon joining and on an annual
basis 

5. Policy is reviewed annually, or whenever there is a major change in the organization
or relevant legislation
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6. Retention of hiring and personnel records with hiring and criminal background check
results 

7. Policy is uniformly applied to all new hires, new volunteers, and continuing
personnel and volunteers

Records of Implementation 

1. An electronic or phy.sical copy of screening policy
2. Records of policy distribution and circulation (e.g., mailing records, group email lists,

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

�l!! <-

meeting announcements) "°''fH!i 
,11!llh/l!!iiV 

Displayed publicly (e.g., bulletin boards, websitesJ1tegistration materials) 11ifH:,4jllj;illl/�-
$ ig ne d statements of understanding from ����ifn'gt:�;r of relevant audience 
Dated records of ma nagement/executt�;�t;\{clay approt{�;l,;t�ndorsement, and re.view 

�ilt,i' K ;;�;i tr i,:: i::•. Properly maintained records descri_b:hJitresults of applica'rj[s�reening and criminal 
.iwi�ijH>fm·�- ·,:::::idl-

backgrou nd checking, including ddcom.entation of actions takenJor individua Is 
'!:::;;:ii'.ll:. ,::i�::i: �'.�(. 

screened out Hi;i:,!i:;11::,:I,'.,'· . 

'(l!!;l!!lli,:,_i.!.,1_ · .-� .. \i,ti:;fj!Li .. • 
. 

Policy Templates 
10!:Wil'HHm, ·wiJi!'H:1" ·•11''"'."'''"'r11, . 

·;;;;;•;;11"· 

<Applicant Screening and Criminal Bat�fcitiijd i
f,recking P'olity hyperlink> 

(::111m:,)l ·:tiiHllUffW�H� i,. •:=i1�m!11�lL 
·m?t: -��u rtu·�.-, -:�iit�ji �1 

·iqFi!h\
1
!mH ,..

·'t;;;:;:;�t
'"illiif ·•nw
·1,,!;;:::H.
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9.0-Education and Training 

What 

Organizations that provide sports training or competition services require all administrators, 
coach, staff, officials, and volunteers to complete education and training on athlete 
maltreatment prevention and athlete welfare promotion. 

Why 
WL Education is a key component of any maltreatment preventio • SJrategy. An education and 

training policy provides administrators, coaches, staff me,m: ,'-officials, volunteers, parents, 
and athletes with information necessary to more effe�tiVs�tf:!ffl:p,nitor their sport, minimize the 

-;�:iui!W< i:· ·::::::i;lr.�1 

opportunities for athlete maltreatment, and report cOr(lqerns.';,ff:iSc,.also a strong public 
statement that the organization places a prioritY, · "')hlete welf�r�t�rid positive training 
environments. .ii· 

" ' \dHih ' 1-'i�;�;;;: .,i·: t•iiij( 
·i:i::;iih. . ...... �<-

Essential Elements H(:U/ 11 {i '()1i1ij\,, ·,,-!,;;:,\, ,!1b)m, "'c;i,k\,. 
1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 

Statement of crganizati�q�1.�ommitment;��11
�e:f�J!'i"g education anij;lr�ining in 

athlete maltreatment pr�\?e'titlon •(,l'i!Hl!'HJW
1 

·,11';-U :" '','!Hill i.. ·"L':il!h. 
Education, training, and ce'rtifidi'tibn,1i;:equired fdr,r�my individual with direct athlete
contact; certification requir;

i
�ll�xe�

li
�w� li/:�ars ''tl/iil!i:iii 11 

d . d'ill�i!!!i,,, .. _ "i\llFJ, f l<li,;;:;;,. ·. d ·!/(;;;;;:,, E ucat1on �ll::iilili4M!IP8 encoura��d, or ���;�t��"�1r par,�pts 
Curriculu,nll�'��ts ci�,���eeds staMd�fi��(��t'fo�thiiiJililevant legislation 
Train j n g: .,, ·!iii,Ui ' 

f;;'.,i, ... 1i'1.','.,l,1i•···I''· ·nv;!
,
'
,.
' 
·,
1
,
.
,:,
1
,
/
,.,
.1
1 
•
. ·
·'
.
," • ·•;;;;q11 

;,-1;1�it�ilb. , l • - -
'"• • Prdvi:{:ie� d l)l�l;PQ� for, a��;;�Jfects of, all forms of athlete maltreatment

•flili!!:IIJfillrnm:,if\{emoii�!l ' :"h�;'i�i�/�)�!)Q s����I; bullying, harassment, and hazing)
., -�Hlhmiliii! '::\inUllh) -,i�!mmmh.\;;,. 'tk;: 

• !d�p!!,fies riS�iRJJP0rtunitiel for maltreatment in sport 
·,;;;;;;,;,;-, .,,,,},!% 

.,"jiih, • Identifies pol ici:estpractkes, and procedures for organizations to
•: •• :;·;!:;,,,,, recog�il,���i

i
fedu���'.:��d report suspected athlete maltreatment 

'{;;l;!:I!;:,:._ Outlines�ffi�terns, behaviors, and methods of operation of sexual 
:i'.irpredator,s-H!-
�,,���u.jr��!!��[ting with at least 25 questions and require a score of 100% 

.,m,,•,j!.11,,, 
for pa,$?ihg and certification 

Implementation Criteria 

1. Organization has an education and training policy
2. Policy includes all essential elements
3. Policy meets or exceeds requirements of relevant legislation
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4. Policy is publicized, promoted, and distributed to relevant audiences, including
parents or guardians of athletes under the age of 18, upon joining and on an annual
basis

5. Policy is reviewed annually, or whenever there is a major change in the organization
or relevant legislation

6. Training and certification is mandatory for administrators, coaches, staff, and
volunteers; re-certification mandatory every two years

7. Training encouraged for parents and athletes

Records of Implementation ,, 
1. An electronic or physica I copy of policy .. • ••• 
2. Evidence of policy distribution and circul;3fl�W11(e .. , MaiJing records, group email

3. 
lists meeting announcements) ii!!!Wr} ' 

I 

. J:g;!i,111JV . . 0 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Displayed publicly (e.g., bulletin b9ar�s;' websites, registratto:n.materials) 
Signed statements of understandiri�;:frorn each member of �Jj��a.nt audience 
Dated records of management/exec�i�J�!!ti,ody a ::��oval, endo;��;�ent, and review 

«;��h- 1tL\EL.. +' • r�1.;t- •tMHHt 

7. 

Records of certification statu�.available for al ministrators, coaches, staff 1.n "w;, • ;' 
members, and volunteers;1ifoc'l'U!atog,certificatrb:�::e.1<_Piration date :.V:t_ :�1� iiqt • i'J_ -_ ·nW'! � 
Education and training recoftti) ava1f�:�l�-(or publltii]it)spection 

'm?t: -��u rtu·�.-, ·:�1it�jr�1

·iqFi!h\
1
!mH ,.. :;i;;;;:;:;�t

'"illiif ·•nw

'ti;::::
!

:!!,; 1'.:::,J"
and Train·ing,.Policy hyperlink> 

'· .. 
1!tlii,!i;ik hyperl1ok> '11;mw 

·;,�t!Hjii(:h:;�,::l< 't��;:· 
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10.0 - Maltreatment Reporting and Adjudication Procedure 

What 

A maltreatment reporting policy and adjudication procedure sets forth procedures to address 
allegations of maltreatment falling within an organization's athlete protection policy. It states 
the organization's commitment to providing safe training environments, from reporting 
potential maltreatment to the appropriate organizational channels and state child protection 
agencies as applicable, and to following prompt and fair adjudication procedures. 

�mi. 

d'c!!Hti· 
whv ,d1:rn1m111111'·

.,,,,ffh;1w· 
Administrators who implement policies, react if a pro�Jetfii:afis�.s, manage the behavior of 

·""lfli'll: 1•· .,,,,,,Iii"" 
coaches, and recruit staff, are an important link in �,�.e'�Jeventio�;and management of
maltreatment. The failure to provide guidance O.(fl/nen and how'tol1:r�port suspected 
maltreatment is a significant barrier to disclosici:i;:;i;itreatment. w'i�ffi�.ut training in this area, 
sport stakeholders may feel ill-prepared, po�ei"·:c s, and lost when it �d���}o respondi.ng to 
and reporting maltreatment, greatly affecting th . }leadershi, with regard -�o·�his issue. 

' Ht::,,. . llii ''l,li;ii!\!:, 
::iH,�i,1· 

1ltj1�w- • it- • iiti1;��!Ht 
Likewise, coaches, parents, and ath'leitel�'�ust also be ab, e;ito recognize maltreatment and to 
know how to respond to it within the'iE!9[g��tz�:tion. ·"1'l1lllili:1.

(::111m:,)l ·itiiHllUffW�H� i,. •:=i1�m!11�lL 
•�il;!:t, -.,�!/ i·:·•�;:;:•:. ·:wm! �l 

A maltreatment reporti�;:R,o!H�v clarifies i�ii�,11 partT�j�;�9�s, stam::r�iponsible parties, and
members of the pub,!trn1m�,�ti'th�;;8[�,an izatioq;;e,rd7:(��ffl!)ds:Ir.�,A.�ty an'd responsibility to create a
safe and positive en\i,:fl�pment foq:,q;thletes. T�i�i�f�,tement a]$�1further reinforces the 
organization's climatefqn:m�hlete ( ,ety and wltf�;te. 

Essentia\1'�,i�;[�!�,rw:%: L 
'H'.lll::11111; •»»: . •• ' • '?i!l,!ilin: 'i!!lil,llimi;i'

1. ,,1 i!!!l!!!!!iPtovides''tiame,,and tq�t.tct infor'th'atlon,df' organizational point-of-contact for Ji •.... ,,. . .,.,. , .. .,iil' ·,b, ,; 
. eporting ath'lete'l!;naltreatment concerns 

·::i:--itli1 '1h;ii!f;h.. • .J1:F}>, 2. • Oe�vibes reportl11�;procedu��fh
3. Del\ , . eview and irjY:¢.stigatid'ff procedures
4. Sets frfft�,•�djudicati�ij!:procedures and adequate procedural safeguards

-�t:i1rn1- /l:;,,r; 
5. ldentifies·pbssJble s·�nctions for violation of athlete protection policy

�iwnt:)h, .:11rn1Il\;:( 6. Provides complainant protection and prohibits retaliation
ii J,::i\\::''' 

7. Prohibits false re'porting

Implementation Criteria 

1. Organization has a policy
2. Policy includes all essential elements
3. Policy meets or exceeds requirements of relevant legislation
4. Policy is publicized, promoted, and distributed to relevant audiences, including parents

or guardians of athletes under the age of 18, upon joining and on an annual basis
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5. Policy is reviewed annually, or whenever there is a major change in the organization or
relevant legislation

6. Provides adequate procedural safeguards
7. Complies with organization's bylaws

Records of Implementation 

1. An electronic or phy.sical copy of policy
2. Evidence of policy distribution and circulation (e.g., mailing records, group email

�l!! <-

1 is ts, meeting announcements) . ,di/?i!!;)f • 1!.,He/!h 
Displayed publicly (e.g., bulletin boards, websitesJ1tegistration materials)11ifH:,4jllj;illl/�-3.

4. 
5. 
6. 

$ ig ne d statements of understanding from ����ifn'gf:R
1�:r of relevant audience

Dated records of ma nagement/executt�i�t9o'dy app�o'i;��;!�t�ndorsement, and review
.l'.lit<1' J;;::;;i;i tr J,?;t:,. 

Retention of maltreatment report a!l!;!g�tions and the act)oh taken to review, 
.iwi�iht>f•:;i • • 

investigate, and resolve allegation� }!11[ 
!::::;;:ii\ll:. 

H(::P 
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b. seeking opportunities to improve athletic skills
c. giving maximum effort during practice and competition

4. Athletes will abstain from the illegal use of alcohol, tobacco, and drugs during their
capacity as an athlete, and not advocate or support such use among fellow athletes

S. Athletes will not engage in, condone, or encourage others to, engage in, any megal
actions

.. !;i:; '. : �jj 
6. Athletes will not subject their fellow athletes to a�Jl!�JM·of maltreatment - emotional,

physical, sexual, bullying, harassment, and hazing;:1i,aqhose terms are defined in
::, .;;},.:: I): I! 

ORGANIZATION'S Athlete Protection Policy ''illiil\;' .. ''""1iPif:,
);; ' ,, �" .;1,;:�:�. 

4;;:
i \1t;Jl;(���· ·=:i}Jj!�1�Jt:: ..

7. Athletes shall not participate in or enc.9,�!�:S�:any behaviorof��tivity that potentially
threatens their, or another athlete's am�teur status or eligibilitYfbr high school or

-,�:!:::[igh, ·:::gm:�(:
collegiate sports. ;It.ii l; 

•it• • l m*i!!.:!��fo, · ::ffj.1 ,l!i/,.. !f��j�i 

8. Violat.ions of this code ar,e subJ8-�i,t,? sanctionS�1;i: i' ay include:, but are·not limited to,
reprimand, censure, suspensi'oi\:an�i,�fpulsion .• • 

'.x�);F� •.::/����1; - •::::::;:,;h. 

9. This rnde shall be agreed to withl�ign;w�t:�'hd.mai�it�{fie.d on record with
, .;: �11 d�:T=·· �� - �\i-:-

_ ,. ��tl'.t;:::_::�=- ·====:==:·>-ORGAN I ZA Tl ON:{Fo!r atble t es under'age 18, ,fj?.arent/guar'dian will co-sign the code. 
y lb,)' • ' • J\t1;1::I\! 'ii,:::::jl

'.i!ilii�ii}i!!i.' • t,lip,i':::11,i:ii
Section 2.7 Reportfn'g and Dete:t,nining Codeof Conduct Violations 

-·::'.)'t·:::,;, i1H!: ·:::::::·
!
:. 

Any potential code of con�t1(:t vioJatiO:!}Swill be reported to TITLE (NAME AND CONTACT
INFORM�I!O�i,Q:f;:�:fflCIAC):':l:�,R!$a:ir:�6�i�i:i�t:a r���

!

f,
}., �he TITLE has th� sol� discretion to

gatherJ��::,nformarno:�;�Jl�I ev1d<;l�s� needetht<!k�eJerm,ne whether a v1olat1on has occurred 
and _wh�;ti��nctions are �IR�f�priat�j/;�;f,the TITLE has a conflict of interest, investigatory duties
will be delegated to another,ih;dividual within the organizatior1, Sanctions will depend on a 

11 :i,:::::'.: , :\.\::(:;:: _>i·:;!:::::;, 
variety of fact�,t�, including th�1;��e of thi%;�thlete(s) involved and the seriousness of violation. 

:l:�.L.. • ,, 

"tf:f:;;;i:=i·. ;r�:::11� 
If the alleged violali¢�,involve ,fb/�thlete under the age of 18, the TITLE will communicate and 
work directly with the!U�thlete 1's;!p�·rent/guardian to reach r,esolution. 

!!!\;,iiltJl1.:111,i)'' • Reported code of conduct ;)t6'i'ations involving allegations of athlete maltreatment will be 
handled in accordance with the Maltreatment Reporting Policy and Adjudication Procedure. 

The results of the TITLE's decisions will be conveyed to the original complainant(s} and any 
athlete(s) and/or their parents/guardians involved. Records of a II code of conduct violations, 
reports, and outcomes will be kept confidential. If, however, a violation of the applicable code 
of conduct also constitutes a violation of the Athlete Protection Policy, outcomes will be 
published as set forth in the Maltreatment Reporting Policy and Adjudication Policy. 
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3.0 - Applicant Screening and Criminal Background Checking 

Coaches, administrators, staff members, volunteers, and officials, 18 years of age or older, who 
work or volunteer with ORGANIZATION must consent to, and pass, a formal applicant screening 
process as a condition of their membership, affiliation, or employment. 

Our screening process requires successful completion of an application, interviews, references 
check, and a criminal background check. These criminal background check reports are kept 

�m. 

strictly confidential between our vendor and background cheqks'administrator .
. 11! l.1i1!11r 

Section 3.1 Applications , 11 
Each applicant will complete an application form cons 1 g O p1e,r;s,onal identifying information
including full legal name, address, social security11fi�ffi,:b�r, empl�Yth�qt information, previous 
sports experience, driver license number or oth�'�!�t�te issued ide�WH�aJion, date of birth, 
contact information for at least two referenc&��:�r,iminal convictions h'i�{�:�

?
, and a criminal 

background release form for signature. H(::}: 11, '':)!i1ii'h 
,, 1'1'.!l;:i,:" . .,,,11!111:,_'!IHt. . . i'.;f!!ti-:- ,,. -�= 

Section 3.2 lnterv,ewmg·,!::lli::i:'\!:l!!li+�" 'Wi.]t!:!!1;::. A coach or administrator will interview1�pPt1�a�:�1s whose 'e�<I>rrience and credentials are 
considered a flt for any available positid)1}1, ·,,;;;11li!'!i!,H' ,., 

'm?t: -��u rtu·� .. , 
,Alill.ifr 1!i':-,. i\llfiik '1!/l!i • '" . 

Set· 3 3 R"f''r�:- 1.... '1iHb • '!!C ion • 
-::1{wj1')� ,,.���:(?! 'ti)ll!: -•P. ' 1�m�H)i:p::i('. 

References of appliC:����· who sat1sfir,ctori ly p'���l��.J ntervieW$.:;�ill be contacted and asked
specific questions regar�nmi!Phe aP;:�i�cant's pm ••• ional experiences, demeanor, and 
appropriateness for involve��nt Wjith1atbletes. 

,nm!!:IIJ1!lll!iiil:,ii;:,, '!Hi!iiL,, ;1lh1'1l1W!lil!!l11,. 
••• ,., i\Hfii�t�groi:l!ri'ci;J::hecks 

'')ii:11::h!o, •••
1
!!:l:ii:i1i11, 

Section 3;'. ilt,. Databases to b�-i�hecked11,;;ic,;,,1, •in»,,(. ., ,nl{ll1, As part of ORG�l}JIZATION'S bai;;kground b�eck, the following databases and information will be 
checked: -;:::1:::1:i::1,,, �n:liii

• Social securityl:verificati6n'i1;
• Address trac�'mi\'.i;!ii;.1!l!:.i•llf1,;l11::1::W • Searches of county):'r,iJninal records for each county where the individual lives or has

lived during the past' seven years- going back the length of time that records are 
available for each county searched 

• Two independent National Criminal History Database searches
• All available state sex offender registries
• International background checks for countries where the individual has lived, worked, or

studied for three or more consecutive months during the past seven years 
• Federal Terrorist Database
• Motor vehicles record check
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Section 3.4.2 Process 
Every individual required to submit to background screening must complete, sign and date the 
Consent and Waiver Release Form. Electronic signatures ARE/ ARE NOT accepted on the 
ONLINE REGISTRATION SYSTEM. The Background Screen Consent and Waiver Release form will

be submitted and the applicant cleared before the applicant may participate in ORGANIZATION
sanctioned events and/or activities. 

Upon receipt of the above described documents, the ORGANIZATION will request that the 
ORGANIZATION'S approved vendor perform the background screen. All information received
as a result of a background check will be strictly confidential. 

A)1jjiltl!i;i'1 '''.\'.!!li!fa.
OPTION 1: Appeal JqJlrganizat,Jbn 

.diil!i\lti;i, 
.,(ltuiiii1ili'' 

Section 3.4.3 Potentially Disqualifying.:t:a6tors 
,t: ____ i!nit· 

Section 3.4.3.1 Criminal History '"""llllii;!i;;H:,:, Ai,!:!!w ·-,r,'·'"· 
�rir:r1in�I backg�o�nd chec� i�forma/�i��'. 

which i� pot��t,/l':�v;;�lsqualifyin�, incliq;�,es witho_ut_ 
hm1tat1on conv1ct1on, conv1ct1on ente;r-edJafter trial, con���i8n after a guilty plea, or conv1ct1on
after a plea of no contest/no/o conten'�i(�'.!t!�r,�Q,� followW{s;pvpe of criminal offenses: 

(::111m:,)l ·itiiHllUffW�H� i,. •:=i1�m!11�lL 
•�11:1:t, -.,�0. i==·!�:=:=·:- •:�ii��,1 �1 Regardless of the amour:i;p;Lfirne since tH:e'.iilffens�etc�rred: ):,,,,t:,, 

• An felon (an,"'.".:fi:ffi;�i,:,:uhishable bUi;ebnfint:fffl�H�i�:t reatefthan one ear)·Y Y /1ti!Mw' P,,H'!''F\ Y "'ii'>i' ... Jll.c"''"i''"l" '"'"'�'"i"• Y 1 

• Any lesser crirnie;Jnvolvingi:force or threa{i!ofJorce aga1,ast a person; ,q�J\t�· llH!� ?!'.=iid:l:t 
• Any lesser crim'eJ:Q:vplving �!!Vleapon or ftrnarm; 
• An

_ 
Y,\w,fiijit,f.,r

ime tt;�iif,�1�'.�*�ffli'ii��l.
,,�tion�'��::r.,,·P element, including "victimless" crimes of

aJi�XU�'I' natµr� {includ1'i;ig'porn6gf;a'�hyt <!l;!!;,j' 
• .;i1A1�� 1l�sser c�i

1
ih�;:W;ivolviA'�;!Ebn,trolled''�oij�t��'E'es ( not paraphernalia or alcohol);

• ,i,�!nyJesser crime iHV�'lying c!�fil�IJy to ani�als; or 
• .,,,.,,,!;, "'""HL. ·•w:r,n, • Anyis�,offender regisfr,ant. ')ti\11t, 

. . ,/J!it:11!\,_ •!):�rm:: 
·%ii,

W1th1n the last sevin.years: nmn 
• -ii\i�;- :\ • ;,h • Any misdemeanor violence offenses

• Any multiple �1l;&eme;�6
°

� drug and alcohol offenses 
.S,'3,.S'c,il/fa,, 

• Any other crimes agijlr,n'st children (not listed above)

For purposes of being authorized to drive any motor vehicle on organization business, including
team travel, a record or disclosure that contains the following information should be 
considered disqualifying: 

• A suspended or revoked driver's license; 
• More than two moving violations, citations, and/or citations in the past two years; or
• A major conviction within the past two years, including but not necessarily limited to
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DUI/DWI, possession of an open container, any drug-related motor vehicle incident, 
leaving the scene of an accident, assault (in any form) by use of a motor vehicle, reckless 
driving (willful or wanton disregard of safety of persons or property in any form) 

Section 3.4.3.2 Pending Court Cases 

No decision will be made on an individual's suitability for clearance if they have a pending court 
case for any of the potentially disqualifying offenses until the outcome of the court case. If, 
however, during the case's pendency, the organization undertakes an independent 
investigation and conducts a hearing pursuant to the applica�Jft�pde of Conduct or 
Maltreatment Reporting and Adjudication Procedure and c!�fintiines, based on a 

-'.i:::Jl!W!W 
preponderance ofthe evidence that the applicant has,�;i�l�te�i,!he applicable Code of Conduct 
and/or Athlete Protection Policy, such determination '�1t'be.'U�fi!;g as the basis to disqualify the 
individual. 

Section 3.4.3.3 Falsification (-i1,i( 
lntentio_nally misre?r�senting a criminal convi�'t'i'cilp1::�tstory i�!c!�r�unds for mf'.i:,�ership
revocation or restriction regardless of the offensescid'i'ScmLerei;flL ·\;rt., , 

rii::lllllJ::,;;ii. .. ·"'
1 

:!/l;!llllli!llliiV'' 
1
'1!k: 

Section 3.4.3.4 Banned Lists ,. • HH1m k. . ·"1rijh,, 
- I . ·_ ';�·�iiiiit;1\'};i�i, !{M!iii!\, A Member who has been placed on ana. p�r spo;�!��ganizatio.r1��1;?anned list as permanently 

ineligible S�ALL/MAY be �:;as an additlijii�I ba's'is'��' .. isqua"lif,js�.!!on and exclusion for 
membership .. 1:.i:.'.:·m•ii;;, ,::mm� ·=;;;tW 

!!'.\, hir1i:m:1t •1'•!:::1;,ihii11111,,:,,,. 
Section 3.4.3.5 Findings 

To protect the applicant's right to privacy, notice of clearance or disqualification for all 
applicants will be provided to only those individuals in the organization who need such 
information to conduct his/her job duties. Here, notice will be provided to; 

1. The designated contact of the LOCAL/REGIONAL ORGANIZATION that submitted the
application; and

2. NATIONAL ORGANIZATION OFFICE

The ORGANIZATICJN'.r$.i�ackgroufi;d,'.check report will return a "red light" or "green light" score. 
A green light score ni�an�,,thatffiQ�' individual is suitable for membership with respect to the 
background check. A re'tfil1gfi(f

H

1ding means that the individual "does not meet the criteria" 
'!\ HH\\:);' 

and is not suitable for organfaation membership with regard to the background check. If a 
question arises concerning a background check, the individual will be contacted directly by the 
background check vendor and given the opportunity to correct potential discrepancies in the 
employee's records or to provide additional information prior to the background check vendor 
issuing a "red light." In such situations the ORGANIZATION may also be contacted. 

Section 3.4.3.6 Appeal to Organization 

If an individual receives a red light finding and wishes to contest the ORGANIZATION'S decision 
not to accept his or her application based on red light finding, the individual may request a 
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hearing before ORGANIZATION'S Review Panel. The Review Panel will consist of: TITLE OF EACH 
OFFICIAL. 

The Review Panel will communicate its finding to the individual and TITLES. If the individual 
disagrees with the finding of the Review Panel, he or she may file a demand for 
APPEAL/ARBITRATION with APPEAL BODY. A decision rendered by the APPEAL BODY shall be. 
final and binding on a II parties. 

Section 3.4.4. 7 Discretion 
If any discretion is exercised in the application of this policy, Jt){hall be exercised in a uniform 
manner, so that substantially similar convictions and circu .,rw *11 'tes result 1n substantially

d , 

similar treatment of applicants. 
••• 

.ii· 

t•iiij( 

OPTION TWO: Appea I t�":9�¢.�round'theck Vehtt'q:r., .. 
,;/\, ' • l','.i[f . • ;t ;Ir ·:J::;11:m!d!

Section 3.4.4 Potentially Dl�tjU1

; tifying Facto.�s"lii H/:1" 
'+ 

111; !ff:!l!i!lt!''b,1, ·::i,lilllili:i, 
Section 3.4.4.1 Criminal History 11WJ1, ••

111lilliff!i!,H' ,., ''tl/ili!h1,. '�ii:!:�, -.,�!q:::!�i:::•:. ·:�B��,i �) 
Disqualifying criminal ba_c�.g�o;und check informati6n;r l,udes, bqtds,not limited to, conviction, 

,, >co:i:d ·! I ;.ll?�t- ::::, JJ: 
conviction entered a,fl!'raitrH!

i
W;{�h�,!ction aft��'� gM,l�t¥i:, . ,,,i�f\0onvittion after a plea of no 

contest/no/a conteri'iieti'e for the foUowing type{cl�1ctiminal offemses: 
1::1::11, �l!!;t\ :, m�;?'.'t , 

••. . ' • ·'\mli:',, Regardless of the amoun , m .. • the offens�·occurred:
■ A,py1:f:�;

i

��;la.,�Y, crim� ·:h•;l�l�'.!gyi, nfi�tm,ent of greater than one year); 
• •illfu� 11�sser criitM'tovolvi •.• Orce or th ' f f�rce against a person;''1·'1'1 " 'IIT? •0"'''" 
• '1(�:f<l�sser crime friv�Jying l 1w.t;;i,pon or firearm;
• Anyif��?er crime in �i�i'.¢.h sexuat:�r,lic1tions is an element, including "victimless" crimes of

a sexua'l1t9€!ture (includi1�gi,pornog'ril'phy); 
'•.:-.···1:.··•· k·i,,1 •• 

• Any lesse\\Ctime involvingf!k;ontrolled substances ( not paraphernalia or alcohol);
• Any lesser crl�;�;:,i,�volvJ�:iFruelty to animals; or
• Any sex offend�rne:giitrtant . 

• :�1:=·i/Ll1lm1 11 

·c;f_i; 

Within the last seven years: 
• Any misdemeanor violence offenses
• Any multiple misdemeanor drug and alcohol offenses
• Any other crimes against children (not listed above)

For purposes of being authorized to drive any motor vehicle on organization business, including 
team travel, a record or disclosure that contains the following information should be 
considered disqualifying: 
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• A suspended or revoked driver's license;
• More than two moving violations, citations, and/or citations in the past two years; or
• A major conviction within the past two years, including but not necessarily limited to

DUI/DWI, possession of an open container, ,rny drug-related motor vehicle incident, 
leaving the scene of an accident, assault (in any form) by use of a motor vehicle, reckless
driving (willful or wanton disregard of safety of persons or property in any form) 

Section 3.4.4 .. 2 Pending Court Cases 

No decision will be made on an individual's suitability for cle�ulnce if they have a pending court 
case for any �f the potentially disqualifying offe�ses unti!,in�l�'dtcome_ of the court case. If,
however, during the case's pendency, the orgarnzat1ori,1:.u1�ent�

1
kes an independent 

··w11w,·' ·······111·· investigation and conducts a hearing pursuant to the l\i'�plrcabfe:'·lEP.de of Conduct or 
,·b\ C .fi! 

Maltreatment Reporting and Adjudication Procediiilf�}and detern'Hh�"$, based on a 
prepondera nee of the evidence that the applic;,a' ��'s violated the 'i���!ii;:able Code of Conduct 
and/or Athlete Protection Policy, such deterri1(n;�t].on may be used as iB�;;�,fiS to disqualify the 
individual. H(:U/ 11 '()1i1q'i,, 

,;nt , ,,-1,,'.!l):j:'- · ,,q1!111;!liHt 
Section 3.4.4.3 Falsification fu!::i!ii}:it1m, , 'WiJi!'H:1" 

,, 
·n;:,n: ·:: :::rni::.:i� i ·::;:::::,;p. Intentionally misrepresenting a crim1n�li,cortv.tction histol'y;i11s1grounds for membership 

:,,.:,t ·l, vi:1, Jl· -.. 
revocation or restriction, regardless of ttj�, offelii�,��12iscovete��h1, 

'm?t: -��u rtu·�··· ·:�iit�ji �1 
,AlilHfr 11 i",·. i\llfiik '1!/l!i • ... . i/t;;,i,l, 

Section 3.4.4.4 aarrned''UU:. '1iiiit, ' Ji ·,ni? 
,-<lHJfi!t�:J\\1:· qfH:1(1\?\ t:!grn: '3\ . i�}ii�m/:;·i::,, .. 

A Member who has!���!p placed:9�,Winother S:Pffli\i9fganizatid,pi� banned list as permanently
ineligible S�ALL/MAY 6i;.i�[1�d as dditional �,;�il,s for disqualification and exclusion for 
membership. ,,,,,,,,,,,\. l!il!!.'''·· 

.,,,wwt,""' -ibJl1lil • • • ili!!;it,, 
-�=.d�!!fil��iH:;)f��Eilli!!tif�!==· • -'.l:l:! •• :ii;Jm�l! 

Section 3.4.4.5 Findings. 

To protect the applicant's right to privacy, notice of clearance or disqualification for all 
applicants will be provided to only those individuals in the organization who need such 
information to conduct his/her job duties. Here, notice will be provided to: 

1. [The designated contact of the LOCAL/REGIONAL ORGANIZATION that submitted the
application. 

2. NATIONAL ORGANIZATION OFFICE]

The ORGANIZATION'S background check report will return a "red light" or "green light" score. 
A green light score means that the individual is suitable for membership with respect to the 
Background Check .. A red light score is an automatic disqualifier for membership and can only 
be appealed on the grounds that the negative information in your report is incorrect. 

A notice of automatic disqualification will be sent by certified mail by the ORGANIZATION'S 
approved Background Screen Vendor to the hiring or using dub/entity. 
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The complete profile will be sent by certified mail by the ORGANIZATION'S approved 
Background Screen Vendor directly to an automatically disqualified individual, along with a 
copy of the "Summary of Your Rights under the Fair Credit Reporting Act" (FCRA), and a 
notification that the individual is prohibited from participating in ORGANIZATION events and/or 
activities. 

Section 3.4.4.6 Appeal to Background Check Vendor 
Any disqualified individual has the right to dispute the findings of the background screening 
directly with the ORGANIZATION'S approved Background Screen.Vendor. A disqualified 
individual may not appeal the automatic disqualification o�t;p",,;�tsults of the findings of the 

•L•••••••-

background screen vendor to the L?CAL/�EGIONAL/NA,1l(i��!�.,°RGANI� Tl�N. Each
LOCAL/REGIONAL ORGANIZATION 1s required by the pqh:®y't0,}1€ic:ept the findings of the 

(( ':F;d)1· 'l:th ;:t;: .. approved background screen vendor. ..nit!l;Hti ... 
Jl!!!i,!lilii/ t; 

Individuals automatically disqualified a re exch:iiil�,d from participatioril'!'l'.l\iJ.ny ORGANIZATION
. d . d/ . . � it-

... '?.�!( 1ldt[is1, sanct1one events an or act1v1t1es. '<!,:ca;;::;;, ,,,k,,.,,,_ 
Hi;i:,!i:;i!:::,.. '(l!!;l!!i:\,.. 

�::1,:1�;1;;.::
10

��;1,1,1101, ·�,,

Section 3.4.7 Frequency of Batkgrou'ria!;fhecks ·•,,:;iili!h1, -
,. i:1:?. -,-�u 1:r�:;t�.,. -:�iit�ji �1 

criminal background c
_�,,��,·�i,!L?e condti�,:,ir eve�ti��� .. {:ars/[O;R�� otherwise required by

law, for coaches, ad�}\�,!��rator�
';!!���ff mem�,r�, ;y,�/,�,µteet4�i!��� officials, 18 yea�s of age or 

older, who work fort),m1�plunteer',l],h ORGANl�T:l@N. NewJy.;;cUscovered potentially 
disqualifying criminal ba:C�roun • rmation wiJLbe handled as descrlbed above. 

, ,, Will \g11:,• . . . \;:•:·11;::ll!iil .·· .. , ' · + 'i!!lil,!!;ik
Section �,.4!iS;r, 1fo1'ii!!li,Ui{.��view:q •Disqualifi�,r;�• '!1;!1tr. 
ORGANi�tS:iflbN wiii"1f��1ew its �m�"Jtalifiers �l�li�:lif,an'�l�al basis. 

i . ..•. 

"1, . ,, !!!iiiiiillilh 
'''F" 

S • 3 ·•4·"·,, ;,,t. R '";.:;"<'l ••i/"i"iH, ect1on . i::i.;.;.,, ecor"!is,;L :,,,1it11 
... ,:.T:f 

. '.: .. �ti:<1 ·; ,:i:J': 

Records are kept;jJl a locked an!;J11secure lotation onsite for a period indicated by applicable law 
,,i:::;;:::;, �11.:;;;);; 

or until the appliOf.!:Qt.,is no long�.:ti?Jffiliated with ORGANIZATION, whichever date is later. 
i1[J!�ihi. 

':::::-�: ... 
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Any sanctions imposed by the Panel against a Member must be proportionate and reasonable, 
relative to the conduct that is proven to have occurred. The decision regarding the appropriate 
sanction shall be up to the panel deciding each cornplaint. In imposing a sanction, the Review 
Panel shall consider: 

a. the legitimate interest of ORGANIZATION in providing a safe environment for athletes
and other sport participants;

b. the seriousness of the offense or act;
c. the time which has elapsed since the occurrenoe of the ,offense or act;

.iS:.\)r 
d. the age of the person at the time of the occurrence 2ftne offense or act;
e. any information produced by the individual, or p,rq'.gt{f�d on behalf of the individual, in,;;� -�m��,, ,!i.:}' -i,1 i' 

regard to the individual's rehabilitation and goo,c:1,i:ondatt; 
f. the effect on the ORGANIZATION'S reputat1cfn:••;'nd , ·''.'.!!!fi!,i,

, . .ilfq1Ji; Fi ' 'Ill ffl \,, 
g. any other information. which in the de:tetmination of the Review Panel, bears on the

�t(:= · 
>',Sii appropriate sanction. 

;,; •• iit;:i-!:irnn, o'.lid�;\[,,,, ,,,wt,'.'.;(!;::;;mt, 
Sanctions may range from a warning and a reprimand efQ5!,Jspension from spot-f,involvement

hJ!·:��:ni-·;?J.:.. -:l�;;':1(,�\''1: 
with the ORGANIZATION for a periocf9,p�IT1�;, Suspensio,��1jfom sport involvement with
ORGANIZATION may be ternporary or perm'lilnen.t:. The most"severe sanction possible to impose 
will be permanent suspension from sp6�j:iriv�'1tf���:P!}nd �lp.fill!ion from the ORGANIZATION, 

,,,J:\ijB)\::::;:;:;,,,", w:'.'t". ·, l!!!l��:::,{••·· ,:�11,::
!::c.

For the purposes of t9�;.Rolicy; '9:1�uspensionJrorri,-�p:o;rt: lii-v@IMement shafl mean that for the 
duration of the peri8<:1':�, suspen�:fon the MeriiW�1�!:�1ay not �artfbpate in any capacity or in any
role in the business, evefi(5i,.,or activities of the r�l,eyant organization or its affiliated members. 

,,; (/il';i!';'"i• ·1111!:::::;l!lit . ;!!i'.::)l/1'··· ' ''i!:i;!ii, : . 
If the M�rrib¢'r'15:petj'r;i9r:iently''su�pended'af:itl1 expefl�d from the ORGANIZATION, he/she will be 

J!rrif:;::.il1:· . ·f:::1::::;.�H:·1.. ·=i.::hiw ·:ittiq;==;:::;:, .. 
placecJp�'?RGANIZATlq�-1'.;�. pubH¢!1Y;�?isplayec! b�tined list after the appeal process, if any, is
complet�'(r

;:;;:'ti•·
,L:b .. , ,,ir:1:il::.:1 '

:i! 
l 

Section 10.3.6iliitt . Confidentiality 
!!!:;:i' 

The conduct of '{h;�ltt:,aring shal,I.�� private. If the Review Panel determines that the Member 
has violated the Atht���/.rotesr!�r Policy, it shall publish a brief summary of its decision.
However, if the Membenappeah, pursuant to Section 10.2.8, the panel's decision will not be 
disclosed until the Ameri2a.ri:Afbitration Association renders its decision. 

-:=., 

If the Review Panel determines that the Member did not violate the Athlete Protection Policy, 
the panel will publish a summary only on the Member's request, 

Section 10.3. 7 Appeal 
If the Member disagrees with the finding of the panel and wishes to appeal, he or she may file a 
demand for arbitration with the American Arbitration Association ("AAA") within 14 days of the 
ORGANIZ.ATION'S finding. A decision rendered by the AAA shall be final and binding on all 

DRAFT-- U50C Safe5port Handbook - Confidential/for Internal Distribution 011/y 
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EXHIBIT 6 



C/R Lauren Tracy
6/2/23

Exhibit 15
Pam Hardy Stenographer

Message 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Booth, Rachel [rachel.booth@usta.com] 
2/26/2015 8:23:41 PM 
Malia Arrington [Malia.Arrington@usoc.org] 
RE: United States Center for Safe Sport -- Next Steps 

Attachments: 022315_Revised draft policies and procedures co llective comments.docx 

Hi Malia, 
Attached are our comments/edits embedded in the policy-· they were made by a number of people so I apologize if they 
seem a little disjointed. We have our draft definition of mernbf!rship but I am waiting for 1 more person to sign off who 
unfortunately is overseas. If I don't hear from him tomorrow then I will send anyway. You asked about the week of 
March 16 for the insurance rneeting, I am scheduled to be in depositions March 19--20, so the earlier days in the week 
would be better. 

From: Malia Arrington [mai lto:Malia .Arrington@usoc.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 8:59 AM 
To: Booth, Rachel; Casey Jorgensen (cjorgensen@usahockey.org); Patricia St. Peter (PStPeter@zelle.com); Renee 
Jamison (rjamison@usagym.org); Sonja Keating; Margie Mara; Michael Massik; Lisa Levine; Alex Natt; Susan Woessner 
Cc: Rick Adams; Darci Miller 
Subject: FW: United States Center for Safe Sport -- Next Steps 

All ---· 

Good morning A few quick things to sta1i the ,veek. 

l. Prohibited comluct If you have not yet had a chance to provide us ,vith a quick paragraph concerning 
who is currently subject to your prohibited conduct policies, that \Vill greatly assist as ,ve revise the definition of 
"rnembers." 

2. Draft policies and procedures. A gentle reminder that if you have any feedback on the draft policies 
and procedures, please send it our \Vay by tomorrcr,v, Tue. feb . 24. 

3. .Dates. If you have not already done so, please take a few minutes to respond to the request for dates 
belmv. 

Thank you, 

Malia 

From: Malia Arrington [mailto:Malia.Arrinqton@usoc.org1 
Sent: Monday, February 16, 2015 3:11 PM 
To: Booth, Rachel (rachel.booth@usta.com); Casey Jorgensen (cjorgensen@usahockey.org); Renee Jamison 
(@misorL@_usagym.org); Sonja Keating; Alex Natt; Patricia St. Peter; Lisa Levine; Susan Woessner; Margie Mara; Michael 
Massik 
Cc: Rick Adams; Darci Miller 
Subject: United States Center for Safe Sport -- Next Steps 

All -

Happy President's Day! Thank you to everyone participating in our first in-person meeting last week. We are in the 
process of editing the draft policies based on the feedback we received during the meeting and will incorporate any 
additional feedback you have when we receive it. I have attached the draft as a Word doc for those of 'OU who would 
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prefer to redline, otherwise feel free to scan back to me. Below are some additional asks to assist us as we move this 
project forward. 

ACTION ITEMS 

A. Draft policies 

1. Description of \vho prohibited conduct under minimum standards policy currently apply to is "due" tomorrow, 
Tue. Feb. 17. For the sake of clarity, what \ve're looking for is a description ohvho is subject to your prohibited conduct 
policy, or its equivalent. If your membership structure is easy to identify as well, that would be helpful. 
2. Any additional feedback you on the draft policies and procedures is due Tue. Feb. 24 
3. We will recirculate an updated draft to the group on or about Tue. March 3. At this time, we will also circulated 
proposed revisions to the minimum standards. 

B. NGB Transition Toolkit 

We will circulate a draft of the NGB Transition Toolkit on Tue. March 10. We currently envision it containing the 
following contents: 

1. Template documents 
2. Bylaw amendment language 
3. Infonnation on membership terms 
4. FAQs 
5. Member communications guide. 

Please let me know if there are other pieces of information you would like to see in the toolkit. 

C. Dates 

I'd like to get your feedback on dates for the follmving: 

1. Insurance conversations. Please advise when you are not available to discuss insurance during the week of 
March 2. For those of you who are located in Colorado Springs, we will meet at headquarters; for those of you not located 
in Colorado Springs, we ·will utilize a meeting platform TBD. 

2. Bi-monthly calls. Given the current timeline, we'd like to schedule calls every two weeks for March and at least 
April. Please let me know your preference for these calls in order of preference ( and understanding that not everyone will 
be able to make every call): 

a. Mondays after 4 PM MST 
b. Tuesdays after 4 PM MST 
c. Thursdays after 4 PM MST 

3. In-person meeting. We'd like to pin down dates for our second in-person meeting at this time. Please let me 
know your availability: 

a. The week of April 27 
b. The week of May 2 

NEXT WEEK 

You'll see a couple of things from us next week: 

1. For everyone· s convenience, and because it's easy to lose stuff, we are going to move all communications, 
documents and presentations from 2014-2015 to Sharepoint. You'll receive access info once everything is loaded. 
2. Once we have dates from everyone on the above, I will circulate a weekly calendar for March - June 2015. 
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3. For those of you who will be on the NGBC call, we'll begin the conversation around the nominating and 
governance committee and the new board. 

Thanks much, chat soon. - Malia 

Ill 

Malia Arrington I Dir., Ethics and Safe Sport 
United States Olympic ComrniUee 
1 Olympic Plaza 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80909 
+i 719-866-5093 
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INTRODUCTION 

Overview 

The Center for Safe Sport is an independent, non-profit organization dedicated to creating a safe, 
healthy and supportive environment for al-1--~_t'.kfJ_participants in member sport organizations. 
Jt_,;Our primary mission is to create an empowered sports community anned with the resources to 
fight abuse. 

The Center pursues its mission in two key ways. First, through education, resources and training, 
the Center helps members of the sports community recognize and reduce misconduct in sport. 
Second, through the enforcement of these s-afo-Safe_s-pni:t,-Sport_polices and disciplinary 
procedures, the Center regu1atenj the mernbernhip of US. Olympic und Pan An1erietm national ____ /-{ Comment[A1]; They do notregiilateNGB's 

g._wett1-i-Hg-t)f>f,l-ies---Mr,l--P.-aHtl-yn1pi-e,-&l'l\-:tFf-twga-1ti-t";atit,H&--by--Hl&\'l\-:tHr,l-ittg1 ·esrio rids to allegations of 
sexual misconduct. 

Theii:: ~Safe fif,Bfl-Spon polic1es and disciplinary procedures are designed to allovv the Center 
to assess whether a member _poses a risk of harm to others! in the sports community and to take ______ __,,'~c-o_m_m-e11-t-:--::--tl1~7,:,~,~'~i;:i,,k~r---, 
appropriate action to address that risk of harm. These policies and procedures are broken into the 
following sections: 

Definitions 
Identifies and defines key te1111S used throughout the sHfo--§_Q,fr _ _stx-1+:l:--§!1_(m __ policies and 
disciplinary procedures. 

Jurisdiction 
Identifies those members and the types of alleged _,;<::~lJJl_l __ misconduct that are subject to the 
Center's jurisdiction to investigate and resolve. The Center has exclusive administrative 
authority (referred to as mandatory jrnisdiction) to address misconduct involving sexualized 
behaviors. 

Code of conduct 
Establishes a policy prohibiting misconduct and identifies and describes several forms of 
sexualized and non-sexualized misconduct. 

Reporting misconduct 
Identifies who must/who can rep01i sexual_misconduct violations, how to report violations, 
the Center's confidentiality policy and the reporting options for victims. 

Disciplinary process 
Outlines the process used by the Center to investigate and resolve alleged §<::)}1_,}l __ misconduct 
The Center's investigation is neutral, prompt and non-adversarial. The Center's investigators 
are advocates for the facts and do not advocate on behalf of any party or for a particular 
result. 

Arbitration 
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Sets fmth the Center's arbitration mies if an eligible n1emher member panicipant pursues an 
arbitration hearing concerning the Center's preliminary findings and/or recommended 
sanctions. 

Application 

The~_(; ,mfo--S_:1/(; __ Sfl{·JF-l--Sp,m_polic~es and disciplinary procedures apply to the conduct of 
prcqrnc1i><eo, current an(l !formet n1eorn.beuparlicipants, as (le fined bv vour sport's NOB or PSO. 
If you are unsure whether the sa-fe-_S11f~:_sport_~_p9_i:l __ polici_es and disciplinary procedures apply to 
you or to someone that you believe engaged in sexual misconduct, please see the attached list of 
sports organizations at whose members are subject to these policies and procedures. 

For those involved in the Center's disciplinary process, whether a complainant or respondent, the 
Center-'+; provides a neutral case manager to help you understand the process and your options. In 
addition, while the Center is not a victim's assistar1ce agency, the Center's victim assistance 
coordinator will help victims identify resources in their community. 

Independence 

The Center is an entity that is independent from the lJ.S. Olympic Committee, the national 
governing bodies, the Paralympic sport organizations and/or their regional, state or local 
affiliated clubs, and the Athletes Advisory Council. This independence allows the Center to 
provide a prompt, fair and neutral resolution, and to avoid any actual or apparent conflict of 
interest with those members who the Center may be called upon to investigate. 

Limits 

The Center does not and cannot regulate the conduct of those individuals who are not 
i:-1msp€-Gtiv.,\-Glff~m-t /'):tld furme1inwrntIB1:s--participants of a national governing body or 
Par·alympic spmt organizations. However, if you are a victim of ~q,_tJgLmisconduct and the 
Center is without jurisdiction to address the matter, the Center will attempt to connect you with 
the right resources. 

The Center's jurisdiction extends only to the conduct of individual members as defined bv the 
,1_[!plicabk NGB or PSO. The Center does not regulate, investigate or audit national governing 
bodies or Paralympic sport organizations or their regional, state or local affiliated clubs. 
!Specifically, the Center does not regulate, investigate or audit the sunerv1s.1on_ management, 
employment or &fl-fu.Sale ~Sport practices and of these organizations[. Misconduct 
not within the Center's jurisdiction may be subject to a separate disciplinary process established 

Comment 

..... --···{ Comment [A4]; Same comment as above 

by your sport organization~.---------------------------~ ···---· comment [A6]: Eveii 
could impose more sovore 
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Section 1: DEFINITIONS 

1. 1. Athlete 

An amateur athlete who meets the eligibility standards established by the NGB or PSO for 
the sp01i in which the athlete competes. 

1.2. Complainant 

A victim, or parent or guardian of a minor victim, who is pursuing a safo--~_c1{(; __ ,,p;:-1r-l--~p_cl_n 
violation through the Center's disciplinary process. 

The Center, if it pursues or investigates a reported s-afo--Safo SJlHFt--Sport violation without the 
cooperation of the victim as set forth in Seer ion 4 6C. 

1.3. Child, minor or young person 

A person under 18 years of age. 

1 .4. In-program activity or conduct (ff aeth-it3' 

In-pro!,>ram activity or conduct refers to events conduct or activity occurring during an 
organized or sponsored sport activity or event, such as games, tournaments .. practice and 
travel. 

1.5. Local sport club 

A regional, state or local club or organization that is affiliated with an NGB or PSO and 
requires and/or allows its members to be members of an NGB or PSO. 

1.6. Member 

A n1ember of any U~'. Olympic or Pan An1;3rican NGB or PSO. A member incbdes any 

a+hk-iB-;·-flatt-i0tf"lflnt;--0m1Bh;--trnmBF;--&taffc--v-ohmt-,;,.,,r,--lxian1-m,;,rntJeF;--El-irnctnr,--tfu,;+ee-,--o1:fiB-ia+--EJF 
any-+ithe-r-pe1Rm--as-,m-0i-a-ie<l-Hr--at1i-hat-,;xL-<li-nsGtl-y-+ir-i-ndi-r-E'-Gtl-y-,--w-tth--,my--N(i41+:tF--J2S0,---1'HF 
Hw-pmp;:-1se-s--(:i-f-lh-e+m--s-afo-spor-t--p('JJ-i0i-,,s--m1<l-<li-S-Gipl-i-nary--f:tn-lBBd-lffB&,--+H-e-rnt-1et;s--i-HGtH@, 
pn'l&pect-ive-,--GHH-e-nt--and--f:tast--mm11tIB-r'S--H&-,set--l:{-l+:l:h--a-l--&0t-iHn--;;\-.--l--.---To be determined by each 
NGB 

1. 7. National governing body or NGB 
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i\n amateur sports onwnization accepied into membership of the,,\ PaR i\mcricm or U.S'.. 
Ol3·mpic nutiorrnl ,;overnin,s bo(ly rncogni;:ed b3· tlrn United States Olympic Committee _(1f 

provided for in Section 8 of the J3vlaws of' the Urnted States Olvrnpic Committee and as 

further recognj;7,",~l .. pursuant to the Ted Stevens Olympic and Amateur Sports Act, 36 U.S.C. 
220501-220529. 

1.8. Out-of-program conduct or activity 

Out-of-program conduct or activity refers to activities occmTing outside of an organized spmt 

or r(m(;!_~1i:;fe-v-enl, such as games, tournaments. practice and travel. Out-of-program 

conduct includes activity away from sports training, sprnting events and programs and at 

places other than designated sports facilities. 

1. 9. Paralympic sport organization or PSO 

An amateur sports organization accepted into membership of the A Par~ilyrnpic ~;port 

organi;rnticm. rncogni;:ed b3· tlrn United States Olympic Committee as provided for in Section 

8 of the Bvlaws of the United States Olympic Committee and as fmther recoic;11ized pursuant 

to the Ted Stevens Olympic and Amateur Sports Act, 36 U.S.C. §§ 220501-220529. 

1.10. Participant Delete and cover 1mder member definition 

Any conch, trnin'3r, rnm1ager_ adminiutrntor or official that partic.ipntes i.n nmal.eur 3portD 
fH'c}gmm&+lffo•HX¾--ElF•&a-nGti+JH-€'1 .. f:1y .. an .. NGg .. c'lF·PSO, ll(\[ '-l.~CllUlvU_. bu.t l;~t 1~ from TSAI 

1.11. Reporter 

The individual reporting a safe•.~;;it~ .. s1xwt.~p9_i:l__violation, which may or may not be the 

victim identified in the report. 

1.12. Respondent or responding memberparticipant 

The member accused of the reported s-a-fo .. S.,i[i::.&J:·l,·)-ft .. :;:,p9rt__violation, e.g., an athlete, coach or 

volunteer member. 

1 . 13. Safe ~Sport policy 

policy developed and implemented to ~~Jlli21:lli~ a safe and 1,r.,,1tn,,,, environment 
for athletes and other participants free of misconduct and inappropriate be11av10r.[ ............... .--

1.14. Safe s-port .. Sport violation 
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Any alleged or actual violation of: 

the code of conduct set forth in Seer ion 3 

[any &afo,-§.il_fg_spmi-§pm:t __ policy adopted by an NGB, PSO or local club that 

addresses physical misconduct, emotional m1sc<m<iuc:t, non-sexualized bullying, non· 

sexualized hazing and non-sexualized harassment) 
~------------~ 

1.15. Sexual contact 

Any contact with a person's breasts, genitals, buttocks, groin, mouth or any other body part 

that is touched in a t>r with the intent of it bei11w in a !sexual manner, however slight, by a 

person or an object to the body of another. 

1.16. Victim(s) 

The individual(s) identified as being __ l_lw subject h:-1--~l[_a reported ,;.;af~•-_5,_1:1[9_spor-t-_5,_2,;1_1J 
violation. reic;anlless of whether or not this individual is also the complainant., 
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Section 2: JURISDICTION 

2.1. Persons within the Center's jurisdiction 

The Center has disciplinary authority over a person connected to an NGB or PSO as follows 

A. Prospective and current members 

prospective and current member, including for alleged se:xual_misconduct that 
occmred before or during membership. Prospective members are those individuals 
who have applied for or demonstrated an interest in n1emhership in <Jn NGB or PSO. 

B. Past members 

An individual who was a me.mber member at the time of the alleged sexual 
misconduct, even if no longer a current ~ member. 

The Center retains jurisdiction over members who are accused of ~-(;~IJ,;tLmisconduct, 
even if those members choose to withdraw or terminate their membership after 
learning of the ~ie.~lJJ,_l__misconduct allegations. 

2.2. Matters within the Center's jurisdiction 

A. Mandatory jurisdiction 

Confidential 

The Center has jmisdiction over and shall resolve the follovving: 

(l) Prohibited conduct involving sexualized behaviors 

Allegations that a member violated the Center's code of conduct provisions 
designed to address sexualized behaviors, including boundary violations (i(.'Ct.J,(,11 

grooming behaviors , Sectio11 child sexual abuse 1 
'''''""" 

sexual misconduct ( ~"ict1011,; 

In resolving reports involving sexualized behaviors, the definitions set forth in the 
Center's code of conduct apply. 
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(2) &lated prohibited conduct not involving sexualized behaviors~--~ 

Allegations that a member engaged in other prohibited conduct that is reasonably 

related to and/or accompanies an alleged violation involving sexualized 
behaviors. This includes: 

(i) Alleged violations involving physical misconduct, emotional 
misconduct, non-sexualized bullying, HHH,sf:xual-iz-e<l-tHE+ng or non

sexualized hazing where conduct is reasonably related to and/or 

accompanies an alleged violation involving sexualized behaviors. For 

example, an allegation of sexual misconduct against a member may 
also include allegations that the member was emotionally or 

physically abusive and the Center would have ma-nda-h-:tPi' 
administrative jurisdiction over the related emotional or physical 

misconduct. 

In resolving reports of related prohibited conduct the Center will 
apply the definitions set forth in the following sections of the code of 
conduct: 3 (physical misconduct), S,:.\:lion :, :,D 
(emotional misconduct), S,:.dicm :, l) (non-sexualized bullying), 
S,:Glmn (non-sexualized hazing), and Section "i (non

sexualized harassment) unless the NGB or PSO has adopted its own 

definitions for these fonns of misconduct. 

Alleged violations involving bystanding 
report a violation (2>,XL,nn 4. l "i), bad-faith reporting 

retaliatory discrimination or harassment or abuse of 

process'""''"'··-"' For example, the Center has jurisdiction over 

matters where a member allegedly retaliated in response to a witness 
reporting sexual misconduct to the Center. 

In resolving repmts of bystanding, retaliatory discrimination or 

harassment, bad-faith reporting or abuse of process, the definitions in 

the code of conduct shall 

(3) Other matters 

Allegations that a member me.mber pmticipant engaged in inappropriate 

sexualized behaviors even if the conduct is not explicitly addressed in the 
Center's code of conduct or other relevant policy. 
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B. Discretionary jurisdiction 

On the written request of an NGB or PSO the Center may, in its discretion, accept 

jurisdiction over the following: 

(l) Prohibited conduct not involving sexualized behaviors 

(a) Allegations that a member engaged in prohibited conduct not 

involving sexualized behaviors .. including physical misconduct, 

emotional misconduct, non-sexualized bullying, non-sexualized 

hazing and/or non-sexualized harassment. 

(b) In resolving such allegations, the Center will apply the definitions set 

fmth in the following sections of the code of conduct: 

(physical misconduct), Sect ton 
) (H('lH-&e-',cHBJi-;;.;,,d--bullying), l) (n.;:1n-st'Jxuahz-e<l 

hazing), and Sccl.iun l) (tmn-st'Jx-uakz-e<l--harassmentD, unless an 
NGB or PSO has ""·"-'>''~'" its own safe Safe ~Sport policy 
definitions for these fmms of misconduct 

~----------~ 

The Center has the !'K-ll-e--discretion to dete1111ine whether it will handle 

such reports and may do so in limited circumstances. l-n--d€0td-ing 

'Vhether to handle a report_ the Center may conHider: (a) th'3 exiHtence 

of an actual or perc'3iwd conf1ict ofint'3ff\,t between the N(iB/PSO 

nnd the con1plainant and1or respondent; i)) !he frequency or darnl.ion 
of--the-al-leg-e<l-Bon<lu0k-{-0}-the--age+1f-the--i-ndi-v-idual-s--invnl-Vt'fl:;--(-d_} 

wh-e-th-e-r--any--(4--lh-e---in<li-vi-dual-s--w-er.,--prn-v0inHBty--i-nvnl-ved--i-n--s-i-rni-l-ar-.;:1f 
('l-ther,--,sHfo-s-pm-t--v-inl-at-inns-,--{-e-}-th-e-,sevm-i-1:y--nf-the--al-l-e-ge<l--G(-Hlf¾HBt';-{f-) 
whetlrnr them ,rre relate,l_ p'3nding criminal char6e3; and (g) an:,- other 

con3id'3ra1iorn; relevant ender the pnrticular circunrntancer;_ 

Limits 

( 1) The Center does not have disciplinary authority over,--and its processes do not 

supplant, nor will 11 interfere with civil or c1iminal proceedings. 

(2) The Center does not have authority over, and its processes do not supplant, 

the employment practices of an NGB, PSO or other club or organization. 

(3) The Center's jurisdiction only extends to the conduct of individual members 

as defined bv the NOB or PS(} The Center does not regulate, investigate or 

audit NGBs, PSOs or local sports clubs. Specifically, the Center does not 

regulate, investigate or audit the supervision, management, employment or 
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~Safe ~Spmt practices and policies of these organizations. 

Misconduct that is not within the Center's jurisdiction may be subject to a 

separate disciplinary process established by y,-mr--th~ ___ c1pphg_,1h1",.sport 

organization. 

2.3. Ge-c,grnphfo jJurisdiction 

The Center's jurisdiction and disciplinary authority applies to conduct that takes place during 
in .. program activities. It also applies to out-of .. program activities when a member's conduct 

may present a danger or threat to the health and safety of him/herself or others.j /./·{ comment [A12]: rus, in-program jurisdiction? 

2.4. Time limits 

There is no time limit on reporting s-afe-§_,1!_(:;_&[·H+rt-0p9rt__violations. However, the longer 

someone waits to report a matter, the harder it becomes for the Center to obtain infonnation 

and witness statements and to make dete1111inations regarding alleged violations. Anyone 

who is aware of misconduct is encouraged to report it as quickly as possible to the G_(_'enter 

and/or relevant law enforcement authorities. 
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3 .1. Overview 

The Center is cormnitted to promoting and maintaining a safe and positive sports 

enviromnent. To be effective, it is critical that all members understand and be able to identify 

the various forms of misconduct and that these standards be applied unifo1111ly and 

consistently. 

Confidential 

A. Applicability 

(l) Members 

The prohibited conduct described herein ~,dfiJ--Gf-Bond~wt-applies to members 

paiiicipants as follows: 

(a) All participants are subject to the provisions that address sexualized 

behaviors including: boundary violations I 

grooming behaviors (S,:dim1 I 

3 3!3{'.: ,), sexual misconduct ( 2i,::,:;i1or1:, 3. 3 !3{ 3 ,), sexualized bullying 

sexualized hazing and any other 

sexualized behaviors. 

(b) All participants are subject to provisions addressing physical 
misconduct'''"-",-,, emotional misconduct,._,,"··-,, 

non-sexualized bullying (01:,:;:1nn 3.3[{ l ,), non-sexualized hazing 
l)) and non-sexualized harassment;:-., __ ,,:··:.:;:•:: )), 

µnless a pairtlcapimt's relevant 2:01vernmc1,r has not adopted 

definitions to address these fonns of misconduct.~------~-------

Note: The Center's mandatory disciplinary authority does not include 

the provisions identified at Secti(,lJ 3 

(2) Online, email or other electronic media conduct 

Tht~e G(,i\cfefl_(lH_gy may be applied to behavior conducted online, V1{-H'IHHtt+itc-G'i:h-et

€kdi+mte-HIBtl+H-rndistributed electmnicallv using email lext messages. or 

otherwise. ),IeonJ.bec; .'110::ld aL;o be av, are that rmlineo po.·liq;s ,nd1 ,u This 

indudes biogs, web postings, chats and social netvvorking sitesc-_are iR 1.he puhli,; 

spl-ierB--and--arn-notpn-v-ak-.--These postings may subject a member to allegations of 

sexual misconduct violations. 
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J\>v'hile the Center does not regularly search for this infonnation, it may take action 
if and when information is brought to the attention of the Center and violates this 
policy or substantiates a reportc,'f's cmnplaint]However, most online speech bv ___ /---! comment [A15]: w,mldnotinclt1,Jelhi, 

members participants not involving the use of [NGB:l'SO/rngional/local olub 
networks or t~x;J:mciWitV will be protected as free expression and not subject to the 
~Safe ~Sport policies and disciplinary procedures, with two exceptions: 

(a) A true tln'Cat, defined as "a threat a reasonable person would interpret 
as a serious expression of intent to inflict bodily harm upon specific 
individuals"; and 

(b) Speech posted online about NGB or PSOs or its community members 

that causes a significant disruption,~------------~-----------! Comment [A16]: Same eonm:1en1: 

B. ~u misconduct prohibited~--------------------~---/·-{ Comment [A17]: Agaiti, beymd the ,cope 

A-lhkc-tB-s--ar-id--sr-Hxt-parlci-c-i-p,m-ls-sl-10u+d--occ--prn-v-ided--a--,mfo--m-1d-p(-l-mtive-.;,-nv.ro1m-K,nt-for 
tJwi+-phy-s-iBHh--B-ffK>ttl-mal--HHtl-HH0i-a1--ck-v-e-kip-rtIBnt--14-ise-(-1HdHB-l--ts--l-IBJ-rnv+HF--lhaJ 
,fotnids--fn-1m--HH1-l--s-afo--at1t!--i:-1os-ittvf:--en-1v:incmn«mt-+1F-flHfSBnts--thtJ--i:-1nt-e-r+ti-al--for-J-rnffH-; 
W§Hfdl-e-s!Hif-w-htJ-ltlB,:--i-l--actuHHy--cau~s--hann+i,:-was--+n-1:tJtldf:d--t(,i--GaHsf:-J-rnffH-, 

Misconduct includes a wide continuum of inappropriate behaviors ranging from 
minor violations, such as poor safo--Safe _ Ssport practices, to serious violations 
in vo I ving sexual vio I ence. --Whik-th-is-Bo(fo-H-l-ikz-es--thtJ--H-rnl-1rnHa--tm-H1--''+ntsBonduGt/' 
the Cent'3r apprnciater; that in many ca.";3~; the victim't; e:;perj;3nce involYe3 viol'3nce. 

(1) Criminal acts 

Acts described as criminal by federal or applicable state law and any associated 
pending criminal charges are violations of this code. 

(2) Age, gender and competitive level irrelevant 

With the exception of child sexual abuse, this code applies without regard to the 
age of the member. Similarly, the prohibited conduct set fmih in this code 
applies equally to all members, regardless of gender and/or competitive level. 

(3) Bystanding 
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Bystanding is complicity vvith or failure to appropriately address known or 
obvious violations of the Ssafe..,.;Spmt ~policv, disciplinary process or law_ 
Bystanding is prohibited under this_pqh_9y-Bl-}de_ 

C. Relation to other law and policies 

This Il_(~Li_9yGE1de does not supersede, replace or otherwise abrogate: 

the Ted Stevens Olympic and Amateur Sports Act 
NOB or PSO employment policies or 
applicable federal or state law_ 

3 -2. Key terms and definitions 

Confidential 

In addition to the definitions and key terms set forth in Sectiot1 l, the following 
definitions apply to this Il_(~Li_9y6ode--G-feonduGt 

A. Consent 

(1) Definition 

Consent is words or actions that clearly indicate a person's voluntary agreement 

to engage in conduct, including sexual activity. Consent must always be freely 
informed and actively given_ Consent must be ongoing and it may be withdrawn 
at any time_ Consent for one act does not imply consent for any subsequent acL 

Silence or lack of resistance does not imply consent 

U-ndm---lhi+,--i:-101-iey-;--a--perBmt-w+m--s-ay-s--'::J\Jo::' __ doo-s--not-eon&€-nt Hm-ve-v-er,---a--'::y,,s-"

rn a; not ahHl) s be 3ufficient to giYo effective oonscnL 

Consent may never be obtained through the use of coercion to compel another 
individual to initiate or continue an activity. Coercion encompasses a wide range 
of behaviors, including pressuring, threatening, intimidating, blackmailing or the 
use of guilt 

Consent cannot be obtained from an individual who is incapable of giving 
consent because the person: 

Comment [A18]: Provide more clarity - is this a 
mirtot7 S001eone under 1 ()7 

is a young person~-----------------------~
has a tnental, intellectual or physical disability 

~----------------! Comment [RB19]: Modify for purposes of para 
is asleep, "blacked out," unconscious or physically helpless atheletes 

~-------------~ 
is incapacitated--Bfl-Et QLUnable to make informed rational Judgments and 
decisions, including through the consumption of alcohol or dmgs. 
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(2) Consent in the context of sexual activity 

Consent to one form of sexual activity does not imply consent to other fonns of 
sexual activity. Previous and/or cwTent relationships or consensual activity does 
not imply consent to future sexual acts. 

Consent oammt be procured by use of physical force, threats, intimidation or 
coercion. Coercion is umeasonable pressure for sexual activity. Coercive 
behavior differs from seductive behavior based on the type of pressure someone 
uses to get consent from another. If someone indicates to you that he or she does 
not want sex, that he or she wants to stop or that he or she does not want to go 
past a certain point of sexual interaction, continued pressure beyond that point 
can be coercive. 

To give effective consent, one must be oflegal age. 

If you have engaged in sexual activity with someone you know to be-or should 
know to be-mentally or physically incapacitated (by alcohol or other drug use, 
tmconsciousness or blackout), you are in violation of this policy. Incapacitation 
is a state where one cannot make a rational, reasonable decision because he or 
she lacks the ability to understand the "who, what, when, where, why or how" of 

the sexual interaction. 

This policy also covers someone whose incapacity results from mental disability, 
sleep, involuntary physical restraint or from the taking of a so-called "date-rape" 
drug. 

Use of alcohol or other drugs will never function to excuse behavior that violates 

this policy.~---------------------~ 

B. ~mbalance of powe ~---------------------~ 

An imbalance of power exists where one person in a relationship holds a superior 
position of power over the other. Consent is not possible in the context of a 
relationship involving an imbalance in povver. For example, a young person can never 
consent to conduct with an adult as an adult always holds a position of power over a 
young person. Factors relevant to determining whether there is an imbalance of power 
include but are not limited to the: 
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3.3. 
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nature and extent of a person's supervisory, evaluative or other authority over 

another 
actual relationship between the parties and their respective roles 

age of the parties involved and their intellectual capabilities 

Prohibited conduct 
~--------------------------~ 

A. Forms of misconduct 

Misconduct comes in many forms. Misconduct may be intentional, unintended or 
accidentaL Misconduct may involve sexualized or non-sexualized behaviors. 

Misconduct may occur even if the conduct does not involve any threatened or 

actual harm 

To highlight the scope of conduct prohibited under this policy-£BOO, the 0000 
policy.is organized around nine inteITelated fonns of misconduct: 

• Boundary violations 

• Grooming behaviors 

• Child sexual abuse 

• Se:>s.11al misconduct 

• Physical misconduct 

• Emotional misconduct 

• Bullying (including sexualized bullying) 

• Hazing (including sexualized hazing) 

• Harassment 

The same behavior or pattern of behavior may involve more than one form of 

misconduct In addition, although described in thiSJlQfo::y-BmlliJ as separate fonns 

of misconduct, many of these fo1ms of misconduct are inte1Telated. For example, 
child sexual abuse will typically include boundary violations, grnoming 
behaviors, physical misconduct and emotional misconduct 

B. Sexualized behaviors 

Sexualized behaviors, as set forth below, include without limitation boundary 
violations, grooming behaviors, child se:>s.11al abuse and sexual misconduct (romantic 

relationships involving an imbalance of power, se:>s.11al exploitation, sexual 
harassment, sexual assault and violence)- It also includes sexualized bullying and 

sexualized hazing. 
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(l) Prohibited boundary violations and grooming behaviors 

(a) Overview 

Preventing both child sexual abuse and sexual misconduct is greatly 

improved when an informed community is able to identify and prohibit 

common behaviors that precede these forms of misconduct. These common 

"pre-offending·' behaviors fall into two categories: boundary violations and 

grooming behaviors. 

Alone, many of these behaviors or similar behaviors may occur without 

being part of a predatory or grooming process. However, to safeguard 

against sexual predators and to better protect all athletes and other sports 

participants, these behaviors are prohibited. Prohibited behavior is set fmth 

below in the policies on boundary violations and grooming behaviors. 

(b) Boundary violations 

(i) Definition 

Boundmy violations occur when a person fails to respect appropriate 

age, social, emotional and professional boundaries with others. 

Brnmdar-y--:vi+iI-a-t-im+s--oft-en-+Kimu---'vV+wn--an--atlul-1:--doo-s--not-rn-spe0t 
upprnpriute or well esl.abldwd bmrn(larie,; v,il.h a d,.i]d or youn,; 

person. However, J}ooundary violations can also occur between two 

adults or betvveen two children or young people. 

Boundary violations can sometimes lead to or create an environment 

conducive to more serious abuse. It may also lead to suspicions about 

an individual's motivation. even where no harm or sexual contact is 

intended. For example, a coach giving one child too much attention, 

regularly transporting children in his or her cm·, or encouraging 

physical contact with children without obvious justification, all 

constitute boundary violations. At a minimum, boundary violations 

set a poor example and need to be addressed. 

(ii) Exceptions 

Boundmy violations do not include professionally appropriate 

physical contact that occurs as a direct result of sports training or 

competition or for the purpose of athlete (i.e., spotting, 
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positioning an athlete's body to improve or develop an athletic skill, 
releasing muscle cramps). 

Boundary violations also do not include public expressions of 
celebration or consolation: 

!,>reeling gestures such as high-fives, fist bumps and brief hugs 
congratulatory gestures such as celebratory hugs, "jump-arounds" 
and pats on the back for any form of athletic or personal 
accomplishment 
embracing a crying or distressed athlete (e.g., an athlete who has 
been injured or has just lost a competition) 
putting an arm around an athlete while verbally engaging them in 
an effort to calm them down ("side hugs") 

lifting a fallen athlete off the playing srnface and "dusting them 
off' to encourage them to continue competition. 

(iii) Examples 

Boundary violations include but are not limited to: 

Touching offenses: 

an adult tickling or wrestling (non-sport) with a child or young 
person 
close physical contact unrelated to sport, such as sitting on a lap 
or initiating hugging that is unwanted, excessive or of an intimate 
nature 
giving backmbs, mbdowns or massages inon- therapeutic ·1. 

Non-touching offenses: 

using humor with sexual content or innuendo 
making sexually provocative or degrading comments 

of profane\ sexual or other inappropriate language 
engaging in discussions of sexual activities or desires, such as a 
coach discussing his or her sex life with an athlete or any adult 
engaging in similar discussions with a child or young person 
an adult furnishing alcohol to a minor d1-inkcing--al<o0hnl--with--a 
ehi-l<l-nr--ymmg--pen,;:111--(or any person under the legal drinking age 
-US. 
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an adult having a secretive relationship with a child or young 

person without the knowledge of that person's parents or peers 

frequent texting or messaging via social media that is unrelated to 

participation in sport 

an adult intentionally and frequently calling or texting a child or 

young person without the consent or knowledge of the child's or 

young person's parents. 

(c) Grooming behaviors 

(i) Definition 

Grooming is a systematic process in which a sexual predator uses 

trust to sexually abuse a vulnerable person (often a child or young 

person). :--k.,t.nl p;ulmur,; ,:rn.7,mnc: in a •KffEl_l_Il_l_!l_j_u1rn,;c;;;,: c::m be 

idu1i1 f1ed ihrc>t11,:b ,1n obclt'TV,1ble ,Milun ,,f l,ehaviors. known ,,s 

The !,>rooming process has six steps: 

Step 1: Targeting the victim. An offender will identify a person and 

determine his or her ,mlnerabilities. 

Step 2: Gaining trust. Through watching and gathering information 

about the targeted person, an offender will become acquainted vvith 

his or her needs. The offender mav also trv to g:am the 1r1Bt of 1hose 

closest to the victim such as a parent or close relative. 

Step 3: Filling a need for the victun. Offenders will often give lavish 

gifts, extra attention and affection to forge a bond with the victim. 

Step 4: Isolating the target. By developing a special relationship with 

the targeted person arnl those around the targeted person, an offender 

creates situations in which he or she is alone with the targeted person. 

Step 5: Sexualizing the relationship. An offender will desensitize a 

victim by talking to, taking photos of and even creating situations in 

which both the offender and victim are touching or naked. The 
offender then uses a victim's curiosity and feelings of stimulation to 

engage in sexual activity. 

Step 6: Maintaining control. To ensure the victim's continued 

participation and silence, offenders may use secrecy and blame as 
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well as other tactics; victims sometimes continue the relationship out 
offear or shame at the thought of having to tell someone about the 
abuse. 

Grooming behaviors are any pattern of behavior that includes 
repeated boundary violations, social or emotional manipulation, use 
of secrecy and/or attempts to isolate another person. Grooming also 
includes a pattern of behavior involving a combination of excessive 
attention, affection and gifts. 

Grooming is identified by the pattern of behavior, not the intent of the 
person engaging in the conduct or whether the behavior ultimately 
leads to any sexual contact. 

(ii) Exceptions 

None. 

(iii) Examples 

Grooming behaviors, if part of a pattern of conduct, include, but are 
not limited to 

buying a person expensive gifts or multiple gifts or giving the 
person money; may take the form of compensating practice time 
or re-gifting donated sporting equipment or apparel 
an adult spending excessive time with a young person and/or his 
or her parents out-of-program 
sharing private or personal information and then asking the person 
to keep it secret 
seeking private or personal info1111ation under the promise that the 
infonnation will be kept secret 
engaging in conduct to separate a person from his or her peers 
singling out a person for different treatment, such as giving an 
athlete far more personal attention than his or her teammates or 
offering special privileges 
seeking or creating oppo1tunities to be alone with ar1other, 
including during both in-program and out-or-program trips. 
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Certain ~Safo ~Sport policies used to mitigate the risk of 
boundary violations and prohibited grooming behaviors are more 
approp1iately developed and implemented at the local level and by sport. 
To determine whether you are subject to additional policies, consult with 
your sport organization. 1 

(2) Child sexual abuse _____________________ ~ ..... ..-- Comment [A2S]: We should oo 
·· regarding age ~ does this apply w 

Definition 

Child sexual abuse includes any sexual contact or activity with a child or 
young person where consent is not or cannot be given. Child sexual abuse 
includes sexual contact that is accomplished by coercion, deception, 
manipulation, force or the threat of force. 

A child or young person cannot consent to sexual activity vvith an adult. 
All sexual interactions between an adult and a child or young person are 
strictly prohibited even if the child or young person understands or agrees 
to the behavior. 

Child sexual abuse is not limited to an adult's abuse of a child, but may 

also include sexual contact betvveen children or young persons. Peer-to
peer sexual activity may be abusive, depending on the existence of an 
aggressor, the age difference between the children or young persons 
involved and/or whether there is an imbalance of power and/or intellectual 
capabilities. 

Child sexual abuse includes any act or conduct described as child sexual 
abuse under federal or applicable state law. 

Exceptions 

None. 

1 For local sport clubs that are considering adopting s-afe--S_,1[i::.&[·H+rt-0p9rt__polices to address local 
team travel, overnight or team travel, social media and electronic communications, gifting, 

physical contact or photogrnphy, sample policies on each of these topics can be found in the 
Center's Safe Sport Handbook. Im 
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(c) Examples 

Sexually abusive acts involving children or young people include but are 
not limited to: 

Touching behaviors: 

sexual penetration 
sexual touching 

Non-touching behaviors: 

sexually suggestive electronic or w1itten communications 
making sexually explicit comments 
exposing a child or young person to pornographic images 
exposing oneself to a child or young person or voyeurism of a child or 
young person. 

Note: Child sexual abuse often involves some form of sexual misconduct 
boundary violations, grooming behaviors, physical misconduct andior 
emotional misconduct 

(3) Sexual misconduct 

To ensure a safe environment and protect all members, this policVGGG~' broadly 
defines sexual misconduct to encompass a wide continuum of sexualized 
behaviors. 

As set forth below, sexual misconduct includes those behaviors involving 
unwelcome, unwanted or non-consensual conduct of a sexual nature, including, 
but not limited to, romantic relationships involving an imbalance of power, 
sexual exploitation, sexual harassment, sexual assault and sexual violence. 

Sexual misconduct also includes any act or conduct described as sexual 
misconduct under federal or applicable state law. 

(a) Forms 

(i) Romantic relationships involving an imbalance of power 

(A) Definition 
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Any sexual contact or any other intimate or romantic conduct is 

prohibited where there is an imbalance ofpovver. These 
relationships are prohibited regardless of whether the 

relationship leads to sexual contact 

(B) <:::oaeh-athlete l'o!'luurtfo sexual relationships 

An imbalance of power is always assumed between a coach and 
an athlete, Once the unique coach-athlete relationship is 

establ1sbted, the authority and trust on the part of the coach over 
the athlete shall be assumed, regardless of age, 

As a result, the age of the coach and athlete is not relevant, both 
during coaching and dming that period following coaching if an 

imbalance of power could jeopardize effective decision -making. 
Coach-athlete romantic relationships ar-e,-should be prohibited 

re~rarcile:,s of whether the relationship leads to sex1.ml =1na1,;,~. 

(C) Exceptions 

An imbalance of power is not presumed in the coach-athlete 

relationship if there is a preexisting relationship between two 
spouses or life partners. 

(D) Examples 

Examples of prohibited relationships include but are not limited 
to: 

Touching behaviors: 

any sexual contact between a coach and athlete 
a coach and athlete engaging in excessive hand holding or 

hugging or any other close physical contact unrelated to 
spmt, such as sitting on a lap;, of" un. in1.irnal.e1 n,llure 
a coach and athlete "cuddling" or maintaining prolonged 

physical contact during any aspect of in--progrnm or 011t--of".. 
pg~gra1n activ1tie,1. --trni-mn-g;··lcrn-v,""1--,-3-HWemi-gl-1-t--stav-. 

Non-touching behaviors: 
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a coach and athlete engaging in discussions with one 
another concerning sexual activities or desires or any aspect 
of their sex lives 

(ii) Sexual exploitation 

(A) Definition 

Sexual exploitation includes taking advantage of another 
through a position oftmst or an imbalance of power for one's 
own advantage or benefit or to benefit or advantage anyone 
other than the one being exploited. Exploitation may occur 
regardless of whether the behavior ultimately leads to any 
sexual contact 

Sexual exploitation includes any sexual contact that occurs in a 
relationship where there is an imbalance of power, including 
between an athlete or other member participant and an 
individual who has direct or indirect authority or the authority to 
evaluate an athlete or member. Because these relationships 
involve an imbalance of povver, judgment is likely to be 
impaired and consent to sexual contact cannot be given. 

(B) Exceptions 

None. 

(C) Examples 

Examples of sexual exploitation include, but are not limited to: 

voyeurism or spying on others who are in intimate or sexual 
situations, involving two adults 
exposing one's genitals or inducing another to expose his or 
her genitals in non-consensual circumstances 
taking pictures or video or audio recordings of another in a 
sexual act or in any other private activity, without the 
consent of all involved in the activity 
disseminating pictures or video or audio recordings of 
another in a sexual act or in any other private activity 
exchange of reward in sport (e.g., team placement, scores, 
feedback) for sexual favors 
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threatening someone into umvanted sexual contact 

(iii) Sexual harassment 

(A) Definition 

Sexual or gender-based verbal, written, online and/or physical 
conduct that: (l) is unwelcome, offensive or has the purpose or 
effect of creating a hostile environment; and (2) is sufficiently 
severe or intense to be harassing to a reasonable person in the 
context. 

Sexual harassment includes any incident or conduct that attacks 
an athlete's or participant's willingness or ability to participate 
in sport. 

(B) Exceptions 

None. 

(C) Examples 

Examples of sexual harassment include, but are not limited to: 

threatening retaliation against ar1other who rejects sexual 
advances 
requesting or sending a nude or partial-dress photo to 
another 
displaying sexually suggestive images or exposing others to 
pornogrnphic material 
deliberately exposing another to nudity ( except in situations 
where locker rooms and changing areas are shared and in 

conformance with each NG-B's or PSO's locker room 
policy) 
making comments or inquiries about another's seam! 
expenences 
sending unvvanted or unwelcome sexually explicit or 
suggestive electronic or written messages or photos (e.g., 
"sexting") 
making sexual gestures toward or about another athlete 
making sexual epithets, jokes or comments 
unwelcome leering or whistling. 
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(iv) Sexual assault and violence 

(A) Definition 

Any unwanted, unwelcome or non-consensual sexual contact or 

attempted sexual contact 

(B) Exceptions 

None. 

(C) Examples 

Examples of sexual assault and sexual violence include, but are 

not limited to: 

unwanted kissing or touching 

unwanted rough or violent sexual contact 

any sexual contact that exceeds the consent given 

sexual contact with someone who is very dnmk, drngged or 

unconsc10us 

sexual contact with a person who holds the inferior position 

in a relationship involving an imbalance of power 

rape or attempted rape 

( 4) Other sexualized behaviors 

Prohibited sexualized behaviors include but are not limited to sexualized 

bullying as set forth at Sccti,,n 

Stcs.:tiun 
and sexualized hazing as set forth at 

The prohibited sexualized behaviors in this policv~ may also involve 

boundary violations and/or grooming behaviors as set forth at S1ecrwn 
physical misconduct as set forth at Section 3.3C and/or emotional misconduct set 

forth at Scs.:t1on 

C. ~hyskal m.isconduc~ ./···{ C11mment [A27]; Again, boyoruhoopo 
------------------------

(1) Definition 

Physical misconduct involves contact or non-contact conduct that causes or 

reasonably threatens to cause physical harm to another person. 
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Physical misconduct includes any act or conduct described as physical abuse or 
misconduct under federal or applicable state law (e.g., child abuse, relationship 
violence, child neglect, assault). 

(2) Exceptions 

Physical misconduct does not include professionally-accepted coaching methods 
of skill enhancement, physical conditioning, team building, appropriate 
discipline or improving athlete perfonnance. 

For example, hitting, punching and kicking are well-regulated forms of contact 
in combat sports but have no m swnnmmg. 

(3) Examples 

Physical misconduct includes, but is not limited to: 

Contact violations 

punching, beating, biting, striking, choking or slapping another 
intentionally hitting another with objects, such as sp01ting equipment 
providing alcohol to an underage person (under the legal drinking age-US. 
law) 

providing illegal drugs or non-prescribed medications to another 
encouraging or pennitting an athlete to return to play prematurely following 
a serious injury (e.g., a concussion) and without the clearance of a medical 
professional 
prescribing dieting or other weight-control methods weigh-ins, caliper 
tests) without regard for the nutritional well-being and health of the athlete. 

Non-contact violations 

isolating a person in a confined space, such as locking an athlete in a small 
space 
forcing an athlete to assume a painful stance or position for no athletic 
purpose (e.g., requiring an athlete to kneel on a harmful surface) 
vvithholding, recommending against or denying adequate hydration, 
nutrition, medical attention or sleep. 

Note: Physical abuse often involves some fo1m of bullying, har·assment andl~lI 
hazing. 
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D. [Emotional misconduct ______________________ ~/------{ Comment [A28]; Samo- beyond ,cope 

(l) Definition 

Emotional misconduct is a pattern of non-contact behavior such as insults, 
threats, humiliation, intimidation, isolation and other behaviors that have the 
potential to cause emotional or psychological har111 to another person_ Emotional 

misconduct is identified the conduct and circumstances in which it occurred. 
not whether harm is intended or whether hmm actually results from the 
misconduct 

Emotional misconduct is not a single inappropriate act or event (like a verbal 
outburst)- However, depending on the severity of the outburst and the 
circumstances, the conduct should be addressed by the appropriate person~ 
sport dab as a poor practice_ 

Emotional misconduct includes any act or conduct (e.g., psychological abuse, 
emotional abuse, mental abuse, child abuse) described as emotional abuse or 
misconduct under federal or applicable state law_ 

(2) Exceptions 

Emotional misconduct does not include professionally-accepted and age

appropriate coaching methods of skill enhancement, physical conditioning, team 
building, appropriate discipline or improving athlete performance_ 

(3) Examples 

Examples of emotional misconduct include, but are not limited to: 

Verbal acts 

a pattern of verbal assault that repeatedly attacks someone personally 
calling a person worthless, fat or disgusting) 
repeatedly and excessively yelling at a particular athlete or other participant 
in a manner that serves no productive training or motivational purpose_ 

Physical acts 

a pattern of physically aggressive behaviors, such as throwing sport 
equipment, water bottles or chairs at or in the presence of, athletes or other 
participants 
punching walls, windows or other objects_ 
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Acts 1hat deny attention and/or support 

a pattern of ignoring or isolating a person for extended periods of time, 
including routinely or arbitrarily excluding athletes from practice 

Note: Emotional abuse often involves some form of bullying, harassment and/_qr 
hazing. 

E. !Bullying /./·{ Comment [A29]: Beymdscope 
----------------------------~ 

(1) Definition 

Bullying is intentionally aggressive behavior, repeated over time that 
involves an imbalance of power. Bullying requires three key elements: an 
intent to ham1, a power imbalance and repeated acts of threats or aggressive 
behavior. Bullying also includes any act or conduct described as bullying 
under federal or applicable state law. 

Bullying may be sexual, physical, verbal or relational or carried out via 
technology. 

(2) Sexualized bullying 

Bullying also includes sexualized bullying. Sexualized bullying is bullying 
based on a person's gender, sexual orientation or sexual activity. 

(3) nistinguishing Between Rude, mean and conflict -·distinguislred 

Rudeness is inadvertently saying or doing something that hurts someone 
else. 

Meanness is pmposefully saying or doing something to hurt someone once 
(or maybe twice). 

Conflict 

Unlike bullying, a conflict is a struggle between tvvo or more people who 
perceive they have incompatible goals or desires. Most conflicts arise in the 
moment because people of the same relative amount of power see the same 
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situation from two different points of view. People engaged in a conflict 
want the issue to be resolved. 

( 4) Exceptions 

Bullying does not include group or team behaviors that: (1) are meant to 
establish nonnative team behaviors; or (2) promote team cohesion. 

For example, bullying does not include verbal admonitions to encourage team 
members to train harder and to push through a difficult training regimen. 

(5) Examples 

Examples of bullying include, but are not limited to: 

Repeated acts or threats of physical aggression 

hitting, pushing, punching, beating, biting, striking, kicking, choking, spitting 
or slapping 
throwing objects such as sporting equipment at another person. 

Repeated acts or threats of verbal aggression 

teasing, ridiculing, taunting, name-calling or intimidating 
threatening to cause someone harm. 

Repeated acts or threats of social aggression, including cyberbullying 

using rnmors or false statements about someone to diminish their reputation 
using electronic communications, social media or other technology to harass, 
frighten, intimidate or humiliate someone 

embarrassing someone in public 
socially excluding someone and asking others to do the same. 

Repeated acts or threats of sexual aggression 

teasing, ridiculing or taunting based on sexual orientation 

Note: Bullying often involves some form of physical misconduct, emotional 
misconduct and/or harassment. 
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F. !Hazing ____________________________ ~/------{ Comment [A30]; Beyond Scope 

(1) Definition 

Hazing includes any conduct that subjects another person, whether physically, 
mentally, emotionally or psychologically, to anything that may endanger, abuse, 
humiliate degrade or intimidate the person as a condition of joining or being 
socially accepted by a !,>roup, team or organization_ A person cannot consent to 
being the subject of hazing, regardless of the person's perceived willingness to 
cooperate or paiticipate_ 

Hazing also involves any act or conduct described as hazing under federal or 
applicable state law_ 

(2) Sexualized hazing 

Hazing misconduct also includes sexualized hazing, vvhich is any hazing 
behavior that includes any sexual acts or behavior that is sexual in nature_ 

(3) Exceptions 

Hazing does not include !,>roup or team activities that are meant to establish 
normative team behaviors or promote team cohesion_ 

(4) Examples 

Exan1ples of hazing include, but are not limited to: 

Phvsical acts 

requiring or forcing the consumption of alcohol or illegal drugs, including 
binge drinking and drinking games 
tying, taping or otherwise physically restraining another person 
heating, paddling or other forms of physical assault 
excessive training requirements demanded of only particular individuals on a 
team 
sleep deprivation, othervvise unnecessary schedule disruptions or withholding 
of water and/or food 
restrictions on personal hygiene 

Non-phvsical acts 

personal servitude 
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requiring social actions (e.g., grnssly inappropriate or provocative clothing) 
or public displays (e.g., public nudity) that are illegal or meant to dravv 
ridicule 
yelling, swearing and insulting new team members 
socially isolating new teammates or requiring new teammates to perfonn 
duties not assigned to other team members 

Sexualized acts 

simulations of sexual acts of any nature 

Note: Hazing often involves some fom1 of sexual misconduct, physical 
misconduct, emotional misconduct and/or bullying. 

G. lttarassment~-------------------------------·----{ C11mment [A31]; Beyond Scope 

(l) Definition 

Harassment encompasses a ,vie.le range of behaviors involving a repeated pattern 

of conduct that: (a) is intended to cause fear, humiliation or annoyance; (b) 
offends or degrades; or (c) creates a hostile environment affecting a member's 

willingness or ability to participate in sport. 

Conduct involving harassment will be evaluated considering the totality of the 
particular circumstances, including the nature, frequency, intensity, location, 
context and duration of the behavior. Although harassment often involves 
repeated incidents, a single serious incident may constitute harassment. 

Harassment also includes any act or conduct described as harassment or stalking 
under federal or applicable state law. 

(2) Discriminatory harassment 

A repeated pattern of conduct that reflects discriminatory bias in an attempt to 
establish dominance, superiority or power over an individual athlete or group 
based on age, sex, race, color, ethnicity, culture, national origin, religion, sexual 
orientation, gender expression or mental or physical disability. 

(3) Stalking 

A course of behavior directed at a specific person that would cause a reasonable 
person to fear for his or her safety or the safety of others or suffer substantial 
emotional distress. Stalking generally involves a course of conduct which 
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includes tvvo or more acts, involving persistent and frequent unvvanted in-person 
contact, surveillance or unwanted telephone and other electronic contact. 

( 4) Sexual harassment 

Harassment includes sexual harassment, which is more specifically defined as a 
form of sexual misconduct in Scdinn 

(5) Exceptions 

None. 

(6) Examples 

Examples of harassment include, but are not limited to: 

Phvsical harassment 

repeated grabbing, slapping, pinching, pushing or any other unwanted 
physical contact. 

Non-physical harassment 

making negative or disparaging comments about a person's sexual 

orientation, gender expression, disability, religion, skin color or ethnic traits 
displaying offensive materials, gestures or symbols 
withholding or reducing an athlete's playing time or limiting the role of other 
participation in sport, based on that person's sexual orientation. 

Stalking behaviors 

following a person 
appearing at a person's home, class, work or practice 
frequent phone calls, emails, tex1 messages, etc. 
continuing to contact a person after receiving requests to stop 
leaving written messages, objects or unwanted gifts 
vandalizing a person's property 
threatening, intimidating or intrusive behavior. 

Note: Harassment often involves some fonn of sexual misconduct, emotional 
misconduct and bullying. 
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A. Knowledge and enforcement of this £(-JdePolicy 

Members are provided a copy of the Center's safe sport policies and disciplinary 

procedures through the Center's website and hard copies may be downloaded and 

printed from the website. 

Members are responsible for knowing the Center· s Safe Sport Policies and 

Proced11res-0ode--of.G(-lmh,1tt. Ignorance of the Policies of-tJw--G(-lde--or--i-t,,--t-e-nr-l&--is not a 

defense. 

The Center has the discretion to update and/or revise the Policv~ at any time. 

Once those changes are posted online at xxxx.org, they are in effect. Members are 

encouraged to check {-ml-i-ne--the Center's website for the updated versions of all 

policies and procedures. The Center oversees the evolution and improvement of the 

~\(¾±~' and has final say over all interpretations of the-0odBT~i_Uf:Y-

The C{Xk--Policv __ applies to a member's conduct at all times, regardless of when and 

where the conduct occurs, including out-of-pro!,>ram conduct. 

B. Sanctions 

A member who violates this G(XteT_(~fa;_y_may be subject to the Center's disciplinaiy 

authority as outlined herein and any related sanctions. 
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4.1. Mandatory reporting and notice of s-aw-Safo ~Sport violations 

A. Matters subject to reporting 
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Members are not responsible for determining whether a potential s-a-foc--Saf"esport 
Sport_violation falls within the Center's jurisdiction and whether it should be repmied 

to the Center. lVfontthlrn--Members should not investigate suspicions or allegations of 
~Safe ~Spon violations or attempt to evaluate the cre:d1t)1 lrtv or validity of 
allegations as a condition of reporting. 

The Center requires membersparticipants, NGBs, 9_ni:l__PSOs and--k-10Hl---sp;:-1tt-Gl-uhs--to 

report any fonn of sexual misconduct that is known or suspected (i.e., the member or 
organization has any reason to believe that sexual misconduct occuned). 

These mandatory reporting requirements ensure that all sexual_misconduct is repmied 
to the Center directly or that the Center is given notice of all ~f;s;;L1_1:1Lmisconduct 
reported to an NOB, _Q[_PSO by a Me.mber or ,vbich involves a Member. ~ 
Hport org,mi;:a-ti on. This enables the Center to detennine if it has jurisdiction over 
reported sexual_misconduct and to take appropriate action. If the Center does not have 
jurisdiction, it will advise the relevant NGBs, PSOs and/or local authonties. lo-0a-l 
&f)Hft-B-!Hb&, 

B. l\'lembers are mandatory reporters 

( 1) Any member participant over the age of 18, other than a victim, who has 
actual knowledge, reason to believe or suspects that a .'afr Safo 5f814--Sport 
violation has occuned or is occuning, is required to report. Members who are 
required to report must do so promptly after learning of the alleged violation. 

(2) A member who is over the age of 18 and fails to repmt a ~;~rfo Safe ~Spmt 
violation it; mav be subject to investigation and sanctions. The obligation to 

repmt may be satisfied by reporting through any of the options set forth in 

C. Victims are not mandatory reporters 

\¼'hi.le the Center strongly encourages victims to report all t,Hfo--S_gf\e __ ,JPf·Jt+-.2E\?.l1 
violations, it recognizes that victims, particularly of sexual misconduct or sexual 
abuse, may not be ready or able to do so. It also recognizes that the Center's inability 

to offer complete confidentiality, as discussed below, may discourage some victims 
from reporting. 
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Accordingly, victims of .'afr Safe Sp-Bl4-Spmt violations, even those victims that are 

members participants over the age of 18, are not required to report a safe sport 

violation. 

If a victim later decides to report a &afu-Safe Sf,8-!+Spon violation, the victim may do 

so at any time regardless of how much time has passed since the incident. However, 

while there is no time limit on reporting ,mfo--S_:1_f~ __ spor1--Sp,nt __ violations, the longer 

someone waits to report a matter, the har·der it becomes for the Center to obtain 

information and witness statements and to make determinations regarding alleged 

violations. 

D. NGBs and PSOs must give notice to the Center of all safe sport yfofatiaHN 

(1) NC,Bs and PSOs shall adopt and publish procedures for reporting 3af;3 q,mt 
sexual misconduct violations by a member. 

(2) NG-Bs_and; PSOs--and--foB-a1--s11Hi:t--dHbs that become aware of or receive a 

report of a ."afe Hport sexual misconduct -violation bv a Jviember or which 

involves a l'vfomber are required to give prompt written notice of the violation 

to the Center. 

.(}2 NGBs and PSOs sball report Ailll alleged s-afo--§_ci_[~_spHFt--§EQI1_violations 

other than sexual misconduct by a l\km ber or ,vhich involves a ]\{ember. 

rnpu-dkw; of v;betlrnr the NCLB or PSO rea."onably believes a reported 

Yiolation is 'Nithin the Center's mandatm3· j,rrL;diclion. shall forv;anl or 6ise 

notwe-.:+f-the--a1l<e-gt'-El--v-inlatimt-to the Center on a quarterly basis. The-Cen+er 

wiU-d,,t-eFmin<e---wh,s-1:h-er--i-t--ha+,-:i-uFi1-1-di-Gti.{-m-(w,,r--the--1natt-eL 

~Permissive reporters 

Any person, whether or not a nwmber "t-ilember or affiliated with an NGB or a PSO, may 

report a ~,~ifo Safe 1-ipBtt-Spmt violation and is encouraged to do so. The Center encourages 

you to report all misconduct immediately. 

-ijLLThe reporting process 

All known or suspected s-afe--§_,1[~.&[·H-}rt-0p9J:Lviolations can be reported directly to the Center 

or an NOB or PSO. 
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A. Option 1: Reporting directly to the Center 

Safe !:ipor-t-§_2~11:t__violations reported to the Center, should be reported through: 

The Center's telephone hotline: ________ _ 

The Center's website at 
---------

By email at ____ : or 

By regular mail at ____ _ 

B. Option 2: Reporting directly to an NGB, or PSO <1n-othet>-ot>g&11R&tion 

Safe !:itmr-t-§_2~11:t__violations reported to an NGB; __ (lf PSO-or-k,eal--!:itmr-t--Efal-1 should be 

reported in accordance with that organization's reporting procedures and 
requirements. Those repmting procedures and requirements shall identify an NGB or 

PSO representative a rn.emheor to whom reports should be made and the process by 
which such m€>-mbeF-this representative will transmit notice to the Center. 

'-:-: _':Reporting to law enforcement 

Reporting misconduct that may also be criminal to the Center does not satisfy any obligation 

you may have under state or federal law to report known or suspected child physical or 
sexual abuse. If you believe that any alleged misconduct may also be criminal, the Center 
strongly encourages you to report the conduct to law enforcement. 

Members should not 111\'esllgate suspicions or allegations of child abuse or neglect or attempt 

to evaluate the credibility or validity of allegations as a condition for reporting to appropriate 
law enforcement authority. 

For state-by-state mandatory reporting laws, visit [ HYPERLINK 
"http://www.childwelfare.gov" J. 

If reported misconduct involves a child or young person victim or respondent, the Center will 

promptly notify the child's parents (unless the particular circumstances of the matter dictate 
otherwise, for example, if the parents are the accused) of the repmted safe sport violation. 

The Center will promptly and consistently report, as a matter of course, any allegations of 

child abuse or neglect to lavv enforcement as required under applicable state law. 

The Center will ensure that a child's or young person's parents are kept info1med throughout 

the investigative process. Parents may be present with the child or young person for any 
interviews, phone calls or communications during the investigation. Although the Center 
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cannot guarantee confidentiality, the Center will take al I reasonable measures to protect the 
identity of a child or young person. 
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i- :S Confidentiality 

A. The Center's confidentiality policy 

With respect to any repmted ~Safe ~Sport violation, the Center will make 
reasonable efforts to honor requests from victims, respondents, reporters, witnesses 
and others with information that their identity be kept confidential. But the Center 
cannot guarantee complete confidentiality. For example, during an investigation a 
respondent will be provided with sufficient information concerning the victim's 

to respond to the reported violation. 

In addition, the Center will promptly and consistently report, as a matter of course, 
any allegations of child abuse or neglect to law enforcement as required under 
applicable state law. The Center does not investigate suspicions or allegations of child 
abuse and neglect, or attempt to evaluate the credibility of allegations as a condition 
of reporting to appropriate lavv enforcement authorities. 

B. Under limited circumstances, the Center may proceed with an investigation 
without the victim 

The Center generally does not pursue or investigate a rep01ted s-afe--§_,1!_(:;_&[·HXt-§p~1r1 
violation without the support and cooperation of the victim. This is trne particularly 
when the victim wants to keep his or her identity confidential. 

However, in circumstances presenting a danger to the community, a pattern of 
predation or multiple victims, the Center may still pursue an investigation without the 
victim's support or cooperation. To dete1mine whether to proceed the Center will 
consider: 

emotional or physical safety concerns for the victim or others 
the 1isk that the respondent will commit additional safe sport violations 
whether there have been other repo1ts of safe sport violations or informal 
complaints about the respondent 
whether the respondent has a criminal record or history of criminal activity or 
violence 
whether the respondent has threatened violence against others 
whether the alleged safe spo1t violation involves numerous perpetrators 
the severity of the alleged conduct 
the frequency and duration of the alleged conduct 
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the ages of the individuals involved 
whether the Center has other means to obtain relevant evidence (i.e., security 
cameras, eye witnesses) 

any other relevant considerations. 

C. Other options for victims 

Reporting to the Center, NG-Bs and PSOs is not the only way for victims to report 

misconduct and find help. All victims are encouraged to seek assistance and support 
through other options. 

Report to law enforcement: If you are the victim of misconduct that you believe is 

not only a safe sport violation, but is also criminal, the Center encourages you to 
report to law enforcement. Reports to law enforcement agencies may not be 

treated as confidential by that agency. 

Contact licensed counselors and/or seek other victim resources: The Center 
encourages victims to seek counseling, support or treatment through other 
resources, such as counseling centers, private counselors or victim hotlines. J\,fany 

of these resources may be able to guarantee confidentiality. The Center provides a 
list of potential resources on its website. 

D. The Center offers victim's assistance 

The Center has a victim's assistance coordinator on staff to identify community 

support resources for victims. 

i1Additional considerations in reporting 

A. Time limits 

There is no time limit on rep01iing &afe-_~gf~:_sixxt_~_p9_i:l__violations and the Center can 

investigate a reported s-afe--S_r1{ic:_&[·H-3-rt-0p9rt__violation by a nK0-ml-1m:-participan1 
regardless of how long ago it occurred. However, the longer someone waits to report 

a mattec the harder it becomes for the Center to obtain information and witness 
statements and to make determinations regarding alleged violations. Anyone who is 

aware of misconduct is encouraged to report it as quickly as possible to the Center 

and/or relevant law enforcement authorities. 

B. Report misconduct even if you are unsure 

If you are unsure whether conduct constitutes a safe sport violation, report it. Do not 

attempt to mvest1gate the alleged violation. 
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C. ~mnest..~---------------------~ __ / Comment [RB33]: May be give1, should be on a 
case by case basis 

The Center does not want fear of punishment for other misconduct (such as underage 
drinking or similar conduct) to deter a complainant or witness from reporting a safe 
sport violation, especially a violation involving sexualized behaviors. 

( 1) for victims~-------------------------~· ________ Comment [RB34]: This forces the NGB to agree 
~ t.hat minor violations will not be disciplined 

The Center provides Flmnesty! to victims who may be hesitant to report to Center 
officials because they fear that they themselves may be accused of minor policy 
violations, such as underage drinking, at the time of the incident. Educational 
options will explored, hut no conduct proceedings or conduct record will result. 
Records regarding the provision of amnesty, however, will be maintained. 

(2) For those who offer assistance 

To encourage members to help and provide assistance to others, the Center 
pursues a policy of ~mesty for minor violations when members offer help to 
others in need. At the discretion of the Center's Director of Investigations, 
amnesty may also be extended on a case-by-case basis to the person re-Gei-vi-ng 

oHering assistance. Educational options will be explored, but no conduct 
proceedings or conduct record will result. 

(3) For those who report serious violations 

Members who are engaged in minor violations but who choose to bring related 

____ ... ---·! Comment [A36]: Same oc,mment as abme 

se1ious violations by others to the attention of the Center offered Flmnesty !Clr: ----------·[ comment [A37]: Same oc,mment as abme 

their minor violations. Educational options will be explored, but no conduct .--------( Comment [RB38]: No discretion for the NGB? 

proceedings or record will result. 

D. Anonymous reporting is permitted 

The Center pem1its anonymous reporting. However, an anonymous report may limit 
the Center's ability to investigate and respond to a complaint. 

E. The Center can initiate an investigation without a formal report 

Once the Center receives notice of a matter within its mandatory jurisdiction, it has 
the discretion to initiate the disciplinary process regardless of how the Center was put 
on notice of the alleged violation. 

-ii:,' - Bad-faith reporting 
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The Center prohibits malicious, frivolous and/or bad faith reports of safe sport violations and 
it is a ~Safe ~Sprnt violation for a memhelf ~ilemberto make such a report. In some 
circumstances, malicious, frivolous and/or bad faith reports may be subject to civil or 
criminal proceedings. . .. -·--' Comment [A39J: So no Safe Sport penalty for 

~---------------------------~ · suohrepming'.' 

j }:Retaliatory discrbnination or harassment~: ---------------~····/··1 Comment [A40]: Beyond scope 

The Center prob ibits retaliatory discrimination or harassment. Retaliatory discrimination or 
harassment is any intentional, adverse action taken by a responding individual or allied third-
party, absent legitimate or nondiscriminatory purposes, against a participant in the Center's 
proceedings or other protected activity. 

Retaliation or threatening retaliation by a member against a complainant or witness is a 5-afu 
Safe ~Sport violation. Members, including victims, over the age of 18 are required to 
report retaliation. 

Please note that because the Center's disciplinary authority is limited to members, the power 
to address retaliatory discrimination or harassment is likewise limited. The Center does not 
have any control or authority over non-members that may engage in retaliation . 

.. ,.,.: .. , ....... c-~·--- of process~j _________________________ /_ ... •·{ Comment [A41]; Beyond Scope 

The Center prohibits abuse of process and it is a safo .. ~.c1{(: .. ,,por1··~f1.ClJJ.violation for a member 

to do so. Abuse of process is the abuse or interference with Center investigations or 
arbitration hearings, including but not limited to: 

Confidential 

• falsification, distmtion or misrepresentation of information 

• failing to provide, destroying or concealing information during an investigation of an 
alleged ~;~rfo Safe ~Sport violation 

• attempting to discourage an individual's proper participation in or use of, the Center's 
processes 

• harassment (verbal or physical) and/or intimidation of a member of a standing review 
or other committee related to the disciplinary process before, during and/or following 
a disciplinary process 

• failure to comply with the sanction(s) imposed the Center 

• influencing or attempting to influence another person to commit an abuse of the 
Center's disciplinary process. 
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Section 5: DISCIPLINARY PROCESS 

5 .1. Overview 

This Center's disciplinary process is an administrative process designed to regulate 
membership and address safu-.Safe ~Sport violations within the Center's mandatory and 
discretionary (where asserte(l) jurisdiction, as set forth in Seel i,,n 2.2. The Center uses this 
process to assess whether a m-e-mbu-member or a member's behavior poses a risk of harm to 

others in the sp01ts community and to take appropriate action to address that risk. 

Not all situations are of the same severity or complexity. While applying this process 
consistently in similar situations is a priority for the Center, these procedures are flexible, 
will not be applied the same in every situation and the Center reserves the right to 
modify its processes as it deems necessary. 

Confidential 

A. Neutral and non-adversarial process 

This process is used to detennine if a sHfo-Safr_s-p(-1+:t--Sportviolation occurred, 
whether the person that committed the ~Safe ~Spmt violation can continue to 
be a member participant and, if so, under what conditions. This process is neutral and 
non -adversar"ial. 

B. An investigative model 

The goal of the Center in this process is to collect facts, assess risk and respond in a 
proportionate manner that will minimize the risk of future violations and protect the 
NGB and PSO membership as a whole. This process relies on an investigation-based 
approach to gather facts, make findings and reach a conclusion. 

It is important that all parties involved participate and cooperate in the investigation. 
As part of th is process, and before the Center issues its findings and preliminary 
conclusion, the complainant and respondent will be given opportunities to be heard. 

C. Limits 

The Center's jurisdiction extends only to the conduct of individual members as 
defined bv the n.>,pective NGB or PS(} The Center does not regulate, investigate or 

audit NGBs, PSOs or local sp01t clubs. Specifically, the Center does not regulate, 
investigate or audit the supervision, management, employment or ,JHfo--S_;JJ\e __ Sf'(-lf't 
Sport practices and policies of these organizations. Misconduct not within the 
Center's jurisdiction may be subject to a separate disciplinary process established 
your organization. 
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D. Neutral case manager 

Any matter that proceeds to informal resolution or investigation 
will be assigned a neutral case manager. The neutral case manager will 

serve as the primary contact for the complainant and respondent during the 
disciplinary process. The case manager can answer questions about the Center's 
procedures, the status of the disciplinary process as it progresses and other questions 
that may arise. In addition, Center staff will work with the complainant to identify 
support resources in their community. 

E. Applicable standards 

Absent clear evidence that accepted community standards were different at the time 
of the alleged conduct, the applicable standards set forth in the code of conduct and 
the d1~;c11pl1Jl1mv procedures in this section apply to all matters, even if the conduct 
occurTed before the &afe--~;;it~_sport-_~_p9_i:l__policies and disciplinary procedures were 
adopted by the Center. 

5.2. Violations of the law and the effect of criminal proceedings 

A. Allegations of criminal conduct 

Confidential 

\¼'here the alleged misconduct may constitute both a &afe--~;;it~_sJx-,rt--~p_cl_n_violation 

and domestic or international criminal activity, the Center shall promptly report to 
and cooperate with the appropriate agencies. The Center has no authority to and will 
not undertake a criminal investigation. 

B. Stay during criminal proceedings 

When an offense occurs over vvhich the Center has 1ur1scllcl10n, the Center reserves 
the right to proceed with the disciplinary process notwithstanding any criminal 
complaint that may mise from the same incident. The Center may exercise its 
authority of interim suspension upon notification that a member participant is facing 
criminal investigation and/or complaint. If the disciplinary process is stayed, the 
Center may also seek interim suspension (or any other interim measure) as set forth at 

pending the outcome of those criminal proceedings. 

The Center will cooperate in all criminal investigations and proceedings concerning 
the conduct of members. 
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c. [Effect of criminal proceedings 

A criminal conviction may be determinative of whether an individual violated a 
relevant policy. However, the standards for finding a violation of criminal law are 
different from the standards for finding a violation of rmfo Safe ~Sport policy{&,}, 
Therefore, a lack of conviction is not dete1minative of whether misconduct, for~ 

§1:t{9 _ _sport--'.1pwtpolicy purposes, has occurred. 

If the respondent is convicted of a crime or subject to disposition of a c1iminal 
proceeding (any adjudication of guilt or admission, plea to a lesser offense, a no 
contest plea, any type of deferred adjudication) related to the same conduct giving 
rise to a safo--l}!l;(9 __ Sf'(·Wt-~ppi;:t._violation, the Center may immediately conclude that a 

~~_!l;(9_Ji3p01t violation occurred and direct an NGB or PSO to impose any 
appropriate sanctions. However, the Center reserves the right to pursue a full 

investigation related to all or part of an alleged ~Safe ~Sport violation 
following a disposition -- C11mment [A42]; vvhataboutthc Ccnt<Jrs 
· · " ' · ~-----------------------·_.,,,-· "barmed" list? Shouldn't an individual convicted of 

5.3. Concurrent civil proceedings 

The Center will typically not stay disciplinary proceedings pending the outcome of a 
concurrent civil proceeding, but reserves the right to do so in its sole discretion. 

5.4. Process 

Confidential 

A. Overview 

All &afu-Safe ~Sport violations reported to the Center will be documented on 
intake. Depending on the nature of the rep01t, the following steps might occur: 

Interim measures: Recon1mernh11ion Impleonwntati011 of any appropriate or 
necessary interim measures to ensure the safety ofthe __ yjQ;i_rn,. complainant, the 
respondent and other members. 

Initial inyuiry: An investigator with the Center will begin a preliminary collection 
of facts. 

Informal resolution process: The Center may attempt to resolve some reports 
infonnally through an expedited process. If a respondent declines the opportunity 
to contest the repmt, in some circumstances, the Center may accept this decision 
and impose an appropriate sanction. 

Investigation: In some circumstances, the Center will undertake a full 
investigation of the reported ~Safe ~Sport violation. 
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Findings and conclusion: Following an investigation, the Center will make factual 

findings and conclusion as to whether a violation more likely than not occmred_ 

Recommended sanctions: If the Center concludes that a violation more likely than 
not occun-ed, it will recommend any approp1iate sanctions_ 

Review: In limited circumstances, a member may seek review of the Center's 

conclusion and recommended sanction(s)-

In all cases, the Center will consider the severity of the reported violation and any 

steps necessary to minimize the 1isk of harm to others members in determining 
whether and how, to proceed with a repmt of a violation_ 

B. Notice and intake 

Upon receiving notice of a ~;~rfo Safe ~Sport violation involvini? sexual 

misconduct. the Center will detennine whether it has jurisdiction over the respondent 
and the alleged violation_ If the Center determines it does not have jurisdiction, it will 

notify the reporting party and relevant NGB/PSO_ 

Next, the Center will also detennine whether the allegations in the report, if tme, 

would constitute a ~;~rfo Safe ~Sport violation and whether the report contains 

enough information for the Center to investigate the report The Center documents all 

reports and gives notice to the relevant NGB/PSO even if the repmt is not 
investigated_ 

If the Center determines the report should be pursued further, it vvill provide notice of 
the reported ,i-afo,-.:;;_:1_[~ __ &p(-n:t--0pwt_violation to the victim (if the reporter is not the 

victim), (2) the respondent and (3) the relevant NGB or PS(} The timing of notice is 

within the Center's discretion_ In cases involving children or young persons, the 

Center will also provide notice to the victim's parents and/or the respondent's 

parents, unless the parents are accused of the violation. 

C. !Interim measuresl~-----------------------~--/ 

The Center may direct the relevant NGB or PSO to implement necessary interim 

measures, such as a temporary membership suspension or a no contact order, at any 

time after the Center receives a report of_;,~~1,-1_:1_]__ misconduct It is important to note, 

however, that the relevant NG-B or PSO may not and likely does not control a 

member'":: member's employment with a local club or organization and the Center 

does not have jurisdiction to direct employment practices within any organization_ 
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The Center ,viii give notice to a respondent of any interim measure. A respondent 

may voluntarily accept an interim measure. Alternatively, if the interim measure 
deprives the respondent of the opportunity to participate in an amateur athletic 
competition and if requested, the respondent shall have the opportunity for a hearing 

hcJ"orc ,m mhii.r:.11.nr ol "'"···'"·"""' /\rhilr::ilinn ,,;,:uc1at1un within 24 hours. If a 
respondent does not request a hearing, the interim measure will be deemed accepted. 

The validity of an interim measure does not require a finding that an alleged safo--~_c1{(; 
spo-rt-Spmtviolation occmred. Instead, the pmpose of the hearing is to evaluate 
whether, based on the information available at the time, the interim measure is 

necessary and appropriate to protect the victim's (or potentially others') safety and 
well-being. 

Nothing in this Section shall prevent an organization from taking emergency action in 
response to an alleged saf~,-_5,_,1_[,:;_spor-t-Sporl sexual misconduct violation, including 
suspension, if the organization deems it necessary for the and protection of the 
community. 

D. Initial inquiry 

After receiving a report of a s-a-foc--0_r1f~ __ s-p(-lrt-0pwt_violation and determining the report 
should be fmther evaluated, the Center will begin collecting preliminary facts. 

This preliminary fact collection will allow the Center, µi consultation with its 

""'"'u"''"'"' ~o detennine appropriate next steps. In most cases, the Center will follow one 
of two paths: that the rep01t proceed through an informal resolution process or 
proceed to a full investigation. 

In some circumstances, the preliminary fact collection may indicate that further 
investigation is um1ecessary. For example, if the basic facts of the report are 
contradicted by well-established facts, further investigation might be unnecessary 
(i.e., the respondent was in a different state than the complainant on the day of the 
alleged misconduct and there is no indication the complainant is mistaken about the 
date of the incident). 

In addition, if a victim is not the reporter arid declines to support or participate in this 
disciplinmy process, the Center may elect not to proceed further, as set forth at 

Any decision to stop further investigation after the initial inquiry will be reviewed 
and approved by the Center's Director of Investigations. The victim, the respondent 
and relevant NG-B/PSO will be notified of the outcome. 
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E. Informal resolution process 

In some circumstances, often those involving more minor s-afo-§_c1_[<::_s-i:-1nn-§n~l}J 
violations, the Center may initiate an infonnal resolution process rather than initiate a 
full investigation. This informal resolution process gives the Center flexibility to 
promptly and equitably resolve &a-fu--Safe 8-f,B-!+Spon violations. 

The Center will work informally with the complainant and the respondent to try to 
reach an acceptable resolution that will maintain or restore a safe and positive 
environment for all mernh0cpaiticipants. To resolve a report through the informal 
resolution process, the Center, the complainant and the respondent must agree to the 
Center's recormnended resolution and sanctions (if any). 

To be clear, the infonnal resolution is not settlement. Rather, this process conserves 
time and resources in less complicated and less serious cases while minimizing the 
risk of future violations and protecting the NOB and PSO membership as a whole. 

In cases involving serious sexual misconduct, inchding bu: n.0t Jirn.i1d 1H ,;e,;::a] 
a.·.;~n]t_ child ,;exu~1l akue 0r ~my f"0nn of ,;exual Yi0lence, the Center will agTee to an 

informal resolution only if the imposed sanction declares the respondent pem1anently 
ineligible for m.;>-ml-1ernl-1-ip-or-participation in an NGB or PSO. In such cases, the 

respondent will be placed on the Center's pennanently ineligible list. 

In all cases, the Center may determine whether further investigation is nonetheless 
necessary to protect the community and whether the imposed sanction(s) ,viii 
guarantee a safe and positive environment for all members. 

F. Investigation - overview 

If the Center decides to conduct a full investigation, it will determine the timing and 
scope of the investigation based upon the particular circumstances of the alleged 8-a-fu 
Safe Bfffi4-Spmt violation. 

Investigations conducted by the Center will be overseen by and conducted at the 
direction of legal counsel for the Center, who may modify the disciplinary process for 
the purpose of protecting the individuals involved or the integ1ity of the process. 

(1) The Center's primary goal is to collect facts 

The Center's investigation is designed to be neutral, prompt and non-adversarial. 
The Center's investigators are advocates for the facts and do not advocate on 
behalf of any party or for a particular result. 
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During the 111,1esl1g,:tlHm, it is the Center's responsibility to engage in fact 

gathering and to collect as much information about the reported &afu-Safe ~ 

Spmtviolation as possible. 

Neither the respondent nor the complainant is required to prove that a ~Safe 

sprn+-Sprnt policy was or vvas not violated. 

(2) The investigation is an opportunity to be heard 

The Center's investigation process is the opportunity for both the complainant 

and the respondent to be heard. Both the complainant and the respondent are 

pennitted to provide evidence, including written statements, lists of potential 

witnesses and other physical or documentary evidence, to the investigator for 

consideration. 

It is important for the complainant and the respondent to cooperate and 

participate in this investigation process to ensure all relevant facts and evidence 

are presented to the Center for evaluation and detem1ination of whether a saro 
Safe ~Sport violation occuned. 

If a respondent declines lo cooperate or participate in an investigation, the Center 

will make findings and conclusions based on the available evidence. 

(3) The role of the investigator 

The Center's counsel will designate and direct an investigator to address an 

alleged ~Safe ~Spmt sexual misconduct violation. The investigator will 

take the following steps, if not already completed: 

~ Recon1mend any necessary interim measures 

Detem1ine the identity and contact information of the paity bringing 

the complaint, whether that person is the initiator of the complaint, QI 

the alleged victim and whether or not 1.he Center bas iurisdiction.m:-a 

Center prn:;y or rnprer;entative 

(c) Conduct an initial inquiry to identify an initial list of all policies that 

may have been violated, to review the history of the parties, the 

context of the incident, any potential patterns and the nature of the 

complaint 

(i) If the victim is reluctant lo pursue the complaint, determine 

whether the complaint should still be pursued and whether 
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sufficient independent evidence could support the complaint 
without the paiticipation of the victim 

(ii) Notify the victim of whether the Center intends to pursue the 
complaint regardless of his or her involvement and infom1 the 
victim of his or her rights in the process ai1d option to become 
involved if he or she so choose 

(iii) A preliminary inquiry usually takes to complete 

( d) If indicated by the preliminary inquiry and at the direction of the 
Center's legal counsel, conduct a comprehensive investigation to 
detennine if there is reasonable cause to believe that the responding 
member violated a ~Safe ~Sport policy and to detennine vvhat 
specific policy violations should serve as the basis for the complaint; 

(i) If there is insufficient evidence through the investigation to 
support reasonable cause, the allegations will be closed with no 
further action, 

(ii) A comprehensive investigation usually takes hctwn.·n ,md 
weeks 

(e) Meet with the paity bringing the complaint to finalize the 
complainant's statements, which will be drawn up by the investigator 
or designee as a result of this meeting 

(f) Commence a thorough, reliable and impartial investigation by 
developing a strategic investigation plan, including a witness list, 
evidence list, intended timeframe and order of interviews for all 
witnesses and the responding member (who may be given notice of 
the interview before or at the time of the intervievv) 

(g) Interview all relevant witnesses, summarize the infonnation they are 
able to share and have each witness sign the summary to verify its 
accuracy 

(h) Obtain all documentary evidence and information that is available 

(i) Obtain all physical evidence that is available 

(i) Complete the investigation promptly by analyzing all available 
evidence without unreasonable deviation from the intended timeline 
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G. Preliminary findings and recommended sanctions 

(1) Preponderance of the evidence standard 

At the close of the investigation, the Center will decide whether it is more likely 
than not that a s-afe--S_,i[i::.&[·H-3-rt-0p9rt__violation occurred. In making this decision, 
the Center may rely on information obtained by law enforcement agencies, court 
records and the results of the Center's investigation. 

(2) Investigator's report and factual findings 

In most cases, at the conclusion of the investigation, the investigator will prepare 
a vvritten report which discusses and analyzes all of the relevant facts and makes 
factual findings. 

Before the report is finalized, the complainant and the respondent will each be 
given the opportunity to respond to the investigator's findings. Following the 
receipt of any comments or additional evidence from the complainant and 
respondent, the investigator will finalize the rep01i. 

(3) The Center's preliminary conclusion and recommended sanctions 

The Center's Director of Investigations will review the investigator's report and: 

(a) approve the report; or, if necessary, ask the investigator to modify the 
report or conduct additional investigation and supplement and revise the report 
accordingly. 

Upon approval of the report, the Director of Investigations will adopt the 
investigator's factual findings and make a preliminary conclusion whether it is 
more likely than not that a ~Safe ~Sprnt policy was violated. 

If the Director of Investigations concludes that a violation more likely than not 
occurred, he or she will recommend an appropriate sanction. All recommended 
sanctions will be reviewed and approved by the Center's legal counsel. 

(4) Scope of recommended sanctions 

All recormnended sanctions will be reasonable and proportionate to the sa-fo-Safe 
spor1--Sport_ violation and surrounding circumstances, consistent with sanctions 
issued for similar safe--~,;t((; _ _sp;:-H-t-_~psi_n_policy violations and designed to protect 
all members participants from future misconduct. 
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In detern1ining an appropriate sanction, the Center may consider, among other 

things, the seriousness of the violation, the ages of the individuals involved and 
whether or not the respondent poses an ongoing threat to the safety of others. 

Repeat offenders may be subject to enhanced sanctions. 

Depending on the nature of the violation and the record of the member, sanctions 
may include, but are not limited to, a warning, fine, suspension or permanent ban 

from membership or participation in any NGB or PSO. ~ sanction that relates to 

membership with one NGB or PSO is applicable to membership with all NG-Bs 

and/or PSOs. __________________________ ~ .-,-«.-, Comment [A4S]: pmbablyokwitlu•xual 
-· misconducts 

One or more of the following sanctions may be imposed upon any memh€,r 

member for any single &&fa;-§.r1fic:.§pH-rt-§p9rLviolation: 

(a) Warning 

An official written notice that the member has violated relevant policies 

and/or mles and that more severe conduct vvill result should the member be 
involved in other violations. 

(b) Loss of privileges 

The member will be denied specified privileges for a designated period of 

time. 

Behavioral requirement 

This includes required activities including, but not limited to, seeking 

counseling, ,niting a lett,~r of apolog:;, etc. 

(cl) Educational program 

Requirement to attend, present and/or paiiicipate in a program related to the 

violation. It may also be a requirement to sponsor or assist with a program 

for others to aid them in learning about a specific topic or issue related to the 
violation for which the member participant was found responsible. 

(e) Probation 

Official notice that, should further violations of .'afr Safo sprn4-Sport 

policies occur during a specified probationary period, the rn.ember n1ember 

participant may become permanently ineligible. 
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(±) Suspension 

Removal for a specified period of time after which the n1-en+l-IB+:-oar-ti0ipant 
member is eligible to return. Conditions for re-admission to membership 
may be specified. 

(g) Eligibility restriction 

The member is deemed "not in good standing'' with the Center for a 

specified period of time. Specific limits or exceptions may be granted by the 
Center. 

(h) Permanently ineligible 

Membership is revoked indefinitely. 

(i) Other sanctions 

Additional or alternate sanctions may be created and designed as deemed 
appropriate to the offense. Other sanctions may include listing on a publicly
available permanently or temporarily ineligible member participation 

(5) Notice of the Center's preliminary conclusion and recommended 
sanctions 

Both the complainant and the respondent will he notified in writing of the 
Center's preliminary conclusion and recommended sanctions, if any. This notice 

of decision will identify the ~Safe ~Sport policies at issue, whether a 
policy was more likely than not violated, the basis for the detennination and any 
recommended sanctions. The notice will also state whether reasonable cause 
exists for the Center to pursue a complaint before the American Arbitration 
Association ("AAA"). 

Notice to a responding member will be in writing and may be delivered by one or 
more of the following methods: in person by the Center's Director of 
Investigations (or designee); mailed to the local or pennanent address of the 
member as indicated in NGB or PSO records; or emailed to the member's email 
account as indicated in NGB or PSO records. Once mailed, emailed and/or 
received in person, notice will be presumptively delivered. The letter of notice 
will 

( a) include the alleged violation and notification of where to locate the 
code of conduct and disciplinary procedures; 
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the basis for the detennination that a policy was violated; and 

(c) any recommended sanctions. 

(cl_'i The NGB or PSO will be copied on the letter of notice and all fmding:s 
of the Center. 

5.5. Review of the Center's decision 
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A. Complainant may seek review by the Standing Review Committee ____ ~ 

If the Center concludes that no s-afe--Safo Ssport violation occurred, the complainant 
may, within seven of the decision, request review of the decision by the Center's 
Standing Review Committee, which is comprised of properly trained community 
members with experience in addressing sexual misconduct and child seam! abuse and 
who have familiarity vvith the Center's disciplinary process. 

SRC review is limited to dete1mining whether the disciplinary process was properly 
followed and whether the investigation was neutral and impartial. If the SRC 
detem1ines that the disciplinary process was properly followed and the investigation 
was impartial, the Center's detennination becomes final. 

If the SRC detennines that there were errors in the process or a lack of impartiality, 
the SRC will, within its discretion, direct what additional steps should be taken to 
remedy the errnrs. This may include re-assignment of the matter to a different 
investigator, including a third-party investigator not affiliated with the Center. 

B. Respondent may seek a hearing before the American Arbitration 
Association 

If the Center concludes that a ,;.;af~,-Safespor-t-Sporl_violation occrnred, the respondent 

may, under limited circumstances, have the opportunity to be heard before the 
American Arbitration Association. The respondent may request AAA arbitration if: 

• the respondent objects to the Center's preliminary conclusion or recommended 
sanctions; 

• the respondent is a cmrent member; and 

• the Center's conclusion or sanctions, if accepted, would deny the respondent the 
opportunity to participate in any amateur athletic event or deem the respondent 
ineligible to participate. 

~----------------------~· 
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Through arbitration, the respondent may contest the Center's conclusion and 

sanctions in vvhole or in part. For example, the respondent may accept the conclusion 

that a violation occurred, but seek a hearing on the sanctions. Under these 

circumstances, the hearing will be limited to deciding whether the sanctions were 

appropriate. 

If the respondent decides to pursue arbitration, the respondent must submit a written 

request to the Center within seven days of the Center's notice of decision. The request 

must state whether the respondent objects to the Center's conclusion, the sanctions or 

both. 

The arbitration will proceed under the Center's Arbitration Rules as set forth in 

6. 

C. Final decision 

If the Center concludes that a ,;.;af~,-Safospor-t-Sporl_violation did not occur and the 

complainant does not timely request SRC review, the Center's decision will become 

final. 

If the Center concludes that a sHfo--Safes-p(-lf1:--Sport violation occtmed and the 

respondent does not have the right to be heard before AAA or does not 

exercise that right through a written request for AAA arbitration, the Center's 

decision wi II become final. recommended sanctions will be 1mpl,~men1led 

1m1ne,11at.e1v by the relevant NGB or PSOj. 
~----------------~· 
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Section 6: ARBITRATION RULES 

6.1. Applicability 

Except as modified and supplemented belovv, the American Arbitration Association 
Commercial Arbitration Rules will apply to any arbitration initiated under the Center's 
disciplinary process. If there is any discrepancy betvveen the Commercial Arbitration Rules 
and the rules and procedures in this SeGt1on 6, the mies and procedures in this Sectiot1 will 
control. 

6.2. Initiating arbitration 

A. Demand 

Confidential 

Within seven of receiving a respondent's timely request for arbitration, the 
Center will initiate the arbitration proceeding by formally submitting the matter to 
AAA. The Center will file a complaint with the AAA, identifying: (1) the respondent; 
(2) the Center's written notice of decision; and 
arbitration hearing. 

the respondent's request for an 

The complaint must also identify the s-afo-§_c1_[<:: __ s-por-t-§n~1Il __ policies at issue and the 
basis for the Center's decision and identify with particularity all evidence the Center 

intends to rely on in the arbitration hearing to support the Center's factual findings, 
conclusions and/or recommended sanctions. 

B. Response 

Within seven days of the Center filing the complaint, the respondent may file a 
written response to the complaint, identifying the respondent's objections to the 
Center's findings, conclusions and/or recommended sanctions. 

The response must also identify with particularity all evidence that the respondent 
intends to rely on in the arbitration hearing to challenge or rebut the Center's 
findings, conclusions and/or recommended sanctions. 

C. Identification of evidence 

Given that the Center's disciplinary process includes a complete investigative 
process, with extensive evidence gathering and multiple opportunities to be heard, the 
evidence relevant to any ~Safe ~Spon violation should be well-known to the 
Center and the respondent at the outset of arbitration. Absent exceptional 
circumstances that bear on the fundamental fairness of the hearing, the Center and the 
respondent shall not be permitted to offer new evidence that was available at the time 
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the arbitration complaint and response were filed, but not identified by the respective 

party in those pleadings. 

6.3. Parties 

The only parties to the arbitration will be the Center and the respondent, both of which may 
have legal counsel. No third party may be joined or participate as a party to the arbitration. 

6.4. Location 

The arbitration will take place in the United States at a location selected by the arbitrator 

using criteria established by the AAA The arbitrator should make every effort to 

accommodate a location that is convenient for the parties and anticipated witnesses. 

6.5. Confidentiality 

Any arbitration hear·ing will be confidential and closed to the public, unless the parties agree 

that the hearing be open to the public. An arbitration hearing that addresses ,;.;af~•--Safospor-t 

§n~l}1._violations involving sexualized behaviors will never be open to the public. 

6.6. Scope of the hearing 

The scope of the arbitration hearing will depend on vvhether the respondent objects to the 

Center's conclusion that a violation more likely than not occuned, the Center's 

recommended sanctions or both. No other claims or issues will be heard and no pleadings 

other than the complaint and response may be filed. The arbitration hearing is limited to 
considering: (1) whether the Center's determination that a sHfo--Safes-i:,x-1f1:--Sport policy was 

violated was justified based upon the preponderance of the evidence standard; and (2) 

whether the recommended sanctions are appropriate. 

6.7. Expedited hearing 

At the request of either party, any aspect of these procedures may be expedited the 

arbitrator if doing so is reasonably necessary to detennine the respondent's eligibility to 

participate in an amateur athletic event. In deciding whether to expedite any aspect of the 
arbitration hearing process, the arbitrator must balance the need for an accelerated process 

with both parties' right to a fair hearing. Expedited procedures will not eliminate the 
respondent's right to request a panel of three arbitrators. 
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6.8. Appointment of the arbitrator or panel 

The arbitrator or arbitration panel will be appointed using an expedited process established 
AAA In all cases, the appointment of an arbitrator or 3-mem her arbitration panel will be 

completed no later than 14 days after the Center initiates the arbitration. 

A. Number of arbitrators 

One arbitrator will handle the arbitration unless the respondent requests a three
member panel. The respondent must request a panel of three arbitrators no later than 
seven days after the Center files its complaint. 

B. Qualifications of the arbitrator 

All arbitrators selected to handle this type of arbitration must have special training in 
.'afr Safo sprn4-Sprnt programs and policies. At least one of the arbitrators selected 
must be a licensed attorney in good standing. 

All arbitrators must be neutral and free of any conflict of interest. Any party seeking 
to disqualify an arbitrator must file a challenge with AAA at least 48 hours prior to 
the scheduled hearing. AAA shall detennine whether the arbitrator should be 
disqualified. AAA will in fonn the parties of its decision, which is conclusive. 

C. Communications with the arbitrator 

Neither party, nor anyone acting on behalf of either party, is permitted to 
communicate unilaterally with an individual arbitrator or arbitrator candidate. Unless 
agreed to by the parties or directed by the arbitrator, any communication from either 
party to an arbitrator must be sent to AAA for transmittal to the arbitrator. 

6.9. Exchange of information 

The Center's decision, investigator's report, ar1y witness statements obtained and any written 

cormnents previously submitted by the complainant and respondent during the Center's 
investigation will be produced upon request. 

At least seven prior to the hearing, unless otherwise agreed to by the parties or ordered 
the arbitrator, the parties will exchange copies of all exhibits to be used at the hearing and 

a list of all witnesses expected to testify. 

The arbitrator is authorized to resolve any disputes concerning the exchange of information. 
At the discretion of the arbitrator or at the request of either party, the arbitrator may direct 
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either party to produce additional documents or infonnation, so long as this does not hinder 

the expedited and limited nature of the arbitration or violate a privilege. 

The arbitrator should refuse to require the exchange of any evidence or infonnation that 

could have a potentially chilling effect on the Center's disciplinary process or that is likely to 

intimidate a witness. 

6.10. Hearing 

Confidential 

A. Date and time of hearing 

Absent exceptional circumstances or an agreement of the parties, the arbitration 

hearing should he completed within 30 days of the appointment of the arbitrator. The 

hearing process may be expedited if necessary and on good cause shown by the 

requesting party. For example, the arbitrator may decide to expedite the process to 

dete1mine whether the respondent can participate in an amateur athletic event that 

will occur before the hearing date_ 

B. Attendance at the hearing 

The arbitrator and AAA will maintain the privacy of all hearings. The parties and 

their representatives have the right to attend the hearing. The victim also has the right 
to attend with a personal advocate_ The arbitrator has discretion to determine who else 

car1 attend the hearing. The ar·bitrator also has discretion to exclude ar1y person during 

the testimony of a witness. 

Hearings or a portion of a hearing, may be conducted telephonically if: ( 1) both 

parties agree or; (2) the arbitrator agrees to one party's request for a telephonic 

hearing. 

C. Conduct of the hearing 

(l) Procedure 

The parties can agree to waive an oral hearing(s) in favor of a hearing conducted 

solely through written submissions and briefing. 

Dming an oral hearing, the Center will present evidence to support its 

determination that the ,i-afo,-.:;;_:1_[~ __ &p(-n:t--0p,n:t__policy was violated and that its 

recommended sanctions are appropriate_ The respondent may present evidence to 

support the respondent's objections to the Center's decision. 
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Confidential 

The arbitrator has general authority and discretion over the conduct of the 
hearing and may, among other things, set time frames for witness testimony, 
limit opening/closing statements or their length and limit the duration of any 
hearing. 

(2) Discretionary protective measures 

Witnesses for each party will submit to questions from the arbitrator and the 
adverse party. The arbitrator has discretion to vary this procedure to further 
protect witnesses, for example by requiring written questions or limiting who can 
question particular vvitnesses. Protective measures must be implemented in a way 
that treats each party equally, allows each party the right to be heard and gives 
each pariy a fair opportunity to present its case. 

In matters involving highly sensitive cases, including matters involving 
sexualized behaviors, the direct questioning of a victim by the respondent or 
respondent's counsel should be prohibited. Instead, questions directed to a victim 
may go through the arbitrator or panel, who has discretion to decide which, if 
any, questions will be asked. 

(3) Mandatory protective measures 

In cases involving sexual misconduct, child sexual abuse and any case involving 

a child or young person, protective measures shall include: 

During any questioning of a victim, the respondent will be screened from 
view of the victim unless the victim requests that screening not be used. 
Screening may include the use of a remote video link, if hear·ing facilities do 
not adequately allow for screening. 

The victim is permitted to submit a vvritten victim impact statement. 

(4) Additional protective measures for children or young persons 

(a) Avoiding a risk of harm 

Generally, the ar·bitrator should avoid taking live testimony from any child 
or young person during a hearing. Where available, the arbitrator should 
rely on written statements, audio or videotaped interviews, interview 
transcripts and/or the investigator's testimony or vvritten report concerning 
his or her interview with the child or young person. 
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Confidential 

Before permitting or requiring a child or young person to testify in a live 
hearing, the arbitrator shall always consider whether requiring the child or 
young person to testify poses any risk of harm, and how to best minimize 
that potential harm. 

The arbitrator shall weigh the interest in achieving a fair hearing and the 
possible advantages that the child's or young person's testimony will bring 
to the determination of truth against the possibility that giving testimony 
will damage the child's welfare or emotional development. 

In doing so, the arbitrator shall consider the following factors: 

• the child's or young person's willingness to give evidence (an unwilling 
child or young person should rar-ely, if ever, be required to give 

evidence); 
• the child's or young person's particular needs and abilities; 

• the issues that need to be determined: 
• the nature and gravity of the issues to be dete1111ined; 
• the source of any allegations; 
• whether the case depends on the child's or young person's allegations 

alone; 
• conoborative evidence; 

• the quality ar1d reliability of the existing evidence; 
• whether the child or young person has retracted allegations; 
• the nature of any challenge a party wishes to make; 
• the age, maturity, vulnerability and understanding, r.m,sl<'1h1 and 

competence of the child or young person; 
• the length of time since the events in question; 
• the support or lack of suppmt the child has; 
• the quality and imp01tar1ce of the child's evidence; 
• the right to challenge evidence; 
• whether justice can he done without further questioning; 
• the 1isk of further delay; and 
• the wishes and vievvs of any parent, person with parental responsibility 

for the child or any guardian if appropriate. 

(h) Additional considerations 

If taking the live testimony of a child or young person is deemed necessary 
by the arbitrator, in advance of taking testimony, the arbitrator shall 
consider: 
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Confidential 

• the need for and use of a registered intennediary or other 
communication specialist to facilitate communication with the child or 
young person; 

• the full range of special measures in light of the child's or young 
person's wishes and needs; 

• in fonnation about the child's or young person's communication skills, 
length of concentration span and level of understanding; 

• the timing and need for giving a child or young person breaks during 
testimony; 

• the involvement and identity of a supporter for the child; 
• the schedule for taking testimony so that the child or young person may 

avoid spending unnecessary time at the hearing; 
• admitting as much of the child's or young person's evidence as possible 

in advance of the hearing to reduce any facts in dispute; and 
• any other wishes and needs of the child or young person the arbitrator 

deems appropriate. 

D. Evidence at the hearing 

(l) Conformity to the legal mies of evidence not required 

Confonnity to legal rules of evidence is not required. The arbitrator will 
determine the admissibility, relevance and materiality of the evidence offered. 

(2) Admissible evidence 

The report of the 1m1estlgatc>r and any witness statements obtained during the 

Center's investigation will be admissible as the primary evidence considered 
during the hearing. An investigator may testify at the hearing about the scope of 
the investigation, the infonnation obtained and/or considered and the content of 
the investigator's report. 

(3) Limitation on new evidence 

The arbitration hearing is not an opportunity for the Center or the respondent to 
present nevv evidence that was not previously identified in the arbitration 
complaint and response. Absent exceptional circumstances that bear on the 
fundamental fairness of the hearing, the Center and the respondent shall not be 

permitted to offer new evidence that was available at the time the arbitration 
complaint and response were filed, but not identified by the respective party in 
those pleadings. 
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(4) Adverse inference permitted 

The arbitrator is entitled to take an adverse inference against a respondent based 

upon his or her refusal to cooperate or participate during arbitration. 

Evidence of past sexual history or sexual character 

Evidence involving the p1ior sexual history or sexual character of either the 
complainant or respondent is not admissible unless the arbitrator deems such 
information highly relevant. All such information sought to be admitted a 
party will be presumed in-elevant until a showing of relevance is made, in 
advance of the hearing, to the arbitrator. Demonstration of pattern, repeated 
and/or predatory behavior by the respondent, in the form of previous findings in 
any administrative or legal proceeding will always be relevant to the finding, not 
just the sanction. The parties will be notified in advance if any such information 
is deemed relevant arid will be introduced at the hearing. 

6.11. Arbitration decision 

The arbitrator shall issue a reasoned decision in w1iting and signed the arbitrator (or a 
majority of the arbitrators if decided by a panel). This decision is binding; no appeal is 
pennitted. The decision will be provided to each party. To maintain confidentiality, all 
references to individuals involved will be represented in a confidential manner (i.e., initials, 
numerals). 

6.12. Time of decision 

The arbitrator will make a prompt decision after the hearing. Unless otherwise agreed to by 
the parties or specified law, the arbitrator must issue a decision no later than 7 days after 
the close of the hearing or, if oral hearings were 
of the final statements and proofs to the arbitrator. 

6.13. Delivery of decision 

from the date of AAA's transmittal 

The arbitrator or AAA shall deliver the final decision to the parties electronically the day the 
decision is issued. 

6.14. Clerical errors 

The ar·bitrator is not empowered to re-consider or re-determine the merits of any claim. 
However, either party may request that the arbitrator correct ar1y cle1ical or typographical 
errors in the decision within five of receipt of the decision. The non-requesting party has 
five to submit a response to the other party's request for any correction. 
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6.15. Expenses 

Confidential 

A. Witness expenses 

The party producing a witness is responsible for the witness's expenses. In some 
circumstances, at the arbitrator's discretion, witnesses may testify telephonically. 

B. ~ fees and arbitrator compensation~------------~ 

The Center will pay all AAA filing and administrative fees, arbitrator fees and other 
expenses incurred AAA dming the arbitration, including required travel and other 
reasonable and customary arbitrator expenses. 

If the arbitrator dete1111ines that the respondent's request for a hearing was frivolous, 
malicious or in bad faith the arbitrator has discretion to require the respondent to pay 
all or a portion of the AAA fees and expenses. 
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Archived: Friday, October 2, 2020 2:42:34 PM
From: Mischel, Staciellen 
Sent: Thu, 7 Aug 2014 19:21:00 +0000Content
To: Leube, Steve 
Cc: Cooke, Michael Booth, Rachel Kittelstad Tracy, Lauren 
Subject: Confidential Communication
Sensitivity: Normal
Attachments:
Burgos Richmond PD 8-7-2014.pdf;

Steve,  I have attached hereto a revised correspondence that we received today from the Richmond PD.  This correspondence
indicates that Mr. Burgos is being investigated by the Richmond PD for an allegation of sexual conduct with a minor. 

As you know, the USTA reserves the right under Safe Play to suspend an individual’s participation in any USTA Sanction
tournaments, event, or program until said investigation is concluded. 

Effective today, the USTA is suspending Mr. Burgos’ right to participate in any USTA tournaments, event or programs. 

In as though this member resides within the geographic area, it will be essential that your Sectional Association take all steps
necessary to ensure that he complies with this suspension.  Lauren will send you a copy of the notice to be issued to Mr.
Burgos of the suspension. 

Please understand in as though this is a sensitive matter, all information regarding this matter should be handled with care
and treated as confidential. 

If you have any additional questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact Lauren or our office. 

Best Regard,

Staciellen Stevenson Mischel 
Associate General Counsel & Deputy Chief Legal Officer

United States Tennis Association Incorporated

70 West Red Oak Lane

White Plains, New York 10604

(P) 914-697-2330

(F) 914-696-7089

Mischel@usta.com

________________________________________________
Notice:
This e-mail communication (including any attachment) is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 2510 et seq. This communication is
CONFIDENTIAL. Any legal advice contained herein is PRIVILEGED and intended only for disclosure to or use by the person(s) l isted above.  If you are neither the
intended recipient(s), nor a person responsible for the delivery of this communication to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any retention,
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited.  If you have received this communication in error, please notify me immediately by
using the "reply" feature and then immediately delete this message and all attachments from your computer. Thank you.

USTA_NATL-000842

President of NorCal USTA

USTA in-house lawyer

Director of USTA Northern California's Regional Arm, "NorCal USTA"

USTA in-house paralegal
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Aug. 7. 2014 12:11PM 

Richmond Police Department 
MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

ATTN: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

United States Tennis Association 

Stacy Mischel 

Petective W. Nelson 

07 August 2014 

SUBJECT: Normandie Burgos 

No. 0395 P. 2 

Normandie Burgos (DOB: 12/12/1963, 145 Marina Lakes Drive, Richmond. CA 94804) is currently 
under investigation by the Richmond Police Department for an allegation of sexual conduct with a 
minor. It was alleged the conduct was initiated via Mr. Burgos' tennis coaching relationship to the 
victim. 

Please feel free to follow up with me or the lead investigator, Detective Kris Tong (510-620-6669), with 
any questions or concerns regarding the investigation. 

Detective W. Nelson, 1469 
Domestic and Sexual Violence Unit 
510~621Ml 746 
wnelson@richmondpd.net 
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Message 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

CC: 

Booth, Rachel [rachel.booth@usta.com] 
3/27/2015 6:06:26 PM 
Malia Arrington [Malia.Arrington@usoc.org] 
Kittelstad Tracy, Lauren [lauren.tracy@usta.com] 

Subject: Center Policy 
Attachments: 032415_ Revised draft policies and procedures CLEAN.docx 

Hi Malia, 

Attached are just a few comments on the revised policy, I also highlighted some typos. Our biggest concern, as you 

probably can anticipate, is the continuously evolving definition of member, specifically the inclusion of NGB employees 

(which contradicts prior discussions) and the revised, generic description of member- because of the varied nature of 

the membership models of 47 NGBs as well as classifications within each membership model we again would like to 
strongly petition against a 1 size fits all approach. It had appeared at our last meeting in Denver that there was 

alignment around each NGB providing their own definition. I know you stated in your transmittal email that the member 
definition would be the topic of further discussion - I look forward to discussing this issue on our next call. 

Have a great weekend. 

Rachel Booth 
Counsel 
United States Tennis Association 
70 West Red Oak Lane 
White Plains, New York 10604 
(P) 914-697-2334 
(F) 914-696-4316 
www.usta.com 

This e-mail communication (including any attachment) is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 2510 et seq. This communication is 
CONFIDE~JTIAL. Any legal advice contained herein is PRIVILEGED and intended only for disclosure to or use by the person(s) listed above. If you are neither the 
intended recipient(s), nor a person responsible for the delivery of this communication to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any retention, 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify me immediately 
by using the "reply" feature and then immediately delete this message and all attachments from your computer. Thank you. 
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The United States Center for SafeSport 
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INTRODUCTION 

Overview 

The United States Center for Safe Sport is an independent legal entity not subject to the control 
of the U.S. Olympic Committee and U.S. Olympic or Pan-American national governing bodies. 
The Center is dedicated to creating a safe, healthy and supportive environment for all 
participants in member sport organizations, with a primary mission is to create an empowered 
sports community armed with the resources to fight abuse. 

The Center pursues its mission in two key ways. First, through education, resources and training, 
the Center helps members of the spmt community recognize and reduce misconduct in sport. 
Second, through the enforcement of these safe sport polices and disciplinary procedures, the 
Center regulates individual members of US. Olympic and Pan-American national governing 
bodies and Paralympic sport organizations by responding to allegations of misconduct. 

The safe sport polices and disciplinary procedures are designed to allow the Center to assess 
whether a member poses a risk of harm to others in the sports community and to take appropriate 
action to address that risk ofharrn. These policies and procedures are broken into the following 
sections: 

Definitions 
Identifies and defines key te1ms used throughout the safe sport policies and disciplinary 
procedures. 

Jurisdiction 
Identifies the individuals and fo1ms of misconduct that are subject to the Center's 
jurisdiction. The Center has exclusive administrative authority among NGBs and PSOs to 
address misconduct by individual members involving sexualized behaviors. The jurisdiction 
of the Center is not, however, intended to and shall not supersede or conflict with any 
jurisdiction of (a) law enforcement authorities or (b) employment practices of the relevant 
organization. 

Code of conduct 
Establishes rules prohibiting misconduct and identifies and describes several forms of 
sexualized and non-sexualized behaviors. 

Reporting 
Identifies what type of misconduct must be reported, who must/who can report misconduct 
violations and how to report violations. 

Conduct process 
Outlines the process used by the Center to investigate and resolve alleged misconduct. The 
Center's investigation is neutral, prompt and non-adversarial. The Center's investigators are 
advocates for the facts and do not advocate on behalf of any pmty or for a particular result. 
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Arbitration 
Sets forth the Center's arbitration rules if an eligible member pursues an arbitration hearing 
concerning the Center's preliminary findings and/or recommended sanctions. 

Application 

The safe sport policies and disciplinary procedures apply to current and past membersj.TCJ ___ _ 
determine whether the safe sport polices and disciplinary procedures apply to an individual, 
please see the attached list of sports organizations at [URL] whose members are subject to these 
policies and procedures. 

For those involved in the Center's disciplinary process, whether a complainant or respondent, the 
Center provides a neutral case manager to help you understand the process and your options. In 
addition, while the Center is not a victim's assistance agency, the Center's victim assistance 
coordinator will help victims identify resources in their community. 

Limits 

Comment [RB1]: How can this be enforced? Past 
member has not agreed to these policies nor can an 
NGB ""sanction" a non~mernber 

The Center does not have disciplinary authority over individuals who are not andl were not [ ............. j--------{ Comment [RB2]: Same comment as above 

members of a national governing body or Paralympic sports organization. However, if the Center 
is without jurisdiction to address the matter, the Center will attempt to connect the victim with 
the right resources. 

The Center's jurisdiction extends only to the conduct of individuals. The Center does not 
regulate, investigate or audit national governing bodies or Paralympic sport organizations or their 
regional, state or local affiliated clubs. Specifically, the Center docs not regulate, investigate or 
audit the supervision, management, employment or safe sport practices and policies of these 
organizations. Misconduct not within the Center's jurisdiction may be subject to a separate 
disciplinary process established by the relevant sport organization. 
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Section 1: DEFINITIONS 

1.1. Athlete 

An amateur athlete who meets the eligibility standards established by the NGB or PSO for 
the sport in which the athlete competes. 

1.2. Complainant 

A victim, or parent or guardian of a minor victim, who is pursuing a safe sport violation 
through the Center's disciplinary process. The complainant may or may not be the Reporter. 

The Center, if it pursues or investigates a reported safe sport violation without the 
cooperation of the victim as set forth in Section 4.6B. 

1.3. Minor or young person 

A person who is under 18 years of age at the time of the alleged incident. 

1.4. In-program activity or conduct 

In-program activity or conduct refers to activities occurring during an organized, sponsored 
or sanctioned sport activity or event, such as games, tournaments, competitions, practice and 
travel. 

1.5. Local sport club 

A regional, state or local club or organization that is directly affiliated with an NG-B or PSO 
and. 

1.6. Member 

For the purposes of these safe sport policies and disciplinary procedures a member includes 
the following: (a) any individual who is a member or license holder of a NGB or PSO (b) a 

NGB or PSO employee or (c) any individual the NGB or PSO formally authorizes, approves 
or appoints (i) to a position of authority over or (ii) to have frequent contact with athletes. 
Members include current and past members as set forth at Section 2.1. 
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1.7. National governing body or NGB 

A Pan-American or U.S. Olympic national governing body recognized by the United States 

Olympic Committee pursuant to the Ted Stevens Olympic and Amateur Sports Act, 36 

U.S.C §§ 220501-220529. 

1.8. Out-of-program activity or conduct 

Out-of-progran1 activity or conduct refers to activities occurring outside of an organized sport 

activity or event, such as games, tournaments, competition, practice and traveL Out-of

program conduct includes activity away from sports training, sporting events and programs 
and at places other than designated sports facilities. 

1.9. Paralympic sport organization or PSO 

A Paralympic sport organization recognized by the United States Olympic Committee 
pursuant to the Ted Stevens Olympic and Amateur Sports Act, 36 U.S.C. §§ 220501-220529. 

1.10. Participant 

Any coach, trainer, manager, administrator or official who participates in amateur sports 

programs offered or sanctioned by an NGB or PSO. 

1.11. Reporter 

The individual reporting a safe sport violation, who may or may not be the victim identified 

in the report. 

1.12. Respondent or responding member 

A member (as defined in 1.6) accused of the reported safe sport violation. 

1.13. Safe sport policy 

A policy developed and implemented by the safe sport entity consistent with its mission of 

promoting a safe and positive enviromnent for athletes and other sport participants free of 
misconduct and inappropriate behavior. 
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1.14. Safe sport violation 

A violation of ( a) the code of conduct set forth in S,;ction 3 or (b) any safe sport policy 

adopted by an NGB or PSO that addresses physical misconduct, emotional misconduct, 

bullying, hazing and harassment. 

1.15. Sexual contact 

Any contact with a person's breasts, genitals, buttocks, groin, mouth or any other body part 

that is touched in a sexual manner, however slight, by a person or an object to the body of 

another. 

1.16. Victim(s) 

The individual(s) identified as being the subject of a reported safe sport violation. The victim 

may or may not be the reporter. 
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Section 2: JURISDICTION 

The USOC, NGBs, PSOs and other sport organization authmize the Center to investigate 

individual members concerning matters as set forth below. 

2.1. Persons within the Center's jurisdiction 

The Center has disciplinary authority over a person connected to an NGB or PSO as follows: 

A Current members 

[Every current member, ~cludi11g for alleged miscond11ct that occurr.:~ befoi:eor ________ --( comment [RB4]: As defined by the NGB 

during membership. Current members include those individuals who have applied for 

membership or a license with an NGB or PSO. 

B. Past members 

An individual who was a member at the time of the alleged misconduct even if no 

longer a current member. 

The Center retains jurisdiction over members who are accused of misconduct, even if 

those members choose to withdraw or terminate their membership after learning of 

the misconduct allegations. 

To determine whether an NGB's or PSO's membership is subject to the Center's jurisdiction, 

click here to see a list of covered orgar1izations [lmk k• fr,t (,f rde\ ant 

2.2. Acthities within Center's jurisdiction 

The Center's jurisdiction and disciplinary authority applies to conduct that takes place during in

program activities. It also applies to put-of-program activities] if a member's conduct may present 

a danger or threat to the health and safety of him/herself or others. 

2.3. Conduct within the Center's jurisdiction 

A Exclusive administrative jurisdiction (or "mandatory" jurisdiction) 

The Center has jurisdiction over and shall resolve or adjudicate to a final resolution : 

( 1) Prohibited conduct involving sexualized behaviors 

Allegations that a member violated the Center's code of conduct provisions 

designed to address sexualized behaviors, including boundary violations (Section 
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grooming behaviors ( Section child sexual abuse 

sexual misconduct 3.3Hi3)), sexualized bullying 
'
11), and sexualized hazing 

In addressing reports involving sexualized behaviors, the definitions set forth in 
the Center's code of conduct apply. 

(2) Prohibited conduct not involving, but related to, an allegation of 
sexualized behavior 

Allegations that a member engaged in other prohibited conduct that is reasonably 
related to and accompanies an alleged violation involving sexualized behaviors. 
This includes: 

(i) Alleged violations involving physical misconduct, emotional 
misconduct, non-sexualized bullying, non-sexualized hazing or non
sexualized hazing where conduct is reasonably related to and 
accompanies an alleged violation involving sexualized behaviors. For 
example, an allegation of sexual misconduct against a member may 
also include allegations that the member was emotionally or 
physically abusive and the Center would have administrative 
jurisdiction over the related emotional or physical misconduct. 

In resolving reports of related prohibited conduct the Center will 
apply the definitions set forth in the following sections of the code of 
conduct: Section 3.3C (physical misconduct), S,x;tion :UD 
(emotional misconduct), S,x;tion 11 (non-sexualized bullying), 
Seetkrn 3 (non-sexualized hazing), and S,,ction 3.3G(l) (non

sexualized harassment) unless the NGB or PSO has adopted its own 
definitions for these forms of misconduct 

(ii) Alleged violations involving bystanding 3. l. 

report a violation 4 l bad-faith reporting 4.8), 
retaliatory discrimination or harassment 4. or abuse of 
process 4.10). For example, the Center has jurisdiction over 
matters where a member allegedly retaliated in response to a witness 
reporting sexual misconduct to the Center. 

In resolving reports of bystanding, retaliatory disc1imination or 
harassment, bad-faith reporting or abuse of process, the definitions in 
the code of conduct shall apply. 
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(3) Other matters involving sexualized behaviors 

Allegations that a member engaged in inappropriate sexualized behaviors even if 

the conduct is not explicitly addressed in the Center's code of conduct or other 

relevant policy. 

B. Discretionary jurisdiction 

On the written request of an NGB's or PSO's authorized representative the Center 

may, in its discretion, accept jurisdiction over the following: 

( 1) Prohibited conduct not involving sexualized behaviors 

(a) Allegations that a member engaged in prohibited conduct not 

involving sexualized behaviors, including physical misconduct, 

emotional misconduct, non-sexualized bullying, non-sexualized 

hazing and/or non-sexualized harassment. 

(b) In resolving such allegations, the Center will apply the definitions set 

fmth in the following sections of the code of conduct: S,;ction 3.3C 

(physical misconduct), Section 3.3D (emotional misconduct), Secti,,n 

3.3Eil) (bullying), Scciion 33FC1) (hazing), and Section 1 l 

(harassment), unless an NGB or PSO has adopted its own safe sport 

policy definitions for these forms of misconduct. 

(c) In its discretion, tl1e Center will determine whether it will handle such 

reports and may do so in limited circumstances. 

(2) Matters previously addressed 

The Center will not act as a reviewing or appellate body of previous NGB or 

PSO safe sport decisions. However, the Center may address a safe sport 

allegation involving sexualized behaviors that was previously addressed and 

resolved by an NGB or PSO to consider new evidence unavailable during 

the original hearing or investigation that could substantially impact the 

original finding or sanction. A summary of this new evidence and its 

potential impact must be included in any request to address such matters. 

Failure to provide infomiation during or participate in an investigation or a 

hearing, even resulting from concern over pending criminal or civil 

proceedings, does not mal(e evidence "unavailable" at the time of the 

hearing. 
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C. Jurisdictional limits 

( 1) The Center does not have disciplinary authority over, and its processes do not 
supplant and will not interfere with, civil or criminal proceedings. 

(2) The Center does not have authority over and its processes do not supplant the 
employment practices of an NGB, PSO or other club or organization. 

(3) The Center's jurisdiction only extends to the conduct of individuals. The 
Center does not regulate, investigate or audit NGBs, PSOs or local sports 
clubs. Specifically, the Center does not regulate, investigate or audit the 
supervision, management, employment or safe sport practices and policies of 
these organizations. Misconduct that is not within the Center's jurisdiction 
may be subject to a separate disciplinary process established by the relevant 
sport organization. 

2.4. Time limits 

The Center's jurisdiction is not subject to any time limits, i.e., there is no statute of 
limitations. However, the longer someone waits to report a matter, the harder it may be for 
the Center to obtain information and witness statements and to make determinations 
regarding alleged violations. Anyone who is aware of misconduct is encouraged to report it 
as quickly as possible to the Center and/or relevant law enforcement authorities. 
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Section 3: CODE OF CONDUCT 

3.1. Overview 

The Center is committed to promoting and maintaining a safe and positive sports 

enviromnent. To be effective, it is critical that all members understand and be able to identify 
the various forms of misconduct and that these standards be applied unifonnly and 

consistently. 

A Applicability 

(1) Members 

The prohibited conduct described herein applies to members as follows: 

(a) All members are subject to the provisions that address sexualized 

behaviors including: boundary violations 
grooming behaviors 

3.3BC ,), sexual misconduct 
and any other 

sexualized behaviors. 

(b) All members are subject to provisions addressing physical misconduct 

emotional misconduct 3. bullying 
hazing 1.1F( 1 )) and harassment 

unless a member's relevant governing body has adopted 
separate definitions to address these forms of misconduct. 

Note: The Center's exclusive disciplinary authority does not include 
the provisions identified at Secti,,u 3.1 l )(b). Although the 

Center's mandatory disciplinary authority does not include the forms 

of misconduct outlined in 3 .1 (A)(l )(b ), misconduct that is not within 

the Center's jurisdiction may be subject to a separate disciplinary 
process established by your sport organization. 

(2) Online, email, cellular or other electronic media or digital conduct 

This code of conduct may be applied to behavior conducted online, distiibuted 

electronically using email, text messages or any other electronic medium This 

includes without limitation blogs, web postings, chats and social networking sites 
These postings may subject a member to allegations of code of conduct 

violations. 
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While the Center does not regularly search for this infonnation, it may take action 
if and when information is brought to the attention of the Center 

R All misconduct prohibited 

All forms of misconduct are intolerable and in direct conflict with the ideals of sport. 

Athletes and sport participants should be provided a safe and positive environment for 
their physical, emotional and social development. Misconduct is behavior that 
detracts from that safe and positive environment or presents the potential for hann, 
regardless of whether it actually causes harm or was intended to cause harm. 

Misconduct includes a wide continuum of inappropriate behaviors ranging from 
minor violations, such as poor safe sport practices, to serious violations involving 
sexual violence. Vv'hile this code utilizes the umbrella tem1 "misconduct," the Center 
appreciates that in many cases the victim's experience involves violence. 

(1) Age, gender and competitive level irrelevant 

With the exception of child sexual abuse, this code applies without regard to the 
age of the member. Similarly, the prohibited conduct set forth in this code 
applies equally to all members, regardless of gender and/or competitive level. 

(2) Bystanding 

Bystanding is an individual's complicity with or failure to appropriately address 
known or obvious violations of the safe sp01t code, disciplinary process or law. 
Bystanding is prohibited under this code. 

C, Relation to other law and policies 

This code does not supersede, replace or otherwise abrogate: 

the Ted Stevens Olympic and Amateur Sports Act 
NGB or PSO employment policies or 
applicable federal or state law. 

3.2. Key terms and definitions 

In addition to the definitions and key tem1s set forth in S1ectwn l, the following 
definitions apply to this code of conduct. 
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A. Consent 

(1) Definition 

Consent is words or actions that clearly indicate a person's voluntary agreement 

to engage in conduct Consent must always be freely informed and actively 

given. Consent must be ongoing and it may be withdrawn at any time. Consent 

for one act does not imply consent for any subsequent act Silence or lack of 

resistance does not imply consent 

Consent may never be obtained through coercion to compel another individual to 

initiate or continue an activity. Coercion encompasses a wide range of behaviors, 

including pressuring, threatening, intimidating, blackmailing or the use of guilt 

Consent cannot be obtained from an individual who is incapable of giving 

consent because the person: 

rs a young person 

has a mental or intellectual disab1litv that prevents the individual from giving 

consent 

is asleep, "blacked out," unconscious or physically helpless 

is incapacitated and/or unable to make informed rational judgments and 

decisions, including through the consumption of alcohol or drugs. 

(2) Consent in the context of sexual activity 

Consent to one form of sexual activity does not imply consent to other fonns of 

sexual activity. Previous and/or current relationships or consensual activity does 

not imply consent to future sexual acts. 

Consent cannot be procured by use of physical force, threats, intimidation or 

coercion. Coercion is unreasonable pressure for sexual activity. Coercive 

behavior differs from seductive behavior based on the type of pressure someone 

uses to get consent from another. If someone indicates to you that he or she does 

not want sex, that he or she wants to stop or that he or she does not want to go 

past a certain point of sexual interaction, continued pressure beyond that point 

can be coercive. 

To give effective consent, one must be of legal age in the jurisdiction where the 

sexualized activity or behavior occurs. 
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A person that have engaged in sexual activity with someone he/she knows to 

be-or should know to be-mentally or physically incapacitated (by alcohol or 

other drug use, unconsciousness or blackout), is in violation of this policy. 

Incapacitation is a state where one cannot make a rational, reasonable decision 
because he or she lacks the ability to understand the "who, what, when, where, 
why or how" of the sexual interaction. 

This policy also covers someone whose incapacity results from mental disability, 

sleep, involuntary physical restraint or from the taking of a so-called "date-rape" 

drug. 

Use of alcohol or other drugs will never excuse behavior that violates this policy. 

B. Imbalance of power 

An imbalance of power exists where one person in a relationship holds a superior 
position of power over the other. Consent is not possible if the relationship involves 

an imbalance in power1. For exaI11ple,ayoungperson91111 never consent to conduct 
with an adult as an adult always holds a position of power over a young person. 

Factors relevant to detennining whether there is an imbalance of power include but 

are not limited to the: 

nature and extent of a person's supervisory, evaluative or other authority over 
another 

actual relationship between the parties and their respective roles 
age of the parties involved and their intellectual capabilities 

3.3. Prohibited conduct 

A. Forms of misconduct 

Misconduct comes in many forms. Misconduct may be intentional or 
unintentional. Misconduct may involve sexualized or non-sexualized behaviors. 

Misconduct may occur even if the conduct does not involve any threatened or 
actual harm. 

To highlight the scope of conduct prohibited under this code, the code is 

organized around nine interrelated forms of misconduct: 

• Boundary violations 

• Grooming behaviors 

• Child sexual abuse 
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• Sexual misconduct 

• Physical misconduct 

• Emotional misconduct 

• Bullying (including sexualized bullying) 

• Hazing (including sexualized hazing) 

• Harassment 

The same behavior or pattern of behavior may involve more than one form of 
misconduct. In addition, although described in this code as separate forms of 
misconduct, many of these forms of misconduct are interrelated. For example, 
child sexual abuse will typically include boundary violations, grooming 
behaviors, physical misconduct and emotional misconduct. 

B. Sexualized behaviors 

Sexualized behaviors, as set forth below, include without limitation boundary 
violations, grooming behaviors, child sexual abuse and sexual misconduct (romantic 
relationships involving an imbalance of power, sexual exploitation, sexual 
harassment, sexual assault and violence). They also include sexualized bullying and 
sexualized hazing. 

(1) Prohibited boundary violations and grooming behaviors 

(a) Overview 

Preventing both child sexual abuse and sexual misconduct can be greatly 
improved when an infonned community is able to identify and prohibit 
common behaviors that typically precede these forms of misconduct. These 
common "pre-offending" behaviors fall into two categories: boundary 

violations and f,>rooming behaviors. 

Alone, many of these behaviors or similar behaviors may occur without 
being part of a predatory or grooming process. However, to safeguard 
against sexual predators and to better protect all athletes and other spmis 
participants, these behaviors are prohibited. Prohibited behavior is set forth 
below in the policies on boundary violations and grooming behaviors. 

(b) Boundary violations 

(i) Definition 
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Boundary violations occur when a person fails to respect appropriate 

age, social, emotional and professional boundaries with others. 

Boundmy violations often occur when an adult does not respect 
appropriate or well-established boundmies with a young person. 

However, boundary violations can also occur between two adults or 
between two young persons. 

Boundary violations can sometimes lead to or create an environment 

conducive to more serious abuse. It may also lead to suspicions about 
an individual's motivation, even where no harm or sexual contact is 

intended. For example, a coach giving one young person too much 

attention, regularly transporting an athlete, who is not his or her child 

and/or contrary to policy, or encouraging physical contact with young 
persons without obvious justification, all may constitute boundmy 
violations. At a minimum, boundary violations set a poor example 

and need to be addressed. 

(ii) Exceptions 

Boundary violations do not include professionally appropriate 

physical contact that occurs as a direct result of sports training or 
competition or for the purpose of athlete safety (e.g., spotting, 

positioning an athlete's body to improve or develop an athletic skill). 

Provided that a parent or athlete has not explicitly requested that a 

coach or other individual not engage in the following types of 
conduct, boundmy violations also do not include public expressions 

of celebration or consolation: 

greeting gestures such as high-fives, fist bumps and brief hugs 
congratulatory gestures such as celebratory hugs, "jump-arounds" 

and pats on the back for any form of athletic or personal 
accomplishment 

embracing a crying or distressed athlete (e.g., an athlete who has 

been injured or has just lost a competition) 
putting an arm around an athlete while verbally engaging them in 
an effort to calm them down ("side hugs") 

lifting a fallen athlete off the playing surface and "dusting them 
off' to encourage them to continue competition. 

(iii) Examples 
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Boundary violations may include but are not limited to: 

Touching offenses: 

an adult tickling or wrestling (non-sport) with a young person 
close physical contact unrelated to sport, such as sitting on a lap 
or initiating hugging that is unwanted, excessive or of an intimate 
nature 
giving backrnbs, rubdowns or massages contrary to team policy 
coach asking an athlete to touch him/her 

Non-touching offenses: 

using humor with sexual content or innuendo 
making sexually provocative or degrading comments 

engaging in discussions of sexual activities or desires, such as a 
coach discussing his or her sex life with an athlete or any adult 
engaging in similar discussions with a young person 
an adult drinking alcohol with or furnishing alcohol to a young 
person (or any person under the legal drinking age - U.S. law) 
an adult having a secretive relationship with a young person 
frequent texting, messaging, or communicating via social or other 
digital media that is unrelated to participation in sport 
an adult intentionally and frequently calling or texting a young 
person without the consent or knowledge of the young person's 
parents. 

(c) Grooming behaviors 

(i) Definition 

Grooming is a systematic process involving an observable pattern of 
behaviors in which a sexual predator uses trust to sexually abuse a 
vulnerable person (often a young person). The grooming process 
often involves six steps: 

Step I: Targeting the victim. An offender will identify a person and 
determine his or her vulnerabilities. 

Step 2: Gaining trust. Through watching and gathering information 
about the targeted person, an offender will become acquainted with 
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his or her needs. The offender may also try to gain the tiust of those 

closest to the victim such as a parent or close relative. 

Step 3: Filling a need. Offenders will often give lavish gifts, extra 
attention and affection, or otherwise fulfill a need, to forge a bond 

with the victim. 

Step 4: Isolating the target By developing a special relationship with 
the targeted person and those around the targeted person, an offender 

creates situations in which he or she is alone with the targeted person. 

Step 5: Sexualizing the relationship. An offender will desensitize a 

victim by, for example, providing access to pornography or talking to, 
taking photos of and even creating situations in which both the 

offender and victim are touching or naked. The offender then uses a 

victim's curiosity and feelings of stimulation to engage in sexual 
activity. 

Step 6: Maintaining control. To ensure the victim's continued 

participation and silence, offenders may use secrecy and blame as 
well as other tactics; victims sometimes continue the relationship out 

of fear or shame at the thought of having to tell someone about the 
abuse. 

Grooming behaviors are any pattern of behavior that includes 
repeated boundary violations, social or emotional manipulation, use 

of secrecy and/or attempts to isolate another person. Grooming also 
includes a pattern of behavior involving a combination of excessive 

attention, affection and gifts. 

Grooming is identified by the pattern of behavior, not the intent of the 
person engaging in the conduct or whether the behavior ultimately 

leads to any sexual contact 

(ii) Exceptions 

None. 

(iii) Examples 

Grooming behaviors, if part of a pattern of conduct, may include, but 

are not limited to: 
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buying a person expensive gifts or multiple gifts or giving the 

person money; may take the fonn of compensating practice time 

or re-gifting donated sporting equipment or apparel 

an adult spending excessive time with a young person and/or his 

or her parents out-of-program 

sharing private or personal information and then asking the person 

to keep it secret 

seeking private or personal :information under the promise that the 

:infonnation will be kept secret 

engaging in conduct to separate a person from his or her peers 

singling out a person for different treatment, such as giving an 

athlete far more personal attention than his or her teammates or 

offering special privileges 

seeking or creating opportunities to be alone with another, 

:including during both in-program and out-or-program trips. 

(d) Related local safe sport policies 

Certain safe sport policies used to mitigate the risk of boundary violations 

and prohibited grooming behaviors are more appropriately developed and 

implemented at the local level and by sport. To determine whether you 

are subject to additional policies, consult with your sport organ:izat:ion. 1 

(2) Child sexual abuse 

(a) Definition 

Child sexual abuse includes any sexual contact or activity with a young 

person, Child sexual abuse includes sexual contact that is accomplished by 

coercion, deception, manipulation, force or the threat of force. 

A young person cannot consent to sexual activity with an adult All sexual 

:interactions between an adult and a young person are stiictly prohibited 

even if the young person understands or agrees to the behavior. 

1 For local sport clubs that are considering adopting safe sport polices to address local team 

travel, overnight or team travel, social media, electronic and digital communications, gifting, 

physical contact or photogrnphy, sample policies on each of these topics can be found in the 

Center's Safe Sport Handbook. [hold tor link! 
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Child sexual abuse is not limited to an adult's abuse of a young person, but 

may also include seaial contact between young persons. Peer-to-peer 

sexual activity may be abusive, depending on the existence of an aggressor, 

the age difference between the young persons involved and/or whether 

there is an imbalance of power and/or intellectual capabilities. 

Child sexual abuse includes any act or conduct that constitutes child sexual 

abuse under federal or applicable state law. 

(b) Exceptions 

None. 

( c) Examples 

Sexually abusive acts involving young people may include but are not 

limited to: 

Touching behaviors: 

sexual penetration 

sexual touching 

Non-touching behaviors: 

sexually suggestive electronic or written communications 

making sexually explicit comments 

exposing a young person to pornographic images 

intentionally exposing oneself to a young person or voyeurism of a 

young person. 

Note: Child sexual abuse often involves sexual misconduct, boundary 

violations, grooming behaviors, physical misconduct and emotional 

misconduct. 

(3) Sexual misconduct 

To ensure a safe environment and protect all members, this code broadly defines 

sexual misconduct to encompass a wide continuum of sexualized behaviors. 

As set forth below, sexual misconduct includes those behaviors involving 

unwelcome, unwanted or non-consensual conduct of a sexual nature, including, 
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but not limited to, romantic relationships involving an imbalance of power, 
sexual exploitation, sexual harassment, sexual assault and sexual violence. 

Sexual misconduct also includes any act or conduct described as sexual 
misconduct under federal or applicable state law. 

(a) Forms 

(i) Romantic relationships involving an imbalance of power 

(A) Definition 

Any sexual contact or any other intimate or romantic conduct is 
prohibited where there is an imbalance of power. These 
relationships are prohibited regardless of whether the 
relationship leads to sexual contact 

(B) Coach-athlete romantic relationships 

An imbalance of power is always assumed between a coach and 
an athlete, both during coaching and during the period following 
the coaching relationship. Once the unique coach-athlete 
relationship is established, the authority and trust on the pait of 
the coach over the athlete shall be assumed, regardless of age. 

As a result, the age of the coach and athlete is not relevant if an 
imbalance of power could jeopardize effective decision-making. 
Coach-athlete romantic relationships are prohibited regardless 
of whether the relationship leads to sexual contact. 

(C) Exceptions 

An imbalance of power is not presumed in the coach-athlete 
relationship if there is ~ preexisting relationship between two 
spouses or life partners.I ------- Comment [RB7]: Again- there are many 

~---------------- in~tances of tennis pros currently dating their 

(D) Examples 

Examples of prohibited relationships may include but are not 
limited to: 

Touching behaviors: 

ai1y sexual contact between a coach and athlete 
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a coach and athlete engaging in excessive hand holding or 
hugging or any other close physical contact unrelated to 
sport, such as sitting on a lap, of an intimate nature 
a coach and athlete "cuddling" or maintaining prolonged 
physical contact during any aspect of in-program or out-of
program activities .. 

Non-touching behaviors: 

a coach and athlete engaging in discussions with one 
another concerning sexual activities or desires or any aspect 
of their sex lives 

(ii) Sexual exploitation 

(A) Definition 

Sexual exploitation includes taking advantage of another 
through a position of trust or an imbalance of power for one's 
own advantage or benefit or to benefit or advantage anyone 
other than the one being exploited. Exploitation may occur 
regardless of whether the behavior ultimately leads to any 
sexual contact. 

Sexual exploitation includes any sexual contact that occurs in a 
relationship where there is an imbalance of power, including 
between an athlete or other member and an individual who has 
direct or indirect authority or the authority to evaluate an athlete 
or member. Because these relationships involve an imbalance of 
power, judgment is likely to be impaired and consent to sexual 
contact cannot be given. 

(B) Exceptions 

None. 

(C) Examples 

Examples of sexual exploitation may include but are not limited 
to: 

voyeurism or spying on others who are in intimate or sexual 
situations, involving two adults 
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exposing one's genitals or inducing another to expose his or 
her genitals in non-consensual circumstances 
taking pictures or video or audio recordings of another in a 
sexual act or in any other private activity, without the 
consent of all involved in the activity 
disseminating pictures or video or audio recordings of 
another in a sexual act or in any other private activity 
exchange of reward in sport (e.g., team placement, scores, 
feedback) for sexual favors 
threatening someone into unwanted sexual contact 

(iii) Sexual harassment 

(A) Definition 

Sexual or gender-based verbal, written, online and/or physical 
conduct that: (1) is unwelcome, offensive or has the purpose or 
effect of creating a hostile environment; and (2) is sufficiently 
severe or intense to be harassing to a reasonable person in the 
context 

Sexual harassment includes any incident or conduct that affects 
an athlete's or participant's willingness or ability to participate 
in sport 

(B) Exceptions 

None. 

(C) Examples 

Examples of sexual harassment may include but are not limited 
to: 

threatening retaliation against another who rejects sexual 
advances 
requesting or sending a nude or partial-dress photo to 
another 
displaying sexually suggestive images or exposing others to 
pomogrnphic material 
deliberately exposing another to nudity ( except in situations 
where locker rooms and changing areas are shared and in 
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conformance with each NG-B's or PSO's locker room 

policy) 
making comments or inquiries about another's sexual 

expenences 
sending unwanted or unwelcome sexually explicit or 
suggestive electronic or written messages or photos (e.g., 
"sexting") 

making sexual gestures toward or about another athlete 
making sexual epithets, jokes or comments 
unwelcome leering or whistling. 

(iv) Sexual assault and violence 

(A) Definition 

Any unwanted, unwelcome or non-consensual sexual contact or 
attempted sexual contact 

(B) Exceptions 

None. 

(C) Examples 

Examples of sexual assault and sexual violence may include but 
are not limited to: 

unwanted kissing or touching 
• unwanted rough or violent sexual contact 

any sexual contact that exceeds the consent given 
sexual contact with someone who is very drnnk, drngged or 
unconscious 
sexual contact with a person who holds the inferior position 
in a relationship involving an imbalance of power 
rape or attempted rape 

(4) Other sexualized behaviors 

Prohibited sexualized behaviors may include but are not limited to sexualized 
bullying as set forth at Section 
Section 

and sexualized hazing as set forth at 
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The prohibited sexualized behaviors in this code may also involve boundary 
violations and/or grooming behaviors as set forth at Section ), physical 
misconduct as set forth at Secti(,n 3 3C and emotional misconduct set forth at 

Section 3.3D. 

C. Physical misconduct 

( 1) Definition 

Physical misconduct involves contact or non-contact conduct that causes or 
reasonably threatens to cause physical harm to another person. 

Physical misconduct includes any act or conduct that constitutes physical abuse 
or misconduct under federal or applicable state law (e.g., child abuse, 
relationship violence, child neglect, assault). 

(2) Exceptions 

Physical misconduct does not include professionally-accepted coaching methods 
of skill enhancement, physical conditioning, team building, appropriate 
discipline or improving athlete perfom1ance. 

For example, hitting, punching and kicking are well-regulated forms of contact 
in combat sports but have no place in swimming. 

(3) Examples 

Physical misconduct may includes but is not limited to: 

Contact violations 

punching, beating, biting, striking, choking or slapping another 
• intentionally hitting another with objects, such as sporting equipment 

providing alcohol to an underage person (under the legal drinking age-US. 
law) 

• providing illegal drugs or non-prescribed medications to another 
encouraging or knowingly permitting an athlete to return to play prematurely 
following a serious injury (e.g., a concussion) and without the clearance of a 
medical professional 
prescribing dieting or other weight-control methods (e.g., weigh-ins, caliper 
tests) without regard for the nutritional well-being and health of the athlete. 
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Non-contact violations 

isolating a person in a confined space, such as locking an athlete in a small 

space 

forcing an athlete to assume a painful stance or position for no athletic 

purpose (e.g., requiring an athlete to kneel on a harmful surface) 

withholding, recommending against, or denying adequate hydration, 

nutrition, medical attention or sleep. 

Note: Physical abuse often involves bullying, harassment and hazing. 

D. Emotional misconduct 

(1) Definition 

Emotional misconduct is a pattern of non-contact behavior such as insults, 

threats, humiliation, intimidation, isolation and other behaviors that have the 

potential to cause emotional or psychological hann to another person. Emotional 

misconduct is identified by the conduct and circumstances in which it occuned, 

including the age of the victim(s), not whether harm is intended or whether harm 

actually results from the misconduct 

Emotional misconduct is not a single inappropriate act or event (like a verbal 

outburst). However, depending on the severity of the outburst and the 

circumstances, the conduct should be addressed by the appropriate person as 

poor practice. 

Emotional misconduct includes any act or conduct (e.g., psychological abuse, 

emotional abuse, mental abuse, child abuse) that constitutes emotional abuse or 

misconduct under federal or applicable state law. 

(2) Exceptions 

Emotional misconduct does not include professionally-accepted and age

appropriate coaching methods of skill enhancement, physical conditioning, team 

building, appropriate discipline or improving athlete performance. 
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(3) Examples 

Examples of emotional misconduct may include but are not limited to: 

Verbal acts 

a pattern of verbal assault that repeatedly attacks someone personally (e.g., 
calling a person worthless, fat or disgusting) 
repeatedly and excessively yelling at a particular athlete or other participant 
in a manner that serves no productive training or motivational purpose. 

Physical acts 

a pattern of physically aggressive behaviors, such as throwing sport 
equipment, water bottles or chairs at or in the presence of, athletes or other 
participants 
punching walls, windows or other objects. 

Acts that deny attention and/or support 

a pattern of ignoring or isolating a person for extended periods of time, 
including routinely or arbitrarily excluding athletes from practice 

Note: Emotional abuse often involves bullying, harassment and hazing. 

E. Bullying 

(1) Defmition 

Bullying is intentionally aggressive behavior, repeated over time that 
involves an imbalance of power. Bullying requires three key elements: an 
intent to ham1, a power imbalance and repeated acts of threats or aggressive 
behavior. 

Bullying also includes any act or conduct that constitutes bullying under 
federal or applicable state law. 

Bullying may be sexual, physical, verbal or relational or carried out via 
technolos,y. 

(2) Sexualized bullying 
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Bullying may also include sexualized behaviors. Sexualized bullying is 

bullying that includes any sexual acts or behavior that is sexual in nature. 

(3) Rude, mean and conflict -- distinguished 

Rude 

Rudeness is inadvertently saying or doing something that hurts someone 
else. 

Mean 

Meanness is purposefully saying or doing something to hurt someone but 
not as part of a pattern of behavior. 

Conflict 

Unlike bullying, a conflict is a struggle between two or more people who 

perceive they have incompatible goals or desires. Most conflicts arise in the 

moment because people of the same relative amount of power see the same 
situation from two different points of view. 

( 4) Exceptions 

Bullying does not include group or team behaviors that: ( 1) are meant to 

establish normative team behaviors; or (2) promote team cohesion. 

For exan1ple, bullying does not include verbal admonitions to encourage team 
members to train harder and to push through a difficult training regimen. 

(5) Examples 

Examples of bullying may include but are not limited to: 

Repeated acts or threats of phvsical aggression 

• hitting, pushing, punching, beating, biting, striking, kicking, choking, spitting 
or slapping 

throwing objects such as sporting equipment at another person. 

Repeated acts or threats of verbal aggression 

teasing, ridiculing, taunting, name-calling or intimidating 

threatening to cause someone hann. 
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Repeated acts or threats of social aggression, including cyberbullying 

using rumors or false statements about someone to diminish their reputation 

using electronic communications, social media or other technology to harass, 

frighten, intimidate or humiliate someone 

embarrassing someone in public 

socially excluding someone and asking others to do the same. 

Repeated acts or threats of sexual aggression 

teasing, ridiculing or taunting based on sexual orientation 

Note: Bullying often involves physical misconduct, emotional misconduct and 

harassment. 

F. Hazing 

( 1) Definition 

Hazing includes any conduct that subjects another person, whether physically, 

mentally, emotionally or psychologically, to anything that may endanger, abuse, 

humiliate degrade or intimidate the person as a condition of joining or being 

socially accepted by a group, team or organization. A person cannot consent to 

being the subject of hazing, regardless of the person's perceived willingness to 

cooperate or participate. 

Hazing also involves any act or conduct that constitutes hazing under federal or 

applicable state law. 

(2) Sexualized hazing 

Hazing misconduct also includes sexualized hazing, which is any hazing 

behavior that includes any sexual acts or behavior that is sexual in nature. 

(3) Exceptions 

Hazing does not include f,>roup or team activities that are meant to establish 

normative team behaviors or promote team cohesion. 

( 4) Examples 

Examples of hazing may include but are not limited to: 
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Phvsical acts 

requiring or forcing the consumption of alcohol or illegal drugs, including 
binge drinking and drinking games 
tying, taping or otherwise physically restraining another person 
beating, paddling or other fonns of physical assault 
excessive training requirements demanded of only particular individuals on a 
team that serve no productive training purpose 
sleep deprivation, otherwise unnecessary schedule disruptions or withholding 
of water and/or food 
restrictions on personal hygiene 

Non-physical acts 

personal servitude 
requiring social actions (e.g., in appropriate or provocative clothing) or public 
displays (e.g., public nudity) that are illegal or meant to draw ridicule 
yelling at, swearing at or insulting new team members 

Sexualized acts 

actual, or simulations of, sexual acts of any nature 

Note: Hazing can often involve sexual misconduct, physical misconduct, 
emotional misconduct and bullying. 

G. Harassment 

(1) Definition 

Harassment encompasses a wide range of behaviors involving a repeated pattern 
of conduct that: (a) is intended to cause fear, humiliation or annoyance; (b) 
offends or degrades; or (c) creates a hostile environment affecting a member's 
willingness or ability to participate in sport 

Conduct involving harassment will be evaluated considering the totality of the 
particular circumstances, including the nature, frequency, intensity, location, 
context and duration of the behavior. Although harassment often involves 
repeated incidents, a single serious incident may constitute harassment 

Harassment also includes any act or conduct described as harassment or stalking 
under federal or applicable state law. 
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(2) Discriminatory harassment 

A repeated pattern of conduct that reflects discriminat01y bias in an attempt to 
establish dominance, superiority or power over an individual athlete or group 
based on age, sex, race, color, ethnicity, culture, national origin, religion, sexual 
orientation, gender expression or mental or physical disability. 

(3) Stalking 

A course of behavior directed at a specific person that would cause a reasonable 
person to fear for his or her safety or the safety of others or suffer substantial 
emotional distress. Stalking generally involves a course of conduct which 
includes two or more acts, involving persistent and frequent unwanted in-person 
contact, surveillance or unwanted telephone and other electronic contact 

( 4) Sexual harassment 

Harassment includes sexual harassment, which is more specifically defined as a 
form of sexual misconduct in Section 

(5) Exceptions 

None. 

(6) Examples 

Exan1ples of sexual harassment may include but are not limited to: 

Phvsical harassment 

repeated grabbing, slapping, pinching, pushing or any other unwanted 
physical contact 

Non-phvsical harassment 

• making negative or disparaging comments about a person's sexual 
orientation, gender expression, disability, religion, skin color or ethuic traits 
displaying offensive materials, gestures or symbols 
withholding or reducing an athlete's playing time or limiting the role of other 
participation in sport, based on that person's sexual orientation. 

Stalking behaviors 

following a person 
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appearing at a person's home, class, work or practice 

frequent phone calls, emails, text messages, etc. 

continuing to contact a person after receiving requests to stop 

leaving written messages, objects or unwanted gifts 

vandalizing a person's prope1iy 

threatening, intimidating or intrusive behavior. 

Note: Harassment often involves sexual misconduct, emotional misconduct and 

bullying. 

3.4. Additional code requirements 

A. Knowledge and enforcement of this code 

Members are provided a copy of the Center's safe sport policies and disciplinary 

procedures through the Center's website and hard copies may be downloaded and 

printed from the website. 

Members are responsible for knowing the code of conduct. Ignorance of the code or 

its terms is not a defense. 

The Center has the discretion to update and/or revise the code at any time. Once those 

changes are posted online, they are in effect, unless otherwise stated. Members are 

encouraged to check on line for the updated versions of all policies and procedures. 

The Center oversees the evolution and improvement of the code and has final say 

over all interpretations of the code. 

Members are encouraged to abide by the Code at all times; however, the Center's 

jmisdiction and disciplinary authority applies to conduct that takes place during in

prngran1 activities. It also applies to out-of-progrnm activities when a member's 

conduct may present a danger or threat to the health and safety of him/herself or 

others. 

B. Sanctions 

A member who violates this code may be subject to the Center's disciplinary 

authority and any related sanctions. Further, misconduct that is not within the 

Center's jurisdiction may be subject to a separate disciplinary process and related 

sanctions established by your sport organization. 
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Section 4: REPORTING 

4.1. Reporting requirements 

A. What must be reported 

The Center requires individual members, NGBs, PSOs and local sport clubs to report 
any form of sexualized behaviors or other safe sport violations that involve prohibited 
conduct that is reasonably related to and accompanies an alleged violation involving 
sexualized behavior, that is known or suspected (i.e., the member or organization has 
any reason to believe that misconduct occurred). 

B. Who must report 

(1) Any individual member over the age of 18, other than a victim, who has actual 
knowledge, reason to believe or suspects that a safe sport violation involving 
sexualized behaviors has occurred or is occurring, is required to report (see 
section 4.3). Members who are required to report must do so promptly after 
learning of the alleged violation. 

(2) An individual member who is over the age of 18 and fails to report a safe 
sport violation may be subject to investigation and sanctions by the Center. 
The obligation to report may be satisfied by repmiing through any of the 
options set forth in Section 4.3. 

(3) Exception: Victims of safe spmi violations, even those victims that are 
members over the age of 18, are not required to report. 

Vv'hile the Center strongly encourages victims to report all safe sport 
violations, it recognizes that victims, particularly of sexual misconduct or 
sexual abuse, may not be ready or able to do so. It also recognizes that the 
Center's inability to offer complete confidentiality, as discussed below, may 
discourage some victims from reporting. 

If a victim later decides to repmi a safe sport violation, the victim may do so 
at any time regardless of how much time has passed since the incident 
However, the longer someone waits to repmi a matter, the harder it may be for 
the Center to obtain information and witness statements and to address alleged 
violations. 
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C. Who may report 

Any person, whether or not a member or affiliated with an NGB or a PSO, may report 
a safe sp01i violation and is encouraged to do so. 

D. Anonymous reporting is permitted 

The Center pem1its anonymous reporting. However, an anonymous report may limit 
the Center's ability to investigate and respond to a complaint. 

4.2. How to report 

All known or suspected safe sport violations can be reported directly to the Center or an 
NGGorPSO. 

A Option 1: Reporting directly to the Center 

Safe sport violations reported to the Center, should be reported through: 

The Center's telephone hotline: ________ _ 
The Center's website at ---------
By email at ____ ; or 
By regular mail at ____ _ 

B. Option 2: Reporting directly to an NGB or PSO 

If an individual chooses to report directly to an NG-B or PSO instead of the Center, he 

or she should refer to the relevant organization's reporting policies, which will 
identify a method by which reports should be made and the process by which the 
report will be transmitted to the Center. 

NGBs and PSOs that become aware of or receive a report of a safe sport violation 
involving sexualized behaviors are required to give prompt written notice of the 
allegation to the Center. NGBs and PSOs shall give the Center notice of all alleged 
safe sport violations not involving sexualized behaviors to the Center on a quarterly 
basis. 

C. The Center may initiate an investigation without a formal report 

Once the Center receives notice of a matter within its mandatory jurisdiction, it has 
the discretion to initiate the disciplinary process regardless of how the Center was put 
on notice of the alleged violation. 
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4.3. Reporting to law enforcement 

Reporting misconduct that may also be criminal to the Center does not satisfy any obligation 
under state or federal law to report known or suspected child physical or sexual abuse. If 
alleged misconduct may also be criminal, the Center strongly encourages that it be reported 
to law enforcement. 

Members should not investigate suspicions or allegations of child abuse or neglect or attempt 
to evaluate the credibility or validity of allegations as a condition for reporting to appropriate 
law enforcement authority. 

For state-by-state mandatory reporting laws, visit [ HYPERLINK 
"http://www.childwelfare.gov" ]. 

4.4. Reports involving a young person 

If reported misconduct involves a young person victim or respondent, the Center will 
promptly notify the young person's parents (unless the particular circumstances of the matter 
dictate otherwise, for example, if the parents are the accused) of the reported safe sport 
violation. 

The Center will promptly and consistently report, as a matter of course, any allegations of 
child abuse or neglect to law enforcement as required under applicable state law. 

The Center will endeavor to keep a young person's parents are kept informed throughout the 
investigative process. Parents may be present with the young person for any interviews, 
phone calls or communications during the investigation. Although the Center cannot 
guarantee confidentiality, the Center will take reasonable measures to protect the identity of a 
young person. 

4.5. Confidentiality 

A Guidelines 

Members ( or parents of member athletes who are young persons) who report 
incidents of sexualized behavior may ask that members' names not be disclosed to the 

alleged perpetrators or that no investigation or disciplinary action be pursued to 
address the alleged sexualized behaviors. The Center strongly supports a members' 
interest in confidentiality in cases involving sexualized behaviors, particularly for 
victims, and will take all reasonable measures to honor such requests. 

Even if a member does not specifically request confidentiality, to the extent possible, 
the Center will only disclose information regarding alleged incidents of sexualized 
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behaviors to individuals who are responsible for handling the Center's response. To 
improve trust in the process for investigating sexualized behaviors, the Center will 
notify members of the information that will be disclosed, to whom it will be disclosed 
and why. 

Regardless whether a member requests confidentiality, the Center will take steps to 
protect the complainant as necessary, including taking interim measures before the 
final outcome of an investigation. Disseminating information and/or written materials 
to persons not involved in the conduct process is not pennitted. Violations of the 
privacy of the complainant or the accused member may lead to conduct action by the 
Center. 

B. Honoring requests for confidentiality 

Honoring a complainant's request that his or her name not be revealed to the alleged 
perpetrator or asks that the Center not investigate or seek action against the alleged 
perpetrator will likely limit the Center's ability to respond fully to the incident, 
including pursuing disciplinary action against the alleged perpetrator. 

If the complainant wishes to remain confidential and the Center cannot conduct an 
investigation into the particular incident or pursue disciplinary action against the 
alleged perpetrator as a result, the Center will nonetheless assist the victim in 
receiving other necessary protection and support, such as victim advocacy or health 
or mental health services. 

C. Limits to the Center's ability to guarantee confidentiality during a conduct 
proceeding 

The Center cannot guarantee complete confidentiality. For example, if an 
investigation is pursued, a respondent will be provided with sufficient infonnation 
concerning the victim's identity to respond to the reported allegation. Or the Center 
will provide notice to the relevant organization of the allegation, particularly if the 
Center seeks an interim measure. 

In addition, the Center will promptly and consistently report, as a matter of course, 
any allegations of child abuse or neglect to law enforcement as required under 
applicable state law. The Center does not investigate suspicions or allegations of child 
abuse and neglect, or attempt to evaluate the credibility of allegations, as a condition 
of reporting to appropriate law enforcement authorities. 
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D. Although rare, there are times when the Center may not be able to honor a 
victim's request for confidentiality 

If a victim requests that his or her name not be disclosed to the alleged perpetrator or 
that the Center not investigate or seek action against the alleged perpetrator, the 
Center's Director of Investigations will determine if it can honor such the request 
while still providing a safe environment for participants, including a victim of sexual 
violence. 

When weighing a victim's request for confidentiality that could preclude a 
meaningful investigation or potential disciplinfflPf of the alleged perpetrator, the 
Center may consider a range of factors, including but not limited to: 

emotional or physical safety concerns for the victim or others 
the risk that the respondent will commit additional safe sport violations 
whether there have been other reports of safe spmi violations or informal 
complaints about the respondent 
whether the respondent has a criminal record or history of criminal activity or 
violence 
whether the respondent has threatened violence against others 
whether the conduct was perpetrated with a weapon 
whether the conduct was committed by multiple perpetrators 
whether the alleged safe sport violation involves numerous perpetrators 
the severity of the alleged conduct 
the frequency and duration of the alleged conduct 
the ages of the individuals involved 
whether the Center has other means to obtain relevant evidence (i.e., security 
cameras, eye witnesses, other physical evidence) 
any other relevant considerations. 

The presence of one or more of these factors could lead the Center to investigate and, 
if appropriate, pursue disciplinary action. If none of these factors is present, the 
Center will likely respect the victim's request for confidentiality. 

E. Other options for victims 

Reporting to the Center, NGBs and PSOs are not the only way for victims to repmi 
misconduct and find help. All victims are encouraged to seek assistance and support 
through other options. 

Report to law enforcement: If the victim of misconduct believes the conduct is 
not only a safe sport violation, but is also criminal, the Center encourages him or 
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her to report to law enforcement Reports to law enforcement agencies may not be 
treated as confidential by that agency. 

Contact licensed counselors and/or seek other victim resources: The Center 
encourages victims to seek counseling, support or treatment through other 
resources, such as counseling centers, private counselors or victim hotlines. Many 
of these resources may be able to guarantee confidentiality. The Center provides a 
list of potential resources on its website. 

4.6. Additional reporting considerations 

A Time limits 

There is no time limit on reporting safe sport violations and the Center can investigate 
a reported safe sport violation by a member regardless of how long ago it occurred. 
However, the longer someone waits to report a matter, the harder it may be for the 
Center to obtain information and witness statements and to make detenninations 
regarding alleged violations. Anyone who is aware of misconduct is encouraged to 
report it as quickly as possible to tl1e Center and/or relevant law enforcement 
authorities. 

B. Report misconduct even if unsure 

If a member is unsure whether conduct constitutes a safe sport violation, he or she 
should report it; members should not attempt to investigate the alleged violation. 

C. Amnesty 

The Center does not want fear of punishment for other misconduct ( such as underage 
drinking or similar conduct) to deter a complainant or witness from reporting a safe 
sport violation, especially a violation involving sexualized behaviors. On a case-by
case basis, and with the agreement of the relevant NGB, the Center may provide 
amnesty as outlined below. 

(1) For victims 

The Center may provide amnesty to victims who may be hesitant to report to 
Center officials because they fear that they themselves may be accused of minor 
policy violations, such as underage drinking, at the time of the incident. 
Educational options will explored, but no conduct proceedings or conduct record 
will result. Records regarding the provision of anmesty, however, will be 
maintained. 
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(2) For those who offer assistance 

To encourage members to help and provide assistance to others, the Center 
pursues a policy of amnesty for other violations when members offer help to 
others in need. At the discretion of the Center's Director of Investigations, 

amnesty may also be extended on a case-by-case basis to the person providing 
assistance. Educational options will be explored, but no conduct proceedings or 
conduct record will result. 

(3) For those who report serious violations 

4.7. Members who are engaged in other violations but who choose to bring related serious 
violations by others to the attention of the Center may be offered amnesty for their 
other violations. Educational options will be explored, but no conduct proceedings or 
record will result.Bad-faith reporting or unfounded allegations 

The Center prohibits malicious, frivolous and/or bad faith reports of safe sp01t violations and 
it is a safe sport violation subject to the Center's jurisdiction and disciplinary process for a 
member to make such a report. In some circumstances, malicious, frivolous and/or bad faith 
reports may also subject those making such reports to civil or criminal proceedings. 

4.8. Retaliation 

The Center prohibits retaliation. Retaliation is any intentional, adverse action taken by a 
responding individual or allied third-party, absent legitimate or nondiscriminatory purposes, 
against a participant in the Center's proceedings or other protected activity. 

Retaliating or threatening retaliation by a member against a complainant or witness is a safe 
sport violation. Members, including complainants, over the age of 18 are required to report 
retaliation. 

Please note that because the Center's disciplinary authority is limited to members, the power 
to address retaliatory discrimination or harassment is likewise limited. The Center does not 
have any control or authority over the conduct of non-members. 
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Section 5: CONDUCT PROCESS 

5.1. Overview 

This Center's conduct process is administrative. It is designed to regulate individual 
membership by addressing safe sport violations within the Center's jurisdiction as set forth in 
Section'.:''.:'. Not all situations are of the same severity or complexity. While applying this 
process consistently in similar situations is a priority for the Center, these procedures are 
flexible, will not be applied exactly the same in every situation and the Center reserves the 
right to modify its processes as it deems necessary. 

A. About 

1. Center as convener 

The Center is the convener of every action under this policy. Within this action, 
there are several roles. The responding member, or the respondent, is the person 
who is alleged to have violated the Code. The party bringing the complaint, who 
may or may not be a member, may choose to be present and participate in the 
process as fully as the respondent. There are witnesses, who may offer 
information regarding the allegation. There is an investigator(s) whose role is to 
present the allegations and share the evidence that the Center has obtained 
regarding the allegations. 

2. Neutral and non-adversarial 

The conduct process is used to determine if a safe sp01i violation occurred based 
on the preponderance of the evidence, whether the individual that committed the 
safe sport violation can continue to be a member and, if so, under what 
conditions. This process is neutral and non-adversarial. 

3, An investigative model - active fact gathering 

The goal of the Center in this process is to collect facts, assess risk and respond in 
a prop01iionate manner that will minimize the risk of future violations and protect 
the NGB and PSO membership as a whole. This process relies on an 
investigation-based approach to gather facts and make preliminary findings and 
recommended sanctions. 

4. Standard of proof 

The Center uses a preponderance of the evidence (i.e., more likely than not) 
standard in its fomial disciplinary and hearing process. 
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5. Applicable rules 

Absent clear evidence that accepted community standards were different at the 
time of the alleged conduct, the applicable standards set forth in the code of 
conduct and the disciplinary procedures in this section apply to all matters, even if 
the conduct occurred before the safe sport policies and disciplinary procedures 
were adopted by the Center. 

B. Steps 

The Center's conduct process may include three steps: (1) intake, initial inquiry 
and/or informal resolution, (2) a formal disciplinary proceedings and (3) the 
opportunity for a formal hearing before the American Arbitration Association. 

1. Step 1: Intake, initial inquiry and/or informal resolution 

Intake: The Center will determine whether it has jurisdiction over the respondent 
and alleged violation. 

Initial inquiry: An investigator with the Center will begin a preliminary collection 
of facts. 

Informal resolution process: The Center may attempt to resolve some reports 
informally through an expedited process. If a respondent declines the opportunity 
to contest the report, in some circumstances, the Center may accept this decision 
and impose an appropriate sanction. 

2. Step 2: Formal disciplinary proceedings 

Investigation: In some circumstances, the Center will undertake a full 
investigation of the reported safe sport violation. 

Preliminary findings: Following an investigation, the Center will make factual 
findings to whether a violation occmTed based on the preponderance of the 
evidence. 

Recommended sar1ctions: If the Center concludes that a violation more likely than 
not occurred, it will recommend any appropriate sanctions. 

3. Step 3: Formal hearing 

If a respondent rejects the Center's preliminary findings, sanctions or both, he or 
she may seek a hear·ing before the American Arbitration Association. Decisions 

by the AAA are final. 
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C. Limits 

The Center's disciplinary authority extends only to the conduct of individuals. The 
Center does not regulate, investigate or audit NGBs, PSOs or local sport clubs. 
Specifically, the Center does not regulate, investigate or audit the supervision, 
management, employment or safe sport practices and policies of these organizations. 
Misconduct not within the Center's jurisdiction may be subject to a separate 
disciplinary process established by the relevant organization. 

5.2. Relationship to other proceedings 

A Criminal investigations 

1. Differences between the Center's investigation and a criminal 
investigation 

A criminal investigation is intended to determine whether an individual violated 
criminal law. If at the conclusion of a criminal investigation the individual is 
tried and found guilty, he or she may be imprisoned or subject to other criminal 
penalties. The US. Constitution affords criminal defendants who face the risk of 
incarceration numerous protections, including, but not limited to, the right to 
counsel, the right to a speedy trial, the right to a jury trial, the right against self
incrimination and the right to confrontation. In addition, government officials 
responsible for criminal investigations (including police and prosecutors) 
normally have discretion as to which complaints from the public they will 
investigate, 

By contrast, the Center's investigation will never result in incarceration of an 
individual, Members should be aware that the safe spmi conduct process is 
different from criminal and civil court proceedings. Procedures and rights in 
conduct proceedings are conducted with fairness to all but do not include the 
same protections of due process afforded by the courts. Because the standards for 
pursuing and completing criminal investigations are different from those used for 
Center investigations, the termination of a criminal investigation without an 
arrest or conviction does not affect the Center's obligations 

Complainants have the right to file a criminal complaint and the Center 
encourages complainants to do so either during or after the Center's internal 
investigation. 
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2. Parallel investigations 

• Reporting 

If alleged misconduct may constitute both a safe sport violation and 

domestic or international criminal activity the Center shall promptly report 
to and cooperate with the appropriate agencies. The Center has no 
authority to and will not undertake a criminal investigation. 

• Cooperation 

The Center will cooperate in all criminal investigations and proceedings 
concerning the conduct of members. 

• Stay during criminal proceedings 

3. If the Center receives notice of an allegation over which it has jurisdiction, the 
Center reserves the right to proceed with the disciplinary process 
notwithstanding any criminal complaint that may arise from the same 
incident. The Center may exercise its authority of suspension upon 
notification that a member is facing criminal investigation and/or complaint. If 
the Center's disciplinary process is stayed, the Center may also seek 
suspension (or any other interim action) as set forth at Section_, pending 
the outcome of the criminal proceedings.Effect of criminal proceedings 

A criminal conviction may be detenninative of whether an individual violated a 
relevant policy. However, the standards for finding a violation of criminal law are 
different from the standards for finding a violation of safe sport policies. 
Therefore, a lack of conviction is not determinative of whether misconduct, for 
safe sport policy purposes, has occmred. 

If the respondent is convicted of a crime or subject to disposition of a criminal 
proceeding (any adjudication of guilt or admission, plea to a lesser offense, a no 
contest plea, any type of deferred adjudication) related to the same conduct giving 
rise to a safe sport violation, the Center may immediately conclude that a safe 
sport violation occmred and direct an NGB or PSO to impose any appropriate 
sanctions. However, the Center reserves the right to pursue a full investigation 
related to all or part of an alleged safe sport violation following a disposition of a 
criminal proceeding. 
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B. Concurrent civil proceedings 

The Center typically will not stay disciplinary proceedings pending the outcome of a 
concurrent civil proceeding but reserves the right to do so in its sole discretion. 

5.3. Intake, initial inquiry and informal resolution 

A. Notice and intake 

\Vhen the Center receives notice of a safe sport violation, it will determine whether it 
has jurisdiction over the respondent and the alleged violation. If the Center 
determines it does not have jurisdiction, it will notify the reporting pmiy m1d relevant 
NGB/PSO. 

Next, the Center will determine whether the allegations, if true, would constitute a 
safe sport violation and whether there is enough infom1ation for the Center to 
investigate. The Center documents all reports and gives written notice to the relevant 
NGB/PSO even if the report is not investigated. 

If the Center determines the report should be pursued further, it will provide notice of 
the reported safe sport violation to (1) the victim (if the reporter is not the victim), (2) 
the respondent and (3) the relevant NGB or PS(} The timing of notice is within the 
Center's discretion. In cases involving children or young persons, the Center will also 
provide notice to the victim's parents and/or the respondent's parents, unless the 
parent(s) are accused of the violation. 

B. Initial inquiry 

After receiving a report of a safe sport violation and determining the report should be 
further evaluated, the Center will begin collecting preliminary facts. 

This preliminary fact collection will allow the Center, in consultation with its legal 
counsel, to detennine appropriate next steps. In most cases, the Center will follow one 
of two paths: that the matter proceed through an infonnal resolution process or 
proceed to a fonnal disciplinary process, including a full investigation. 

In some circumstances, the preliminmy fact collection may indicate that fmiher 
investigation is unnecessary. For example, if the basic facts of the report are 
contradicted by well-established facts, fmiher investigation might be unnecessary 
(i.e., the respondent was in a different state than the complainant on the day of the 
alleged misconduct and there is no indication the complainm1t is mistaken about the 
date of the incident). 
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In addition, if a victim is not the reporter and declines to support or participate in this 
disciplinary process, the Center may choose not to proceed further. 

Any decision to stop further investigation after the initial inquiry will be reviewed 
and approved by the Center's Director of Investigations. The victim, the respondent 
and relevant NGB/PSO will be notified of the outcome. 

C. Informal resolution process 

In some circumstances, often those involving more minor safe sport violations, the 
Center may initiate an informal resolution process rather than initiate a full 
investigation. This informal resolution process gives the Center flexibility to 
promptly and equitably resolve certain safe sport violations. 

The Center will work infonnally with the complainant and the respondent to try to 
reach an acceptable resolution that will maintain or restore a safe and positive 
environment for all members. To resolve a report through the informal resolution 
process, the Center, the complainant and the respondent must agree to the Center's 
recommended resolution and sanctions (if any), 

To be clear, an infmmal resolution is not settlement Rather, this process conserves 
time and resources in less complicated and less serious cases while minimizing the 
risk of future violations and protecting the NGB and PSO membership as a whole. 

In cases involving allegations of serious misconduct, including but not limited to 
sexual assault, child sexual abuse or any fmm of sexual violence, the Center will 
agree to an infonnal resolution only if the imposed sanction declares the respondent 
pennanently ineligible for membership or participation in an NGB or PS(} In such 

cases, the respondent will be placed on the Center's permanently ineligible list 

In all cases, the Center may determine whether further investigation is nonetheless 
necessary to protect the community and whether the imposed sanction(s) will 
guarantee a safe and positive environment for all members. 

5.4. Interim measures 

The Center may direct the relevant NGB or PSO to implement necessary interim 
measures, such as a membership suspension or a no contact order, at any time after 
the Center receives a report of misconduct It is important to note, however, that the 

relevant NGB or PSO mav not and likely does not control a member's employment 
with a local club or 01~,tanization and the Center does not have jurisdiction to direct 

employment practices within any organization. 
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The Center will give notice to a respondent of any inte1im action. A respondent may 

voluntarily accept an interim measures. Alternatively, if the interim measure deprives 
the respondent of the opportunity to participate in au amateur athletic competition aud 

if requested, the respondent shall have the opportunity for a hearing before an 
arbitrator of the American Arbitration Association within 24 hours. If a respondent 

does not request a hearing, the interim measure will be deemed accepted. 

A hearing regarding the validity of an interim measure does not require a finding that 

an alleged safe sport violation occurred. Instead, the purpose of the hearing is to 
evaluate whether, based on the information available at the time, there is reasonable 

cause to issue the interim action to protect the victim's (or potentially others') safety 
and well-being. 

Nothing in this Section shall prevent an organization from taking appropriate, 
immediate action in response to an alleged safe sp01i violation, including suspension, 
if the organization deems it necessary for the safety and protection of the community. 

5.5. Formal disciplinary process 

A. Neutral case manager 

A neutral case manager will be assigned to any matter that proceeds to a formal 
disciplinary proceeding. The neutral case manager will serve as the primary contact 

for the complainant and respondent during the disciplinary process. The case manager 

can answer questions about the Center's procedures, the status of the disciplinary 
process as it progTesses and other questions that may arise. In addition, Center staff 

will work with to identify support resources in the parties' community. 

B. Advisor 

In addition to a neutral case manager, the parties have the right to an advisor/advocate 
of their choosing. The advisor may be an attorney. The advisor may not, however, 

make a presentation or represent the party bringing the complaint or the respondent 
during the hearing. They may confer quietly with their advisee, exchange notes, 

clarify procedural questions and suggest questions to their advisee. 

C. Investigation 

If the Center decides to conduct a full investigation, it will determine the timing and 

scope of the investigation based upon the particular circumstances of the alleged safe 
sport violation. 
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Investigations conducted by the Center will be overseen by and conducted at the 

direction of legal counsel for the Center, who may modify the process to protect the 
individuals involved or its integrity. 

( 1) The Center's primary goal is to collect facts 

The Center's investigation is designed to be neutral, prompt and non-adversarial. 
The Center's investigators are advocates for the facts and do not advocate on 

behalf of any party or for a particular result. 

During the investigation, it is the Center's responsibility to engage in fact 
gathering and to collect as much information about the reported safe sport 

violation as possible. 

Neither the respondent nor the complainant is required to prove that a safe sport 

policy was or was not violated. Instead, it is the Center's job to detem1ine 
whether, based on the preponderance of the evidence, a member violated relevant 
policy. 

(2) Participation 

During the investigation, both the complainant and the respondent are permitted 
to provide evidence, including written statements, lists of potential witnesses and 

other physical or documentary evidence, to the investigator for consideration. 

It is important for the complainant and the respondent to cooperate and 

participate in this investigation process to ensure all relevant facts and evidence 
are presented to the Center to determine whether a safe sport violation occmTed. 

The investigation provides the respondent with an opportunity to rebut the 
charges against him or her. If a respondent declines to cooperate or par-ticipate in 

an investigation, the Center will make preliminary findings and recommend 

sanctions based on the available evidence. 

(3) The investigator's role 

The Center's legal counsel will designate and direct an investigator to address an 
alleged safe sport violation. The investigator may take the following steps, if not 

already completed: 

(a) Recommend any necessary interim actions, if they have not already 

been taken 
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(b) Determine the identity and contact infonnation of the party bringing 
the complaint, whether that person is the initiator of the complaint, 
the alleged victim or Center 

(c) Conduct an initial inquiry to identify an initial list of all policies that 
may have been violated, to review the history of the parties, the 
context of the incident, any potential patterns and the nature of the 
complaint 

(i) lfthe victim is reluctant to pursue the complaint, detennine 
whether the complaint should still be pursued and whether 
sufficient independent evidence could support the complaint 
without the participation of the victim 

(ii) Notify the victim of whether the Center intends to pursue the 
complaint regardless of his or her involvement and infonn the 
victim of his or her rights in the process and option to become 
involved ifhe or she so choose 

(iii) An initial inquiry usually takes to days to complete. 
However, the initial inquiry may be delayed due to an ongoing 
criminal investigation. 

(e) Consult with the party bringing the complaint to finalize the 
complainant's statements, which will be drawn up by the investigator 
or designee as a result of this meeting 

(f) Commence a thorough, reliable and impartial investigation by 
developing a strategic investigation plan, including a witness list, 
evidence list, intended timeframe and order of interviews for all 
witnesses and the respondent 

(g) Interview all relevant witnesses, summarize the infonnation they are 
able to share and have each witness sign the summmy to verify its 
accuracy 

(h) Obtain all documentary evidence and information that is available 

(i) Obtain all physical evidence that is available 

(j) Complete the investigation promptly by analyzing all available 
evidence without unreasonable deviation from the intended timeline 
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D. Factual findings, preliminary conclusions and recommended sanctions 

(1) Investigator's report and factual findings 

In most cases, at the conclusion of the investigation, the investigator will prepare 

a written report which discusses and analyzes all of the relevant facts and makes 

factual findings. 

Before the report is finalized, the complainant(s) and respondent(s) will each 

receive notice and be given the opportunity to respond to the investigator's 

findings. Following the receipt of any comments or additional evidence from the 

complainant and respondent, the investigator will finalize the rep01i. The Center 

will place a reasonable time limit on responding to investigator's findings. 

(2) The Center's preliminary conclusion and recommended sanctions 

(a) Approval of report and factual findings 

The Center's Director of Investigations will review the investigator's rep01i 

and: (a) approve the report or (b) if necessary, ask the investigator to 

modify the report or conduct additional investigation and supplement and 

revise the report accordingly. 

(b) Standard of proof and preliminary conclusions 

Upon approval of the report, the Director of Investigations will adopt the 

investigator's factual findings and make a preliminary conclusion whether 

the respondent is responsible for a safe sport policy violation based on the 

preponderance of the evidence. 

(c) Recommended sanctions 

If the Director of Investigations concludes that a member is responsible for 

a safe sport violation based on the preponderance of the evidence, he or she 

will recommend appropriate sanctions. All recommended sanctions will be 

reviewed and approved by the Center's legal counsel. 

(3) Scope of recommended sanctions 

All recommended sanctions will be reasonable and proportionate to the safe 

sport violation and sunounding circumstances, consistent with sanctions issued 

for similar safe sport policy violations and designed to protect all members from 

future misconduct. 
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In detem1ining appropriate sanctions, the Center may consider, among other 

things, the seriousness of the violation, the ages of the individuals involved and 
whether or not the respondent poses an ongoing threat to the safety of others. 

Repeat offenders may be subject to enhanced sanctions. 

Depending on the nature of the violation and the record of the member, sanctions 
may include, but are not limited to, a warning, fine, conditions on 

participation/membership, suspension or permanent ban from membership or 

participation in any NGB or PSO. A sanction that relates to membership with 
one NGB or PSO is applicable to membership with all NGBs and/or PSOs. 

One or more of the following sanctions may be recommended or imposed upon 

any member for any single safe sport violation: 

(a) Warning 

An official written notice that the member has violated relevant policies 
and/or mles and that more severe conduct may result should the member be 
involved in other violations. 

(b) Loss of privileges 

The member will be denied specified privileges for a designated period of 

time. 

( c) Behavioral requirement 

This includes required activities including, but not limited to, behavioral 

assessments. 

( d) Educational program 

Requirement to attend, present and/or participate in a program related to the 
violation. It may also be a requirement to sponsor or assist with a program 

for others to aid them in learning about a specific topic or issue related to the 
violation for which the member was found responsible. 

(e) Probation 

Official notice that, should further violations of safe sport policies occur 

during a specified probationary period, the member may become 

permanently ineligible. 
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(f) Suspension 

Removal for a specified period of time after which the member is eligible to 

return. Conditions for re-admission to membership may be specified. 

(g) Eligibility restriction 

The member is deemed "not in good standing" with the Center for a 

specified period of time. Specific limits or exceptions may be grnnted by the 

Center. Participation is disallowed during this period. 

(h) Permanently ineligible 

Membership is revoked permanently. 

(i) Other sanctions 

Additional or alternate sanctions may be created and designed as deemed 

appropriate to the offense, Other sanctions may include listing on a publicly

available pennanently or temporarily ineligible member list 

( 4) Notice of the Center's preliminary conclusion and recommended 
sanctions 

Both the complainant and the respondent will be notified in writing of the 

Center's preliminary conclusion and recommended sanctions, if any. This notice 
of decision will identify the safe sport policies at issue, whether a policy was 

more likely than not violated, the basis for the detennination ar1d any 

recommended sanctions. 

Notice to a responding member will be in writing and may be delivered by one or 
more of the following methods: in person by the Center's Director of 

Investigations ( or designee ); mailed to the local or penna11ent address of the 
member as indicated in NGB or PSO records; or emailed to the member's email 

account as indicated in NGB or PSO records. Once mailed, emailed a11d/or 
received in person, notice will be presumptively delivered. The letter of notice 

will: 

(a) identify the alleged violation a11d where to locate the code of 

conduct and conduct procedures; 

(b) the basis for concluding the member is responsible for safe sport 
policy violation; and 
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(c) any recommended sanctions. 

5.6. Respondent's options 

A. The respondent is found "not responsible" 

Where the respondent is found not responsible for the alleged violation(s), the 
investigation will be closed. The party bringing the complaint, if any, may 
request that the Standing Review Committee, review the investigation file to 
possibly re-open the investigation or convene a hearing, as set forth in .:c.,• ·-· ·· 

The decision to re-open an investigation or convene a hearing rests solely in the 
discretion of the Standing Review Committee and is granted only on the basis of 
extraordinary cause. 

B. The respondent accepts a finding of "responsible" 

1. The respondent accepts a finding of "responsible" and accepts the 
recommended sanctions 

If the respondent accepts the finding that he or she violated the code and the 
recommended sanction, the NGB will implement the sanctions and the 
process ends. Under these circumstances, the respondent declines his or her 
opportunity for a hearing before the American Arbitration Association and 
this resolution is therefore not subject to a hearing before the AAA 

2. The respondent accepts a finding of "responsible" but rejects the 
recommended sanctions 

If the respondent accepts the "responsible" findings but rejects the 
recommended sanctions, the respondent may seek a hearing before the 

American Arbitration Association as described in --••·-, ,.,,. .............. on only the 
sanction. Under these circumstances, the respondent declines his or her 
opportunity for a hearing before the American Arbitration Association as to 
the Center's findings. 

C. The respondent rejects the findings completely or in part 

1. The respondent rejects the findings completely 

If the respondent rejects the finding that they violated the Center's code, a 
hearing before the American Arbitration Association will be convened within 
_ business days, barring exigent circumstances and subject to the 
requirements set forth at section __ . 
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2. The respondent accepts the findings in part and rejects the findings in 
part 

If the respondent rejects in part the finding that he or she violated the 
Center's code, there will be a hearing before AAA solely on the disputed 
allegations within_ business days, baning exigent circumstances and 
subject to the requirements set forth at section_. 

5.7. Review of the Center's decision 

A. Complainant may seek review by the Standing Review Committee 

If the Center concludes that no safe sport violation occurred, the complainant may, 
within seven days of the decision, request review of the decision by the Center's 
Standing Review Committee, which is comprised of properly trained community 
members with experience in addressing sexual misconduct and child sexual abuse and 
who have familiarity with the Center's disciplinary process. 

SRC review is limited to determining whether the disciplinary process was properly 
followed and whether the investigation was neutral and impartial. If the SRC 
determines that the disciplinary process was properly followed and the investigation 
was impaitial, the Center's decision becomes final. 

If the SRC detennines that there were errors in the process or a lack of impartiality, 
the SRC will, within its discretion, direct what additional steps should be taken to 
remedy the errors. This may include re-assignment of the matter to a different 
investigator, including a third-party investigator not affiliated with the Center. 

B. Respondent may seek a hearing before the American Arbitration 
Association 

If the Center concludes that a safe sport violation occurred, the respondent may, 
under limited circumstances, have the opportunity to be heard before the American 
Arbitration Association. The respondent may request AAA arbitration if: 

• the respondent objects to the Center's preliminary conclusion or recommended 
sanctions, and 

• the Center's conclusion or sanctions, if accepted, would deny the respondent the 
opportunity to participate in any amateur athletic event or deem the respondent 
ineligible to participate under the Ted Stevens Act. 
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Through arbitration, the respondent may contest the Center's conclusion and 
sanctions in whole or in part. For example, the respondent may accept the conclusion 
that a violation occurred, but seek a hearing on the sanctions. Under these 
circumstances, the hearing will be limited to deciding whether the sanctions were 
appropriate. 

If the respondent decides to pursue arbitration, the respondent must submit a written 
request to the Center within seven days of the Center's notice of decision. The request 
must state whether the respondent objects to the Center's conclusion, the sanctions or 
both. 

The arbitration will proceed under the Center's Arbitration Rules as set forth in 
Scct;on 6. 

C. Final decision 

If the Center concludes that a safe sport violation did not occur and the complainant 
does not timely request SRC review, the Center's decision will become final. 

If the Center concludes that a safe sport violation occurred and the respondent does 
not have the right to be heard before AAA or does not timely exercise that right 
through a written request for AAA arbitration, the Center's decision will become 
final. Any recommended sanctions will be implemented immediately by the relevant 
NGB or PSO. Nothing in this section prohibits an NGB or PSO from seeking .a more -------i Formatted: Highlight ~------------~ 
severe restricted consistent with the requirements of the Ted Stevens Act. 
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Section 6: ARBITRATION RULES 

6.1. Applicability 

Except as modified and supplemented below, the American Arbitration Association 
Commercial Arbitration Rules will apply to any arbitration initiated under the Center's 

disciplinary process. If there is any discrepancy between the Commercial Arbitration Rules 
and the rnles and procedures in this Sc<:Uon 6, the rnles and procedures in this Section 6 will 

control. 

6.2. Initiating arbitration 

A. Demand 

Within seven days of receiving a respondent's timely request for arbitration, the 

Center will initiate the arbitration proceeding by formally submitting the matter to 

AAA. 

B. Parties 

The parties to the arbitration will be (a) the respondent and (b) the Center. If there is a 

complainant in the conduct proceeding, the complainant may also participate in the 
hearing before the AAA and present his or her complaint, or may elect to have the 

Center serve as the party bringing the complaint forward. \Nhere there is no 

complainant, the Center will serve as the party bringing the complaint forward. No 
other third party may be joined or participate as a party to the arbitration. 

C. Complaint 

After initiating the arbitration proceeding the Center will file a complaint with the 
AAA, identifying: (1) the respondent; (2) the Center's written notice of decision; and 

(3) the respondent's request for an arbitration hearing. 

The complaint must also identify the safe sport policies at issue and the basis for the 
Center's decision and identify with particularity all evidence the Center intends to 

rely on in the arbitration hearing to support the Center's factual findings, conclusions 
and/or recommended sanctions. 

D. Response 

Within seven days of the Center filing the complaint, the respondent may file a 
written response to the complaint, identifying the respondent's objections to the 
Center's findings, conclusions and/or recommended sanctions. 
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The response must also identify with particularity all evidence that the respondent 
intends to rely on in the arbitration hearing to challenge or rebut the Center's 
findings, conclusions and/or recommended sanctions. 

E. Identification of evidence 

6.3. Given that the Center's disciplinary process includes a complete investigative 
process, with extensive evidence gathering and multiple opportunities to be heard, the 
evidence relevant to any safe sport violation should be well-known to the Center and 
the respondent at the outset of arbitration. Absent exceptional circumstances that bear 
on the fundamental fairness of the hearing, the parties shall not be pennitted to offer 
new evidence that was available at the time the arbitration complaint and response 
were filed, but not identified by the respective party in those pleadings.Location 

The arbitration will take place in the United States at a location selected by the arbitrator 
using criteria established by the AAA The arbitrator should make every effort to 
accommodate a location that is convenient for the parties and anticipated witnesses. 

6.4. Scope of the hearing 

The scope of the arbitration hearing will depend on whether the respondent objects to the 
Center's conclusion that a violation more likely than not occurred, the Center's 
recommended sanctions or both. No other claims or issues will be heard and no pleadings 
other than the complaint and response may be filed. The arbitration hearing is limited to 
considering: (1) whether, based on the preponderance of the evidence, the respondent(s) 
violated safe sport policy and/or (2) the appropriate sanction(s). 

6.5. Expedited hearing 

At the request of either party, any aspect of these procedures may be expedited by the 
arbitrator if doing so is reasonably necessary to determine the respondent's eligibility to 
participate in an amateur athletic event. In deciding whether to expedite any aspect of the 
arbitration hearing process, the arbitrator must balance the need for an accelerated process 
with both parties' right to a fair hearing. Expedited procedures will not eliminate the 
respondent's right to request a panel of three arbitrators. 
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6.6. Appointment of the arbitrator or panel 

The arbitrator or arbitration panel will be appointed using an expedited process established 

by AAA. In all cases, the appointment of an arbitrator or 3-member arbitration panel will be 
completed no later than 14 days after the Center initiates the arbitration. 

A. Number of arbitrators 

One arbitrator will handle the arbitration unless the respondent requests a three

member panel. The respondent must request a panel of three arbitrators no later than 

seven days after the Center files its complaint. 

B. Qualifications of the arbitrator 

All arbitrators selected to handle this type of arbitration must have special training in 
safe sport programs and policies. At least one of the arbitrators selected must be a 

licensed attorney in good standing. 

All arbitrators must be neutral and free of any conflict of interest. Any party seeking 

to disqualify an arbitrator must file a challenge with AAA at least 48 hours prior to 
the scheduled hearing. AAA shall determine whether the arbitrator should be 

disqualified. AAA will infonn the parties of its decision, which is conclusive. 

C. Communications with the arbitrator 

Neither party, nor anyone acting on behalf of either party, is pem1itted to 
communicate unilaterally with an individual arbitrator or arbitrator candidate. Unless 

agreed to by the parties or directed by the arbitrator, any communication from either 

party to an arbitrator must be sent to AAA for transmittal to the arbitrator. 

6. 7. Exchange of information 

At least_ days prior to the hearing, unless otherwise agreed to by the parties or ordered by 
the arbitrator, the following will occur: 

A. The respondent will deliver a w1itten list of all witnesses to call at the hearing 

B. The respondent will deliver all physical evidence he or she intends to use or 

needs to have present at the hearing and will indicate who has possession or 
custody of such evidence, if known, so the Center can anange for its presence 

C. The Center will deliver to the AAA a written list of all witnesses to call at the 
hearing 
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D. The Center will deliver to the ,.Center it intends to use or haveprt:sent at the 

hearing 

E. The Center, complainant and respondent will notify the AAA of the names of 
any advisors who may be accompanying the parties at the hearing. 

The arbitrator, in his or her discretion, may place limits on witnesses, documents, exhibits, 

etc. The arbitrator is also authorized to resolve any disputes concerning the exchange of 
information. At the discretion of the arbitrator or at the request of either party, the arbitrator 

may direct either party to produce additional documents or information, so long as this does 

not hinder the expedited and limited nature of the arbitration or violate a privilege. 

The arbitrator should refuse to require the exchange of any evidence or infonnation that 
could have a potentially chilling effect on the Center's disciplinary process or that is likely to 

intimidate a witness. 

6.8. Hearing 

A Date and time of hearing 

Absent exceptional circumstances or an agreement of the parties, the arbitration 

hearing should be completed within _ days of the appointment of the arbitrator. The 
hearing process may be expedited if necessary and on good cause shown by the 

requesting party. For example, the arbitrator may decide to expedite the process to 
dete1mine whether the respondent can participate in an amateur athletic event that 

will occur before the hearing date. 

B. Conduct of the hearing 

The AAA will conduct hearings according to the following guidelines 

I. Confidentiality 

Any arbitration hearing will be confidential and closed to the public, unless the 

parties agree that the hearing be open to the public. An arbitration hearing that 
involves allegations of sexualized behaviors will never be open to the public. 

2. Attendance 

Admission to the hearing of persons other than the parties (including the 

complainant) involved will be at the discretion of the AAA. Hearings or a portion 

of a hearing may be conducted telephonically or by video if: (1) both parties agree 
or (2) the arbitrator agrees to one party's request for a telephonic hearing. 
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3. Joint hearings 

In hearings involving more than one respondent, the standard procedure will be 
to hear the complaints jointly; however, the AAA may permit the hearing 
pertinent to each respondent to be conducted separately. In joint hearings, 
separate determinations of responsibility will be made for each respondent. 

4. Right to an advisor 

The parties have the right to an advisor of their own choosing. The advisor may 
include an attorney. The complainant, even if not the party bringing the 
complaint, has the right to an advisor or advocate of his or her choosing. The 
advisor may not make a presentation or represent the party bringing the 
complaint or responding student during the hearing. They may confer quietly 
with their advisee, exchange notes, clarify procedural questions with the AAA 
and suggest questions to their advisee. 

5. Procedure 

The parties can agree to waive an oral hearing(s) in favor of a hearing conducted 
solely through written submissions and briefing. 

Dming an oral hearing, the Center ( or complainant if he or she wishes to present 
the complaint) and the respondent will be permitted to question all present 
witnesses ( directly or through the AAA, at the discretion of the AAA). 

Although the Center is responsible for bringing the complaint, a complainant 
who wishes to present his or her allegations may do so. The complainant ( or the 
Center's Director of Investigations) will present the allegations first and be able 
to call witnesses. The respondent will then have an opportunity to cross-examine 
the complainant and the witnesses, subject to the special hearing provisions for 
sexualized behaviors and other complaints of a sensitive nature set forth at 

The respondent may then present his or her defense followed by questioning 
from the complainant (or the Center's Director of Investigations) and subject to 
the special hearing provisions for sexualized behaviors and other complaints of a 
sensitive nature set forth at -·· · 

Either party has the right to request that portions of the tape (or video recording) 
be rewound and replayed for the AAA and or witnesses. The AAA may set time 
limits for each of these segments of the hearing. 
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After the complainant or Center and the respondent have presented their 
arguments, each will be allowed to give a closing statement. The respondent will 
go first, then the complainant or Center. 

If the AAA permit a complainant to submit a victim impact statement, this 
statement should be used by the AAA only if it detennines that the respondent is 
in violation of the policy. This statement can be used by the AAA to decide what 
sanction to impose. 

The arbitrator has general authority and discretion over the conduct of the 
hearing and may, among other things, set time frames for witness testimony, 
limit opening/closing statements or their length and limit the duration of any 
hearing. 

6.9. Special hearing provisions for sexualized behaviors and other complaints of a 
sensitive nature 

A. Discretionary protective measures 

Witnesses for each party will submit to questions from the arbitrator and the 
adverse party. The arbitrator has discretion to vary this procedure to further 
protect witnesses, for example by requiring written questions or limiting who can 
question particular witnesses. Protective measures must be implemented in a way 
that treats each party equally, allows each party the right to be heard and gives 
each party a fair opportunity to present its case. 

In matters involving highly sensitive cases, including matters involving 
sexualized behaviors, the direct questioning of a complainant by the respondent 
or respondent's counsel shall be prohibited unless otherwise requested in w1iting 
by the complainant. Instead, questions directed to a complainant may go through 
the arbitrator or panel, who has discretion to decide which, if any, questions will 
be asked. 

B. Required protective measures - young persons 

In oases involving a young person, protective measures shall include: 

1. A voiding a risk of harm 

G-enerally, the arbitrator should avoid taking live testimony from any young 
person during a hearing. Where available, the arbitrator should rely on written 
statements, audio or videotaped interviews, interview transcripts and/or the 
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investigator's testimony or written report concerning his or her interview with the 

young person. 

Before permitting or requiring a young person to testify in a live hearing, the 
arbitrator shall always consider whether requiring the young person to testify 

poses any risk of harn1, and how to best minimize that potential harrn. 

The arbitrator shall weigh the interest in achieving a fair hearing and the possible 
advantages that the young person's testimony will bring to the detern1ination of 

trnth against the possibility that giving testimony will damage the young person's 

welfare or emotional development. 

In doing so, the arbitrator shall consider the following factors: 

• the young person's willingness to give evidence (an unwilling young 

person should rarely, if ever, be required to give evidence); 
• the young person's particular needs and abilities; 
• the issues that need to be determined; 

• the nature and s>ravity of the issues to be detennined; 

• the source of any allegations; 
• whether the case depends on the young person's allegations alone; 

• corroborative evidence; 
• the quality and reliability of the existing evidence; 

• whether the young person has retracted allegations; 

• the nature of any challenge a party wishes to make; 
• the age, maturity, vulnerability and understanding, capacity and 

competence of the young person; 
• the length of time since the events in question; 

• the support or lack of support the young person has; 
• the quality and importance of the young person's evidence; 

• the right to challenge evidence; 
• whether justice can be done without further questioning; 

• the risk of further delay; and 

• the wishes and views of any parent, person with parental responsibility 
for the young person or any guardian if appropriate. 

2. Additional considerations 

If taking the live testimony of a young person is deemed necessary by the 

arbitrator, in advance of taking testimony, the arbitrator shall consider: 
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• the need for and use of a registered intermediary or other 
communication specialist to facilitate communication with the young 
person; 

• the full range of special measures in light of the young person's wishes 
and needs; 

• information about the young person's communication skills, length of 
concentration span and level of understanding; 

• the timing and need for giving a young person breaks dming testimony; 
• the involvement and identity of a supporter for the young person; 
• the schedule for taking testimony so that the young person may avoid 

spending unnecessary time at the hearing; 
• admitting as much of the young person's evidence as possible in 

advance of the hearing to reduce any facts in dispute; and 
• any other wishes and needs of the young person the arbitrator deems 

appropriate. 

6.10. Evidence at the hearing 

A. Conformity to the legal rules of evidence not required 

Conformity to legal rules of evidence is not required. The arbitrator will 
determine the admissibility, relevance and materiality of the evidence offered. 

B. Admissible evidence 

The report of the investigator and any witness statements obtained during the 
Center's investigation will be admissible as the primary evidence considered 
during the hearing. An investigator may testify at the hearing about the scope of 
the investigation, the infonnation obtained and/or considered and the content of 
the investigator's report. 

C. Limitation on new evidence 

The arbitration hearing is not an opportunity for the Center or the respondent to 
present new evidence that was not previously identified in the arbitration 
complaint and response. Absent exceptional circumstances that bear on the 
fundan1ental fairness of the hearing, the Center and the respondent shall not be 
permitted to offer new evidence that was available at the time the arbitration 
complaint and response were filed, but not identified by the respective party in 
those pleadings. 

D. Adverse inference permitted 
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The arbitrator is entitled to take an adverse inference against a respondent based 
upon his or her refusal to cooperate or participate during arbitration. 

E. Evidence of past sexual history or sexual character 

Evidence involving the prior sexual history or sexual character of either the 
complainant or respondent is not admissible unless the arbitrator deems such 
information highly relevant. All such information sought to be admitted by a 
party will be presumed i1Televant until a showing of relevance is made, in 
advance of the hearing, to the arbitrator. Demonstration of pattern, repeated 
and/or predatory behavior by the respondent, in the f01n1 of previous findings in 
any administrative or legal proceeding or other witnesses or victims will always 
be relevant to the finding, not just the sanction. The parties will be notified in 
advance if any such information is deemed relevant and will be introduced at the 
hearing. 

6.11. Arbitration decision 

The arbitrator shall issue a reasoned decision in writing and signed by the arbitrator (or a 
majmity of the arbitrators if decided by a panel), This decision is binding; no appeal is 
pennitted, and it shall be implemented immediately. The decision will be provided to each 
party. To maintain confidentiality, all references to individuals involved will be represented 
in a confidential manner (i.e., initials, numerals). 

A. Time of decision 

The arbitrator will make a prompt decision after the hearing. Unless otherwise agreed 
to by the parties or specified by law, the arbitrator must issue a decision no later than 
7 days after the close of the hearing or, if oral hearings were waived, from the date of 
AAA' s transmittal of the final statements and proofs to the arbitrator. 

B. Delivery of decision 

The arbitrator or AAA shall deliver the final decision to the parties electronically the 
day the decision is issued. Any sanctions will be implemented immediately by the 
relevant NGB or PSO. Nothing in this section prohibits an NGB or PSO from seeking 
a more severe restricted consistent with the requirements of the Ted Stevens Act. 

C. Clerical errors 

The arbitrator is not empowered to re-consider or re-detennine the merits of any 
claim. However, either party may request that the arbitrator correct any clerical or 
typographical e1Tors in the decision within five days of receipt of the decision. The 
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non-requesting party has five days to submit a response to the other party's request 
for any cmrection. 

6.12. Expenses 

A. Witness expenses 

The party producing a witness is responsible for the witness's expenses, if any. 

B. AAA fees and arbitrator compensation 

The Center will pay all AAA filing and administrative fees, arbitrator fees and other 
expenses i:r1cu1Ted by AAA during the arbitration, including required travel and other 
reasonable and customary arbitrator expenses. 

If the arbitrator detennines that the respondent's request for a hearing was frivolous, 
malicious or in bad faith the arbitrator has discretion to require the respondent to pay 
all or a portion of the AAA fees and expenses. 

Respondent pays own attorney's fees and costs of respondent's witnesses, etc. 
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1    things in food at restaurants that you don't know about --

 
2    have -- you know, your sensitivities.

 
3         Q    Okay.  And they said that you -- that you are

 
4    basically well-hydrated; that you drink 20 ounces of water five

 
5    times a day. 

 
6         A    I would always try to be -- you know, drink a lot.

 
7    Yeah. 

 
8         Q    You did not report any abdominal pain.  But you had

 
9    abdominal discomfort or your stomach didn't feel well?

 
10         A    Yeah.  I think I remember being nauseous.
 
11         Q    It says, Patient was taking birth control, but her
 
12    body did not handle them well.
 
13         Did you -- did you stop taking your pills, and that's what
 
14    caused this situation?
 
15         A    No.  The symptom I was having from the pill was not
 
16    related to these symptoms.
 
17         Q    Okay.  And then it says, She tried OCPs for three
 
18    weeks, and mostly because of mid-cycle bleeding, which was
 
19    associated with your menstruation?
 
20         A    Basically, it was making me bleed more, so that's why
 
21    I stopped. 
 
22         Q    Okay.
 
23         A    Yeah.
 
24         Q    And then had you recently taken the morning-after
 
25    pill? 
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1         Q    So in that next-to-last week when this is happening,

 
2    did you report that to anyone?

 
3         A    No. 

 
4         Q    Did you call your mom, your dad, and say, hey, this

 
5    is really bizarre?

 
6         A    No.  Because I -- I wouldn't expect for something

 
7    like that to happen.  I didn't -- didn't want to think that

 
8    that was happening.  I --

 
9         Q    You knew he was coming on to you, right?

 
10         A    At the time I didn't -- I didn't feel like it --
 
11    like, I didn't know what was happening.  I was naive.
 
12         Q    So you're naive?  Did you have a boyfriend before
 
13    then? 
 
14         A    No. 
 
15         Q    Did you ever have a guy come on to you before then?
 
16         A    Yeah.  But not like -- not like that.  I was not
 
17    involved with boys really.
 
18         Q    You didn't have any experience with boys or men at
 
19    that point? 
 
20         A    A few, but not a lot.
 
21         Q    When you say a few, how many does that mean?  How
 
22    many is that? 
 
23         A    Like, maybe two or three.
 
24         Q    Were you involved in a relationship with a boy while
 
25    you were back at the campus in August to November of 2018?
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1         questions, by the way.  But go ahead.

 
2         A    Well, I think I was ignoring the fact of what was

 
3    happening because I didn't want to believe that that was

 
4    happening.  It's, like, it wasn't -- like, no way that he's

 
5    doing this. 

 
6    BY MR. SHAUGHNESSY:

 
7         Q    Were you ignoring it because you knew it was wrong?

 
8              MR. ALLARD:  Objection.  Leading.

 
9         A    No.  It was because -- I'm young and innocent.  I

 
10    don't understand what's going on.
 
11         Q    And you were 19 at the time?
 
12         A    Yes. 
 
13         Q    And when you say you're innocent, does that mean you
 
14    wouldn't know it's inappropriate for a man to touch your -- or
 
15    run his hand across your breast, as you described?
 
16         A    Innocent, as in, like --
 
17              MR. ALLARD:  This feels like a blaming-the-victim
 
18         type situation, Kevin.  Let's take a break.
 
19              MR. SHAUGHNESSY:  I'm not blaming the victim.  I'm
 
20         just trying to get to the facts and ask questions.
 
21              MR. ALLARD:  Well, asking her if she thinks it's
 
22         wrong for the man who's running his hands across her
 
23         breast to make her feel like -- I just feel like
 
24         that's unfair.
 
25              But she's upset anyway, so let's take a quick break.
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A I don't remember.  Fifteen or sixteen.  I

don't remember.

Q With respect to your conversation with

Kylie, did she admit that she was on her phone?

A I don't recall. 

Q Did she admit that she was kissing boys or

interacting with boys when she should have been

practicing?

A It wasn't at practice.  It was at a -- at

the pro tournament that she was just watching.

Q So she wasn't playing any tournament, she

was watching others play?

A Yes.

Q And that's when Leo saw her using her

phone or kissing someone, that's when he decided to

talk to her?

A I don't recall the details of how he knew

or what happened, but I just remember being at a

practice and him being upset and wanting to talk to

us.

Q And the incident with Roger and the

incident with Leo were the only incidents that Kylie

reported to you prior to November of 2018; is that

right?

A Yes.
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about, but I remember we knew a Tommy and all of

them from the past tournaments and it somehow came

up. 

Q Are you aware of any relationship

stressors, dealing with boys, dealing with other

tennis players, dealing with women, any other

stressors that she had?

A No.

Q Has she ever been pregnant?

A No.

Q Were there any pregnancy scares?  Did she

ever talk to you about being possibly pregnant? 

MR. BOSKOVICH:  Objection.  

Do not answer the question. 

BY MR. SHAUGHNESSY:  

Q Did she ever talk to you about some of the

players having different beliefs than she had?

A I don't recall that.

Q Okay.  Are you aware that she took the

Plan B pill?

A No.

Q Did she ever talk to you about being

pregnant interfering with her career?

A No.

Q Did she ever talk to you about
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D i a m o n d  R e p o r t i n g ,  I n c .  * 4 0 7 . 8 1 0 . 0 9 5 1 * d r e p o r t i n g @ a o l . c o m

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 
ORLANDO DIVISION 

CASE NO.: 6:22-cv-00615-PGB-LHP 

KYLIE MCKENZIE, 

 Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UNITED STATES TENNIS  
ASSOCIATION, INCORPORATED  
and USTA PLAYER DEVELOPMENT, 
INCORPORATED, 

  Defendants. 
____________________________/ 

VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF  

JULIA MARKEY l/k/a JULIA LOY-MARKEY 

(via audio-video conference) 

Taken on behalf of: The Defendants 

Date taken: July 26, 2023 

Time: 3:10 p.m. - 5:51 p.m. ET 

Location:  via audio-video conference  
 hosted by Diamond Reporting

Reported before: Randi Ginsberg 
stenographic court reporter 
 via audio-video conference 

Diamond Reporting, Inc. 
8421 Murray Court 

Sanford, Florida  32771 
407.810.0951 * dreporting@aol.com 
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D i a m o n d  R e p o r t i n g ,  I n c .   *   4 0 7 . 8 1 0 . 0 9 5 1   *   d r e p o r t i n g @ a o l . c o m

A P P E A R A N C E S: 
 
  

AMY JUDKINS, ESQUIRE (via audio conference) 

      Normand Law, PLLC  
      3165 McCrory Place  
      Suite 175  
      Orlando, Florida 32803  
      amy.judkins@normandpllc.com  
      407.603.6031  
 
      On behalf of the Plaintiff 
 

 

MEAGAN L. MARTIN, ESQUIRE (via video-audio 

conference) 

     Baker & Hostetler, LLP 
     200 South Orange Avenue  
     Suite 2300  
     Orlando, Florida 32801  
     mmartin@bakerlaw.com  
     407.649.4000 
 
     On behalf of the Defendants  
     

     Also present for the Defendants: Staciellen  
     Stevenson Mischel, Associate General Counsel &  
     Deputy Chief Legal Officer, United States  
     Tennis Association (via audio conference)  
 

 

Also present:  Erik Nelson, videographer (via audio 

conference)   
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-  -  -  - 

C O N T E N T S 

                                                PAGE                                                           

TESTIMONY OF JULIA MARKEY l/k/a JULIA LOY-MARKEY   6  

Direct examination by Ms. Martin            6 

Certificate of Oath                              105 

Certificate of Reporter                          106 

Errata Page                                      107 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S T I P U L A T I O N S 

     It is hereby stipulated and agreed by and 

between counsel for the respective parties and the 

deponent that the reading and signing of the 

transcript be reserved. 
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when you're so young and inexperienced, it's very

difficult mentally, emotionally.

Q What do you mean by "inexperienced"?

A She never really had a boyfriend prior to

Nate, I believe was her first serious boyfriend.  So

inexperienced with men in general and just being

young, 18, life experience.

Q Were you aware that Kylie McKenzie had a

sexual relationship with another player at the USTA

prior to her relationship with ?

A No, I was not aware.

Q Were you aware that Kylie McKenzie took

the Plan B pill prior to her relationship with 

?

A No.

Q Other than what you already discussed, was

there any other information that Kylie provided to

you regarding -- regarding Anibal Aranda?

A Specifically or USTA in general?

Q Specifically Anibal Aranda.

A I think that covers what she shared with

me and what I remember.

Q Prior to the incident with Anibal Aranda,

do you know how long she had been training with him

specifically?
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D i a m o n d  R e p o r t i n g ,  I n c .  * 4 0 7 . 8 1 0 . 0 9 5 1 * d r e p o r t i n g @ a o l . c o m

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 
ORLANDO DIVISION 

CASE NO.: 6:22-cv-00615-PGB-LHP 

KYLIE MCKENZIE, 

 Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UNITED STATES TENNIS  
ASSOCIATION, INCORPORATED  
and USTA PLAYER DEVELOPMENT, 
INCORPORATED, 

  Defendants. 
____________________________/ 

VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF KEVIN MARKEY 

Taken on behalf of: The Defendants 

Date taken: July 26, 2023 

Time: 9:40 a.m. - 2:16 p.m. 

Location:  380 South Courtenay Parkway 
 Suite A  
 Merritt Island, Florida 32952 

Reported before: Randi Ginsberg 
stenographic court reporter 
 via audio-video conference 

Diamond Reporting, Inc. 
8421 Murray Court 

Sanford, Florida  32771 
407.810.0951 * dreporting@aol.com 
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D i a m o n d  R e p o r t i n g ,  I n c .   *   4 0 7 . 8 1 0 . 0 9 5 1   *   d r e p o r t i n g @ a o l . c o m

A P P E A R A N C E S: 
 
  

AMY JUDKINS, ESQUIRE  

      Normand Law, PLLC  
      3165 McCrory Place  
      Suite 175  
      Orlando, Florida 32803  
      amy.judkins@normandpllc.com  
      407.603.6031  
 
      On behalf of the Plaintiff 
 

 

MEAGAN L. MARTIN, ESQUIRE  

     Baker & Hostetler, LLP 
     200 South Orange Avenue  
     Suite 2300  
     Orlando, Florida 32801  
     mmartin@bakerlaw.com  
     407.649.4000 
 
     On behalf of the Defendants  
     

     Also present for the Defendants: Staciellen  
     Stevenson Mischel, Associate General Counsel &  
     Deputy Chief Legal Officer, United States  
     Tennis Association 
 

 

Also present:  Erik Nelson, videographer  
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S T I P U L A T I O N S 

     It is hereby stipulated and agreed by and 

between counsel for the respective parties and the 

deponent that the reading and signing of the 

transcript be reserved. 
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Q Are you aware of her social interactions

while she was in Florida at the National Campus?

A No.

Q Okay.  Are you aware of any stressors on

her game that we haven't already discussed?

A No.

Q Were you aware of her having any pregnancy

scares while she lived in Florida?

A I am not.

Q Okay.  Other than, I guess, the concerns

expressed regarding  have you --

A When you say "concern" -- 

Q I'm sorry.  Your prior testimony regarding

 have there -- has Kylie experienced any

relationship problems that you're aware of since

2018, romantic or otherwise?

A The only thing that -- and I'm just barely

acquainted with, would be that I think sometimes her

interactions with other players with whom I think

she considered herself fairly close declined.  And I

think Caroline Dolehide might be the best example.

I think they were closer at one stage and I think

approximately the time Caroline was seeing more

success professionally, my perception, and this is

nothing that Kylie ever said to me directly, but my
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